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(A) by inserting "(A)" after "means"; and
educational institutions, health
(B) by Inserting before the period at the
care Institutions. and libraries. end the following:",. or () service provided
Sec. 104. Discriminatory interconnection.
through a system of switches. transmission
sec. 105. Expedited licensing of new techequipment, or other facilities (or combination thereof) by which a subscriber can origi.
nologies sad services.
Sec. 106.New or extended lines.
nate and terminate a telecommunications
Sec. i07.
Pole attachments.
service within a State but which does not rSc. 108. Civic participation.
suit in the subscriber incurring a telephone
Set. 109. Competition by small business and toll charge"; and
minority-owned business con(2) by adding at the end thereof the follow.
cerns.
ing:'
"(gg) 'Information service' means the ofTITLE I--COMMUNICATIONS
fering of a capability for generating, acquirCOMPETITIVENESS
Sec. 201. Cable service provided by telephone ing. storing, transforming, processing. retrieving. utilizing, or making available incompanies.
Sec. 202. Review of broadcasters' ownership formation via telecommunications. and includes electronic publishing, but does not inrestrictions.
elude any use of any such capability for the
Sec. 203. Review of statutory ownership remanagement, control, or operation of a telestriction.
communications system or the management
Sec. 204. Srcadcaster spectrum flexibility.
of a telecommunications service.
Sec.205. Interactive services and critical
"(hh) 'Equal access' means to afford, to
interfaces.
any person seeking to provide an informaSec.2D6.Video programming accessibility.
tion service or a telecommunications servSec.207. Public access.
SOc, 208. Automated ship distress and safety ice, reasonable and nondiscriminatory access
on an unbundled basis-systems.
"i) to databases, signaling systems, poles,
Soc. 209.Exclusive Federal jurisdiction over
direct broadcast satellite serv- ducts. conduits, and rights-of-way owned or
controlled
by a local exchange carrier, or
ice.
other facilities, functions, or information
Sev. 210. Technical amendments.
See.2il.Availability of screening devices to (including subscriber numbers) integral to
preclude display of encrypted the efficient tranmislon, routing, or other
provision of telephone exchange services or
programming.
telephone exchange access services;
TITLE III-PROCUREMENT PRACTICES
"(2) that is at least equal In type, quality.
OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROVIDERS.
and price to the access which the carrier afSec. 301.Findings.
fords to itself or to any other person; and
Sec. 302. Purpose.
"(3) that is sufficient to ensure.the full
Sec. W5. Annual plan submission.
interoperabiiity of the equipment and faciliSec. 304. Sanctions and remedies.
ties of the carrier and of the person seeking
Sec. 305. Definitions.
such access.
TITLE IV-FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
"ii)
'Open platform service' means a
COMMISSION RESOURCES
switched, end-to-end digital teiecommuni.
cations service that is aubject to title 1 of
Sec. 401. Authorization of appropriations.
this Act. and that (1) provides subscribers
TITLE I-TELECOMMUMICATIONS
with sufficient network capability to access
INFRASTRUCTURE AND COMPETITION
multimedia information services, (2) is wideSEC.101.POUCY; DErITIONS.
ly available throughout a State, (3) is pro-.
iI POLCY.-Section I of the Communicavided based on industrjr standards, and (4) is
Lions Act of 134 (47 U.S.C. 151) Isamendedavailable to all subscribers on a single line
(1lby inserting "(ai" after "SECTION I.": basis upon reasonable request.
nnd
"(O) 'Local exchange carrier' means any
12)by adding at the end thereof the follow- person that is engaged In the provision of
Ing new subsection:
telephone exchange service or telephone exlb)The purposes described in subsection change access service. Such term does not
(a).as they relate to common carrier serv- include a person insofar as such person is enices, Includegaged in the provision of a commercial mo• I)to preserve and enhance universal tele- bile service under section 332(c), except to
communications service at Just and reason- the extent that the Commission finds that
abl rates:
such service as provided by such person in a
-121 to encourage the continued develop- State is a replacement for a substantial perment and deployment of advanced and reli- Lion of the wireline'telephone exchange servable capabilities and services in tele- ice within such State.
communications networks:
"Ikk) 'Telephone exchange access service'
"(3) to make available, so far as possible. means the offering of telephone exchange
to all the people of the United States. re- services or facilities for the purpose of the
gardless of location or disability, a switched. origination or termination of lrfterexchssge
broadband telecommunications network ca- telecommunications services to or from an
pable of enabling users to originate and re- exchange area.
ceive affordable high quality voice, data.
'll)
'Telecommunicatlons'
means the
graphics. and video telecommunications transmission, between or among points speoservices:
ified by the subscriber, of information of the
"'4)to ensure that the costs of such net- subscriber's choosing. without change in the
wvorks and services are allocated equitably form or content of the Information as sent
among users and are constrained by competi- and received, by means of an electrotionwhenever possible:
magnetic transmission medium, including
-15)to ensure a seamless and open nation- all instrumentalities, facilities. apparatus,
wide telecommunications network through and services (including the collection, Storjointplanning, coordination. and service ar- age. forwarding, switching, and delivery of
rangements between and among carriers: and such information) essential to such trans-.
";6)to ensure that common carriers' net- mission.
works function at a high standard of quality
"'immi
'Telecommunications
-service'
.1 delivering advances in network capabili- means the offering, on a common carrier
2cc and services.-.
lissi. of telecommunications facilities, or of
,h. DEFISITIONS.-SeCti0n 3.of Iuch Act 47 telecommunications by means of such faciliC
153) I.s aznendeil-ts.
Such term does not Include an informa.nrtion service...

H 5217

SEC, Ie.

EQUAL AOCCgM AND NETWORK
FUNCTIONALITYAND QUALITY.
(a) AMENDMENT.-Section 201 of the Communications Act of 1934 (4 U.S.C. 201) is
amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new subsections:
"(C) EQUALACCES."(1) OPENNESS AND ACCESSIBILITY OBLISATIONS."(A) COMMONCARRIER OBLIGATION.-he
duty of a common carrier under subsection
(a) to fUrnish communications service includes the duty to Interconnect with the facilities and equipment of Other providers of
telecommunications services and. informalion services in accordance with such regulations as the Commission may prescribe as
necessary or desirable in the public interest
with respect to the openness and accessibility of common carrier networks.
"(B) ADDITIONAL'OBLIOATIONeOF L4CAL XCHANGE CARRIERS.-The duty under subSection (a) of a local exchange carrier includes the duty'(i) to provide, in accordance with the regulations prescribed under paragraph (2),
equal Aocess to and interconnection with the
facilities of the carrier's networks to any
Other carrier or person providing telecommunications services or information
services reasonably requesting such equal access and interconnection. so that such networks are fully Interoperable with such telecommunications services and information
services; and
"(ii) to offer unbundled features, functions.
and capabilities whenever technically feasible and economically reasonable, in accordance with requirements prescribed by the
Commission pursuant to this subsection and
other laws.
"(2) EQUAL ACESS AND INTERCONNECTION
REGULATIONS."(A) REUOLATIONS REQUIRED.-Within I
year after the date of enactment of this subsection, the Commission shall establish regulations that require reasonable and nondiscriminatory equal access to and interconnection with the facilities of a local exchange carrier's network at any technically
feasible and economically reasonable point
within the carrier's network on reasonable
terms and conditions, to any other carrier or
person offering telecommunications services
requesting such access. The Commission
shall establish such regulations after consultation with the Joint Board established
pursuant to subparagraph (D). Such regulaLions shall provide for actual collocation of
equipment necessary for interconnection for
telecommunications services at the premises
of a local exchange carrier, except that the
regulations shall provide for virtual collocaLion where the local exchange carrier demonstrates that actual collocation is not practical for technical reasons or because of
space limitations.
I(B) COMPENATION.-Within I year after
the date of enactment of this subsection, the
Commission shall establish regulations requiring just and reasonable compensation to
the exchange carrier providing such equal
access and interconnection pursuant to subparagraph (A). Such regulations shall include regulations to require the carrier, to
the extent it provides a telecommunications
service or an information service, to impote
such access and interconnection charges to
Itself as the Commission determines are reasonable and nondiscriminatory.
"(C) EXEMiPTIONsAND MODIvicAT0roNs.-Notwithstanding paragraph (I) or subparagraph
(A) of this paragraph, a rural telephone ompany shall not be required to provide equal
access and interconnection to another local
exchange carrier. The Commission shall not
apply the requirements of this paragraph or
impose requirements pursuant to paragraph
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charges and the costs of providing such er.*ou or elements. The subemleon of such Ini
tIon shall be parsaurt to reguistions
o dptad by the Cornmision to ensure that
viuflely s tuated carlers provide such inuaoaion Inauinform fashion.
"(5)PRICING FLEXIBILrrY.-

5o0 for the prseeration of aniveouli srrIce. An* part of reparingsuch reoummendstlions, the Joint Board shall survey providers
and users of telephone exchange service and
consult with State commil-1n- in order to
determine the pecuniary difference betwrn
the cost of Providing universal service And
the prices determined to be appropriate for
such swice.
'(B) PsINDPLES.-Th0 Joint Board ShA51
base policies for the preservation of unlversal service on the follow.Ing principles:
-0)A p an adopted by the Commlssion and
the States should ensure the continued viahllity of universal service by maintaining
quality services atlust and reasonable rates!

-111l Such plan should define the nature

and extent ofthe services eneompased wILIn carriers' universal service obligatino.
Such plan should seek to promote access to
advanced telecommunica.Lons servites An0d
Capabilities. including open platform serlce.
for all Americans by Includingaccess to.dvanced telecommunications services and ckpabilities in the definition Of universal ser,
Ice while mainlaiing it
and reasonable
rates. Such plan should seek Vo promote reaSOably comparable seervice for the general
public in urban and rural wea.

'1110t Such plan should setobligh specific
and predictable nechanbss
La provide adequate and sustainable support for tmlver l
seIoe.
"ytv)All Providers of telecorn unictmonservices should make an equitable and no,
discriminatory contribution to pr-ert-it,:
of universal service.
.",I Such plan should permit residentiol
subscribers to continue to receive only hu-,
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voice-grade local telephone service. for a period of not more than 5 years. equivalent to
the Servicegenerally available to residential
subscribers on the date of enactment of this
subrectlon. at just. reasonable, and affordable rates. Determinations concerning the
nffordablity of rates for Such services shali
take Into account the rates generally available to residential subscribers on such date
of enactment and the pricing rules estab.
shed by the States. If the Dian would result
n any Increases In the rates for such servicen for residential subscribers that are not
attrlbutable to changes in consumer prices
generally. such plan should include a requirement that a rate increase shall be perml:.ted In any proceeding commenced after
March 16. 1994. only upon a showing that
sudh Increase Is necessary to prevent cornpeilti e disadvantages for one or more serI. p:'oviders and is In the public Interest.
Such plan should. provide that any such incr0ase in rates shall be minimized to the
countcat extent practical and ehall be Imple-"
mented overa time period of not less than 5
ears after the date of enactment of this Sub'ection.
"vii To the extent that a common carrier
establishes* advanced
telecommunicatlons
-ervices. such plan should include previsions
to promote public access to advanced tale.
communications services, other than a video
plotform. at a preferential rate that willreovenronly the added cosas of providing such
Nrvlce. for public service Institutions. both
nr producers and users of services. as soon as
technically feasible and economically reasonable. Such plan shall provide that each
'preferentlal rates should only be.made available to such institutions for the purpose of
providing noncommercial information ser-n
iresor telecommunications services to the
gneral public and.not for the internal teleronimunicatlons needs or co.r-servlal use of
sn(h Institutions.
l viii Such plan should determine and Cs.
Ltblish mechanisms to ensure that rates
charfed by a provider of Interexchange tIle,,onmunlcatlons services for services In
rural areas are malntained at levels no higher than those chareed by the same carrier to
,uvcrlbcrs in urban area.
"vll Such plan should, notwithstandirg
any other provision of law. require common
carriers serving more than 1.000.000
access
linesIn the aggregate nationwide. to be subleCt to alternative or pr!ce regulation, and
aot cost-based rate-o-return regulation, for
servIcesthat are subect to the iurtsdIcoinn
of toe Commission or the States. as arplicable. when soch carrIer'snetwork haa been
nndc open to competition as a result of Its
implementation of the equal access. Inter.
connection, and accesllbiliy provisions of
Ibissubhection.
-(ll Such other prInciplez as the Board determines are necessary -nd appropriate for
the protection of the public interest. convenience. and necessity and conniotent with the
purposes of this Act.
-(C) DEFINrrIONOr UNIERSAL,5ERVICT C0rico TO ADVANCED sravicrS.-In defining the
nature and extent of the services encompavsed within carriers' universal service phlintlozS under !uhpnaragraph IBIiii. the
.I:dJt
Board shall consider the extent to
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(Iv) Inclusion of such service within carricers' universal service obligations Is otherwise consistent vith the public interest, convenience, and necessity.
The Joint Board may. from time to time,
recommend to the Commission modifications
In the definition proposed under subparagraph IB).
"(D) REPORT. COM.MISSION EspooaE.-The
Joint Board convened pursuant to subparegraph (A) shall report Its recommendations
within 270 days after the date of enactment
of this subsection. The Commission shall
complete any proceeding to act upon such
recommendations within one year after such
date of enactment. A State may adopt regulations to implement the Joint Board's recommendations, except that such regulations
shall not. after 18 months after such date of
enactment. be inconsistent with.regulations
prescribed by the Commission to implement
such recommendations.
"(El DEFINrTIONOF PUBLIC SERVICE teSTTi-TON.-For the purposes of this paragraph,
the term 'public service inotitution' means-"i) an agency or instrumentality of Fedcral. Slate. or local government
'Il
a nonprofit educational institution.
health care Institution. public library, public
museum or public broadcasting station or
eIILILy
"(fil) a charitable organizations that (I) Is
exempt from Federal Income taxes under
sectlon 501(cl(3) of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1986: (11) provides public services in coo,unction with an agency, instrumentality.
institutlon. or entity described In clause (I)
or (i0: and (I) provides information that Is
useful to the public and that is related to the
work of such an agency, instrumentality. intiion.
or entity.
-47) CROSS SUBSIDIES PROWBrnTON,-The
ttumrnission shall"rAl prescribe regulations to prohibit a
vommon carrier from engaging in any prIclice that results In the Inclusion in rates for
telephoneexchange service or telephone exchange access service'of any operating expenses. costs, depreciation charges, capital
investments. or other expenses directly aoelated with the provision of competing telecommunications services. information services, or, video progrnnaming services by the
common carrier or affiliate; and
"(B) ensure such competing telecommunications services, Information services or
video programming Services bear a reasonable share of th%joint and common costa of
facilities used to provide telephone exchange
service or telephone exchange access Service
end competing telecommunications sermIcee,
information services. or video programming
services.
"18) RESALE.-The resale or sharing of telephone exchange service (or unbundled services, elements, features, or functions of telephone exchange service) In conjunction with
the furnishing of a telecommunications seIce or an information service shall not be
prohibited nor subject to unreasonable conditions by the carrier, the Commission. or
.ny State.
"(9) TELECOMMUNICATIONS NUMBER PORTAiLrr'.-The Commission shall - prescribe
regulatlons to ensure that(AI telecommunications number portability shall be available, upon request, as
"ll a telecommunications service has. soon as technically feasible and economi:t~r-us
.he operation 'f market choices by ca ly reasonable; and
"(13 an impartial entity shall administer
(ustOIners. been subscribed to by a subtntelecommunications. numbering and make
tin!mnr.rity of residential cuetomers:
-,it,
iensl of access to such ser'ice toany such numbers available on
soequitable
d::A'-.Aual
wuId unfairly deny that individ- bais.
:.r-lutaitrnual and ecuvrric cpfrurrtl.v:
The Commission shll have exclusive Juris•'ilr,UrIn
ha. been dep
I-rt-lie
inyld
i,
diction over those portions of the North
Amer!can Numbering Plan that pertain to
--nnrnuimvn
the lniiled States. For the purpose of this
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paragraph, the term "teleominalcatioas
number portability' means the ability of
users of telecommunications servloes to relain existing telecommunications numbers
without impairment of quality, reliability,
or convenience when switching Iom one provrder 'of telecommunications services to another.
.1(10) REVIEW OF STANDARDANDicRExKEli.-At least once every three years the
Co mrission Shall(A) conduct a proceeding in which interested parties shall have an opportunity to
coniment on whether the standarda and requirements established by or under thisasubsection have opened the networksaof carriers
to reasonable and nondiscriminatory anoes
by providers of telecomniuxcations services
and information services;
(B) review the definition of. and the adequacy of support for, universal service, and
evaluate the extent to which universal service has been protected and access to advanced services has been facilitated pursuant
to this subsection and the plans and regulations thereunder; and
*(C) submit to the Congress a report congaining a statement of the Commission's
findings pursuant to such proceeding, and including an identification of any defects or
delays observed in attatning the obJectlee
Of this subsection and a plan for correcting
such defects and delays.
-1() STUDY OF RURAL PH50NEBRVICE.Within 1 year after the date of enactmnent of
this subsection, the Commission Shall Initiate an inquiry to examine the efficto Of compefition in the provision of telephone exchang
a
s
avc
and telephone exchange service on the avalability and rates
for telephone exchange access service and
telephone exchange service furnished by
rural exchange carriers.
"(d) NETWORK FtICTIONALITY An QIIALtry."i()FUNCfTIONALITYAND smdAaLurT
aEWOATIONgS.-The duty of a common carrier
under subeection (al to furnish onmosmulcations service includes the duty to furuish
that service in accordance with Bch regalations of functionality and reliability an the
Commission may prescribe an necessry or
desirable in the public interest pursat to
this subsection.
(2)COORDINATEDPLANNINGFOR INTB"CIPEiABxiIr AND OTHER puRPOesgs,-The Cosinlosion shall establish"CA)procedures for the conduct of coordisated network planning by comnmon carers
and other providers of telecommunicatilons
services or information services, suabject to
Conmission supervision, for the effective
and efficient Interconnection and lnteroperability of public and private networks; and
"(1) procedures for Commission oversight
of the development by appropriate stand.
ardusetting organizatons of"(1)standards for the interconnection and
interoperability of such networks
"lii)
Standards that promote access to network capabilities and services by individuals
with disahilities; and
"(i11) standards that promote acces to information services by subscribers to telephone exchange service furnished by a rural
telephone company (assuch term is defined
In subsection ()(2F)).
"f3)OPENPLATFORM SEvICE.A) STUDY.-WIthin 90 days after the dateof enactment of this subsection, the Commission shall Initiate an inquiry to conaider the
regulations and policies necessary to make
open platform service available to subsc i.bers at reasonable rates based on the reasonably identifiable costs of providing ouch
service. utilizing existing facilities or new
facilities with Improved capability or efficiency. The inquiry required under this are-
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graph shall be completed within 180 days
after the date of its initiation.
'
"(B) RmOULATIONS.-On the basis of the respIls of the inquiry required under eubpars,raph (A), the Cornmissloo Shall prescribe
and make effective such regulations as ar
nooeeagry to Implement the Inquiry's conclualone. Such regulations may require a local
exchange caurier to file. in the appropriate
JIlsdictlon, terlffsjor the origination and
tlinlnation of open Platform service as soon
0
oh service is economically and tech.
feasible. In establishing any -such
*
=
e"u
blnin the Commission shall take into
o
ntthe
proximate and long-term -de.ployment
plant of local exchange carriers.
".(C) Tu
cadaRy wAVx-Te Commission
Sal
also establish a procedure to walve
temporarily specific provisions of the regula,
tions pr.rbed under this Paragraph if a
lOal exchange carrier demonstrates that
complXanoo with'such requirement"(i) would be economically or technically
infeasible; or
* "(I) would materially delay the deployment of new facilities with improved'capabilities or efficiencies that will be used to
Meet the requirements of open platform
services.
Such.petitions shall be decided by the CoinSmission within 180 days after the date of ite
submiission.
*
. • .
'(D) Cosr ALL ATON.-Any such regfulatIone shall proide for the allocation of all
costs of facilities Jointly used to provide
ope
platform service and telephone exchance service or telephone exchange access
Services.
""()
STAT8 AUTHORITY.-Nothing' in this
paragraph shall be construed to limit a
.Stte's authority to continue to regulate
any servios Subject to State Jurisdiction
.under this Act.
"(F) COMMISSIONIlqUutY.-Within 2 years
after the date of enactment of this paragraph. the Commission shall conduct an In.qulry conealnn
the deployment of open
platform service and other advanced teleCommunications network capabilities, inoluidlng..witched; broadband telecommunIcations facilities. In conducting such Inquiry, the Commission shall seek to develop
Information concernIng- ,
"(I) the availability of ilch network Capabilities to all Americans: •
"ill) the availability of such network Capebilites to different regions. States, and
Classes of subecribeir;•
"(lii) the availability of advanced network
technology needed to deploy such network
Capabilities: and
."(iv).likely deployment schedules for such
network capabilities. by region, State, and
qlasss f subscribere.
The Commission shall submit a report to the
Coogreseson the resulte Of scch inlquiry withIn 270 days after the commencement of such

inquiry, and annually thorefter foi the sunoeftu 5 Years

-"(4) Ao 9RsaniZT GUifLATINS.
,.
"(A) RIOqILiTIOeS-Within 1 year after the
date of enactment of this section, the Conmission shall prescribe such regulations as
* are necessary to ensure that advances In netw(irk servioes deployed by local exchange
ceui-lere shall be accessible and usable by Individuals With disabilitles. including Individuals with functional limitations of hearing,.
-vison, movement, manipulation, speech, and
Iterpetatlon of Informatio. unless the
coet 0f1making the services accessible and
uie"
would result In an undue burden or
adverse competitive Impact. Such regulations shall seek to permit the use of both
standard and special equipment, and seek to
minimize the need of individuals to acquire
additional devices beyond those used by *the
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general public to obtain such access.
(i) procedures to monitor and evaluate
Throughout the process of developing such common carrier efforts to increase network
regulations, the Commission shallcoordi- reliability and service quality; and
nate and consult with representatives of in"ilil procedures to resolve network relidividuals with disabilities and interested ability and service quality complaints.
equipment and service providers
to ensure
-(C) COORDINATIONAND CONSULTATION.their concerns and interests are given full*
Throughout the processof developing network reliability and service quality performconsideration in such process.
ance measures or benchmarks, as required by
subparagraphs IA) and iS). the Commission
shall coordinate and consult with service and
equipment providers and users and State regulatory bodies to ensure their concerns and
interests are given full consideration in such
process.
"(6) RURAL EXEMPTION,.-Tbe Commission
may modify, or grant exemptions from, the
requirements of this subsection In the case
Of a common carrier providing telecommunications services in a rural area.
"(e)INFRASTRUCTURE SHARING."(I) REGULATIONS REqtltRED.-Within one
year after the date of enactment of this subsection, the Commission shall prescribe regulations that require local exchange carriers
to make available to qualifying carriers such
Public switched telecommunications network technology and information and telecommunications facilities and functions as
may be requested by such a qualifying carrier for the purpose of enabling that carrier
to provide telecommunications services, or
to provide access to Information services, In
the geographic area in which that carrier has
requested and obtained designation as the
qualifying carrier.
(2)QUALIFYINGCARRIERS.-For purposes of
paragraph (l),the term 'qualifying carrier'
means a local exchange carrier that.(A) lacks economies of scale or scope, as
determined in accordance with regulations
prescribed by the Commission pursuant to
this subeection; and
'11)Isa common carrier which offers telephone exchange service. telephone exchange
access service. and any other service that is
within the definition of universal service, to
all customers without preference throughout
one or more exchange areas In existence on
the date of enactment of this subeection.
"(3) TRMSa AND CONDITIONS OF EULATIONS.-The regulations prescribed by the
Commiaslon pursuant to this subsettion"(A) Shall nOt require any local exchange
carrier to take any action that is economiE) REVIEW OF STANDARDS AND REQUIRE- cally unreasonable or that Is contrary to the
mET
r-At least once every 3 years. the public interest or to provide telecommuniCommission shall conduct a proceeding in cations facilities and functions to any qualiwhich interested parties shall have an oppor- fying carrier that Is not reasonably proxitonity to comment on whether the regula- mate to such local exchange carrier.
tions established under this paragraph have
-(B) shall permit, but shall not require,
ensured that advances in network services the joint ownership or operation of public
by providers of telecommunications services switched telecommunications network faciliand information services are accessible and ties, functions, and services by or among the
local exchange carrier and the qualifying
uzble by individuals with disabilities.
"(F) EFspEcnve DATE-The regulations re- carrier.
"(C) shall ensure that a local exchange carquired by this paragraph shall become effective 18months after the date of enactment of rier shallnot be treated by the Commission
or any State commission as a common carthis subsection.
"(5) QALrrY RULS.rier for hire, or as offering common carrier
"(A)
MEASURES
OR BENCHiMARKS
RE- services, with respect to any technology, in.
quistim.-The Commission shall designate or formation, facilities or functions mad
otherwise establish network reliability and available to a qualifying carrier pursuant co
quality performance measures or bench- this subsection;
marks for common carriers for the purpose
"(D) shall ensure that local exchange carof ensuring the continued maintenance and riers make such technology, information. faevolution of common carrier facilities and cilities, or functions available to qualifying
service. Not later than 180days after the carriers on fair and reasonable terms and
date of enactment of this subsection, the conditions that permit such qualifying carCommission shall initiate a rulemaking pro- riere to fully benefit from the economies of
ceeding to establish such performance meas- scale and scope of the providing local exchange carrier, as determined in accordance
ures or benchmarks "(B)CON'rTrS OF REoULATIONS.-Such reg- with guidelines prescribed by the Commisulations shall includesionin Such regulations;
"(l)quantitative netwofk reliability and
I'E)shall establish conditions that proservice quality performance measures or mote cooperation between local exchange
benchmarks;
carriers and qualifying carrier: and
"(11)

COMPATlxtirrY.-Such

regulations

shallrequire that whenever an undue burden
or adverse competitive impact would result
from the requirements in subparagraph (A).
the local exchange carrier that deploys the
network service
shall ensure that the network service in question is compatible with
existing, peripheral devices or specialized
customer premises equipment commonly
sed by persons with disabilities to achieve
acoes. unless doing so would result in an
undue burden or adverse competitive impact.
"1(C)UNDUEBuRDEN-The term 'undue burden' means significant difficulty or expense.
In determining whether the activity necessary to comply with the requirements of
this paragraph would result In an undue burden, the factors to be considered include the
following.
"(i) Tha nature and cost of the activity.
""(ii) The impact on the operation of the facility involved in the deployment of the network service.
"(iII) The financial resources of the local
exchange carrier.
"(iv) The type of operations of the local exchange carrier.
"(D) ADVERSECOMPITrIVE IMPA-r.-In determining whether the activity necessary to
comply with the requirements of this paragraph would result
in adverse competitive
impact, the foilowinigfactore shall be considered:
"(I)
Whether such activity would raise the
cost of the network service to question beyond the level at which there would be sufficient consumer demand by the general population to make the network service profitable
-I0 Whether such activity would, with respect to the network service in question, put
the local exchange carrier at a competitive
disadvantage. This factor may be considered
so long as competing network service providersare not held to the same obligation with
respect to access by persons with disabilities.
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"IF) shall not require any iocalexehange
cartierto engage in any Infrastructure sharIng aareement for any geographic ares where
Icich carrier is required to provide services
suboect to State regulaion.
-1 LNFORA.7ON CONCERI'CO DL LPfY.VIST
or N W SEiVICES AND QUrPMET--Any local
echange carrier that has entered Into an
arrement with a qualifying carrier under
this Aubsection shall provide to each Perty to
such aoreement timely Information on the
planned deployment of telecommunicatioes
services and equlment. includingsoftware
Integralto such telecommunlcatlons serices and equipment. Including upgrades.-.
tbiPiseF.MPTION
OF FRANCIIlNG AtroRnrrY
. LIL
GLA'rON OF TELEOcMMlTCaTION
SERV-

Administraton shall conduct a nationwide from alleged violations of the regulatioma
iurvey of the avaliability of advanced tele. and orders prescribed pursuant to section
iommunications services to educational in- 201(c) within 180 days after the date such
MlitUtlnn. health care institutlons, and pub- complaint is filed.-.
(ic libraries. lbe Adrmnistration shall corSEC. 103,EXPEDITED UCENSING OF NEW TECH.
plete the survey and release publicly the reNOLOG5ES ANDSEYICISL.
:
suite of such survey not later than one year
Section 7 of the Communicatiosii Act of
%fter the date of enactment of this section. 1934 (47 U.S.C. 157) Is amended by adding at
The resultsof such survey shall include-the end thereof the following new subsection:
Il)the number of educational Institutions "'(C)
0so00om.LICENSINOOF NEW T
and classrooms. health care institutions, and
"'(1) XPEDITIED
R ULEMAING.-Within 24
public libraries:
months after making a determination onder
-12)the number of educational institutions eubsection (b) that a technology or service
and classrooms, health care institutions,
and related to the furnishing of telecommunipublic libraries that have access to advanced cations services is in the public Interdst the
elecommunications services; and
Commission shall, with respect to any such
"(3)the nature of the telecommunications service requiring a license or other authorfacilities
through which such educational In- isation from the Commisslon. adopt and
1 ) TEL.O.MUNIATIONS SERVICES.-Sec- ntilutions. health care institutions, and pub- make effective
regulations for.
tion 62ib) of the Comnmunications Act of 194 !i libraries' obtain access to advanced tsle-(A) the provision of such technology or
(47 U.SC. 541 rl is amended by adding at the
cmmunicatlons services.
service; and
c-l thereof the followlng new peragruph:
The National Telecommunications and Infor-(B) the filing of applications for the li"i31Al To the extent,that a cable operator
mation Administration shall update annu- censes or axthorliations necessary to offer
or affiliate thereof is engaged in the provially the survey required by this section.The such technology or service to the public, and
sion of telecommunications servicesshall act on any such application within 24
survey required under this subsection shall
"'(i)
such Cable operator or affiliate shall
be prepared in consultation with the Depart- 'months after it is filed.
not be required to cbtain a franchise under
"(2)REVfEW OF APPLICATICCIS.-ADy appliment
of
Fducation.
Department
of
Health
this title: and
and Human Services, and such other Federal. cation filedby a carrier under this sub"(illte provisions of this title shall not
State. and local departmenLs, agencies, and section for the construction or extension of a
apply o lvuchcable operator or affiliate.
authorities that may maintain or have acife shall also be subject to section M4 and
iF) A Nranchtelng authority may not imto any necessary approval by the appropriate
pose a
requirement that has the purpose cess to Informationconcerning the avallabilState commissions.".
ity
of
advanced
telecommunications
services
or effect of p-ohihllting. limiting. restricting.
to educational institutions, health care InSEC. 100NEW OR EXTENMD LIKES
mt ionditioning the provision of u tele.stitutiolns. and lihrbnies.
Section 214 of the Communicltions Act of
oommunicacions rerv:reby a cable operator
-(ci RUltMAKINo REQUIRED,-Within one 1934Is amended by adding at the end the folor as affilate thereof.
-(CI A franchls!.g authority may neL orier year after the date of enactment of this sec- lowing new subsection:
Lion. the Commission shall issue a notice of
"(el Any application filed under this seca cableoperator or afiliate thereof,il to discontin.e the provision of a tele- proposed rulemaking for the purpose of tion for authority to Constructor extend a
adoptingregulations thatline shall address the means by which such
communications service. or
•ill enhance, to the extent technically fea- construction or extenslon will meat the ndt"fi1)to discontinue the operation of a cable
sible and economically reasonable, the avail- work access needs of Indlviduallwith dissystem. to the extent such cable syslem Is"
ability of advanced telecommunications abilities. .
uned for the provision of a telecommuniservices to all eductional Institutions and SEC.IVY.
PO1.LAITACIKENETS.
catiCns service, by reason of the faine of
Section 224 of the Communications Act of
such cable operator or affiliate thereof t ob- cinssrooms. health care institutions, and
public libraries by the year 2000;
193 (47 U.S.C. 2441is amendedLain a franchise or franchise renewal unle
-il) ensure that appropriate functionalre(1)In subsection (a)(4).
by Inserting after
this title with respect to the provie:c, of
quirement or performance standards, or "system" the following. 'Or a povidcr of
such telcommurnicatons service.
telecommunications
Service-;
"ID) A franchising authority may not re- both. Including lntefoperabillty standards, .(2) in subsection (e)CB") by
are established for telecommunications sysstriking
luire a cable operator to provide aiy tel.- tems or
facilities that interconnect edu- "cable television serviceiC and Inserting
.ommunicatlons service or facilities AS a
condition of the Initisl grant of a franchise cational Institutions, health care Institu- "the services offered via such attachmeni";
tions.and public libraries with the public
(3) by redesienating pubuection(d)2) as
or a franchise renewal..
telecommunications network;
(2) FRANCHISEF.ES.-Secton 622(b)of the switched
1.(3)
define the circumstances under which subsection (d)4; and
'(4) by striking subsection (dXl) and InsertCommunicatinne Act f 1934147U.S.C. 5421b))
A
carrier
may
be
required
to
interconnect
its
ing the following:
!o amended by Inserting"to provide cable
eliecommonications
network with edu- . "(d)l)
For purposes of sube
etion (b) of
servlces" Immediately before the p-rlid at
cotlonal instittzons.health care Jnstitothis section. the Commieslon hafbl&no later
,heend of the first sentencethereof.
tO1:S.
and
nublc
itraries:
(C)CONFORMI:NG A.,END'TFS.--Seclion 2b)
.141 provide fot either the establishment of than 1 year after the date of enactment of
the National Communkcations Competition
!-f the Cemmunications Act of Ifl'4 147
UtS.CI52bil is amended by iooer:.!ng "-20!lr preferentialrates for telecommunications -and Information Infreastructre Act of sM.
prescribe regulations for ensuring that utilinnd Idi." after .Except at providel :m c- services. including advanced services, that
sen provided to educational institutions. ties charge Just and reasonable and'nonrHon.'
.SEC.lT rELZOOMMUNICATON SERVICES FOR healthcare instltutions. and public libraries. discriminatory rates for pole attachments
or
the
use
of
alternative
mechanisms
to
enprovided to all providers of telseommuiEDUCATIONAL
I Tit ONS,
HEALTH CARE INSTrIrIONo, AND ,tn.ae the aeallability of advanced Services cationsservices. Including such attachments
to these Institutions; and
LIBRARIES,
used by cable television systems to provide
"(51
address
such
other
related
matters ea telecommnnications services W donned in
Title 1 of the Communications Ac' of 1934
isamended by adding at the end the follow- the Commission may determine.
section 31mm) of this Act). Such regulations
"Id) FEASIBILFI-T
STuDY.-The Commission
icy new section:
shallhai assess the feasibility of including posh"SEC.2c TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES FOR .'(A) recognize that the entire pole. duct.
EDtUCATIONAL
N.rri iTiONS, secondary educational institutions in any conduit, or right-of-way other than the usaHEALTH CARE INSTITUTIONS. AND iregulatioss promulgated under this section.
ble space is of equal benefit to all-attachLIBRAR~IES.
-"i) DEFINITIO'S.-For purposes of this ments to the pole. duct. conduit, or right-of"51PiO4MTION OF DELIVERY OF ADVANCED Setionway and therefore apportion the cost of the
Lk
aV E-In
fulfillment of Ito oblication
ili
the term 'educational Instituions'
apace other than the unable space equally
,ndcr section I to make available to n1l the means elementary and secondary edu- among all such attachments.
:Opnoof the United States a rapid. efficient. ca .Ional institutions: and
-iB) recognize that the usable spac is of
rutonwide. and worldwide communications
-12) the term 'health care institutions'
proportional benefit to all entities attached
ervice, the Commission shall promote the -eans
not-for-profit health care institu- to the pole, duct. conduit,or right-of-way
provision of advanced telecommunications
Lons. Inclding hospitals and clinics.".
and therefore apportion the cost of the usa-ervices by wire. wireless. cab!e. nnd ?'SEC. 10, DISCRIMLNAITORY
UNTEROONNECIOe.
ble sce according to the pereentage of.usa,-!lire technoloiles toSection 208of the Communications Act of blie space required for each entity, and
• educatlnna ! iast: t o.-.s;
934 isamended by adding at the end thereof
"(C) allow for reasonable terms and condi"2:health cuc institu-ionson
thi following new subsection:
tions relating to health, safety, and the pro,31public libraries.
tC) EXiED:TED REVIEW OF CERTrN COM- vision of reliable utility service.
.1, ANNUAL tiCt':Y1RE1vis
.-.
Tle IN.'T.S.-T-Te
Commission shall issue a final
'(2) The final regulations prescribed by the
:,,::i TelecnrM uniliutIsnand lvf,:'e.n
-rter with respect to any complaint arising Commission pursuant to subparagraphs (A).
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(1), and (C) of paragraph (1) shall not apply
to a pole attachment used by a -cable televlaon.system solely to provide cable service
as defined in section 602(6) of this Act. The
rates for pole attachment used for such pusPome shall smunr a utility the recovery of
not iees than the additlnal coste of providlog pole attachments, nor more than an
amount determined by multiplying the percentage of the total usable space, or the percentage of the total duct, conduit, or rightof-way. capacity, which is occupied by the
pole attachment by the sum of the operating
expenses and actual capital costs of the utilIty atthibutable to the entire pole, duct, condult, or right-of-way.
"(3) For all providers of telecommuninations services except members of the exchange carrier association established in 47
C.F.R. 69.601 as of December 31,1993, upon enactinent of' thls paragraph and until the
Commission promulgates Its final regulatiOns pursuant to subparagraphs (A), (B), and
(C) of paragraph (1). the rate formula contained In any joint use pole attachment
agreement between the electric utility and
the Iat
local exchange 'carrier having
such a joint use agreement in the utillity's
Service area, in effect on January 1, 1994,
shall also apply to the pole attachments In
the utillty's service area. but If no such joint
use agreement containing a rate formula exlSte' then the pole attachment rate.shall be
the rate applicable under paragraph (2) to
Cable television systems which solely provide cable service as defined in section 602(6)
of this Act, Disputes concerning the applicability of a joint use agreement shall be resolved by the Commission or the States, as
appropriate.".
SM 10&CIVIC PARTICIPATION;
(a) POLiCIES TO ENHANCECIVIC DIALOGUE.The CommIssion, In consultation with the
National Telecommunications and Information Admlrlistration, shall study policies
that will enhance civic participation through
the national information infrastructure. The
study shall request sond record public coinmente on Federal policies that would enhance and expand democratic dialogue
through national computer and data networks. The study shall examine, but not be
limited to, the' social benefite of fiat rate
pricing for access to computer snd data networks, tlte policies which will determine how
access to computer networks will be priced,
Including the aceee needs of* individuals
with disabilities, and the appropriate role of
common carriers in the development of national computer and data networks. The
Commission shall receive comments in both
paper and electronic formate and shall establish an Onfine discussion group accessed
through the national Information lnfrastruc'ture to encburage oitten participation in
the tuody:
(b) PARTICIPATION IN REGULATORY ASFAiRS.-The Commission, In consultation
with the Offie" of Consumer .Affaira.shall
conduct a study of how to encourage citizdn
participation in regulatory issues and. withIn 120 days from the date of. enactment of
this Act, report to Congress on the resulte Of
the study.
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promoting a diversity of opinion in the
broadcasting service, the Commission has established regulations and policies to promote ownership of broadcasting services by
members of minority groups:
"(2) these regulations have served to promote more vigorous communications on public issues, to broaden the number and variety
of stakeholders in the American economy.
and to promote innovation by and creativity
by Americans of different cultures and national origins, and thereby have served to
build a more cohesive and productive society;
1(3) while the Commission has adopted regulations to promote participatio" by bualnoses owned by members of minority groups
and women, and small businesses, in auctions for certain spectrum-based. services
which promote diversity of ownership in
those services, no other regulations have
been established to promote sifch diversity of
Participation In the provision of common
carrier services or in the provision of other
telecommunications and information serv.
ices;
"(4) the goals of competitively priced servies,
service Innovation, employment, and
diversity of viewpoint can be advanced by
promoting marketplace penetration by small
business concerns, business concerns owned
by women and members of minority groups.
and nonprofit entities; and
"(5) it Should be the policy of the Commission to promote whenever possible diversity
of ownership in the provision of information
services and telecommunication services by
such concerns and entities.
"(b) RULEMAKINO REQUIRED.-Within 1 year
after the date of enactment of this section,
the Commission, In consultation with the
National Telecommunications and Information Administration. shall initiate a rulemaking proceeding for the purpose of lowerIng market entry barriers for small business,
business concerns owned by women and
members of minority groups, and nonprofit
entities that are seeking to provide telecommunication services and information
services. The proceeding shall seek to provIde remedies for, among other things, lack
of access to capital and technical and marketing expertise on the part of such concerns
and entities. Consistent with the broad policy and finding set forth in subsection (a),
the Commission shall adopt such regulations
and make such recommendations to Congress as the Commission deems appropriate.
Not later than 2 years after the date of enactment of this section. the Commission
shall complete the proceeding required by
this subsection.".
TITLE 11-COMMlUNICATIONS
COMPIETITIVENESS
SC
01. CABLE SERVICE PROVIDED BY TELE

PHONECOSPAPNIES,

(a) GENERAL REQUIREMET.(1) AMENDMENT.---Section 613(b) of the
Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. i=(ib))
is amended to read as follows:
."(b)(1) Subject to the requirements of part
V and the other provisions of this title. any
common carriersubject in whole or in part
to title 11 of this Act may, either through ito
SEC.100,COMPETMITION
BTSMAiLBUSINESS
AND ow;.ifacilities or through an affiliate owned.
MINORMf-OWNED BUSINES CON. Operated, or controlled by, or under common
CESNS,
control with. the common carrier, provide
Title n0 of the Communications Act of 1934 video programming directly to subscribers in
Is amended by adding at the end the follow- Its telephone service area.
lg new section:
"(2) Subject to the requirements of part V
"98C. Us.'POUCT ANDRtLZMAXI0 TO PRO- and the other provisions of this title, any
.
OrOTDIVERSIYOFOWNiERSIP
common carrier subject in whole or in part
"a) FINDINS.-The Congress finds thatto title 1 of this Act may provide channels
"() in furtherance of the purposes of this. of communications or pole, line. or conduit
Act to make available to all people of the space. or other rental arrangements. to any
United States a rapid and efficient commu- entity which is directly or indirectly owned,
nications service, and for the purposes of operated, or controlled by. or under common
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control with. such common carrier. if such
facilities or arrangements are to be used for.
or in connertion with. the provision of video
programming directly to subscribers in it
telephone service area.
"13) Notwithstaunding paragraphs Ill and
(2). an affiliate that"(A) is, consistent with section 616. owned.
operated. or controlled by, or under common
control with. a common carrier subject in
whole or in part to title I of this Act. and
(B) provides video programming to subscribers In the telephone service area of such
carrier, but
-(C) does not utilize the local exchange facilities or services of any affiliated common
carrier In distributing such programming.
shall not be subject to the requiremens of
part V. but shall be subject to the requirements of this part and Parts I3 and IV.".
(2) CONFORMINO AMENDMENT.-SeCtIon 602
of the Communications Act of 1934 (47 US.C
531) is amended(A) in paragraph (6)(B). by inserting "or
use" after "the selection";
(1) by redelgnating paragraphs (1) and
i19) as paragraphs (19) and (20) respectively;
and
(C by inserting alte: paragraph 4171 the
following new paragraph:
-118 the term telephone sers,!ce area'
when used in connection with a common car.rier subject In whole or in part to title Ii of
this Act means the area within which such
carrierprovides telephone exchange service
as of November 20. 1993. but If any common
carrier after such date transfers Its exchange
service facilities to another common carrier.
the area to which such facilities provide
telephone exchange service shall be treated
as part of the telephone service area of the
acquiring common carrier and not of the
selling common carrier:-.
ib) PROviSiONS FOR REOULATlON OF CABLE
SERVICE PROVIDED oY TELEPHONE COMANi ,-Title VI of the Communications Act
of 1934 (41 U.SC. 521 et seq.) is amended by
adding at the end the following new part:
"PART V-VIDEO PROORAMMINC SERVICES PROVIDED BY TELEPHONE COMPANIES
"sm. "I. DIINIrIoNS.
-For purposes of this part(ll the term control' means-(A) an ownership interest in which an entity hex the right to vote more than 50 percent of the outstanding common stock or
other ownership interest; or
"t1) if no single entity directly or indirectly has the right te vote more than 50 percent of the outstanding common stock or
other ownership Interest, actual working
control. in whatever manner exercised, as defined by the Commission by regulation on
the basis of relevant factors and clrcumstances. which shall Include partnership
and direct ownership interests, voting stock
interests, the interests of officers end directors, and the aggregation of voting interests:
and
(2) the term rural area' means a geographic area that does not include either"tA) any Incorporated or uonincorporated
place of I0,O00 inhabitants or moe. or any
part thereof; or
"(B) any territory. incorporated or unincorporated. included in an urbanized area.
SEC. 05L, SEPARATE VIDEO PROGRALMMING
AF.
('(a) IN GENERAL.-Except as provided in
subsection (d) of this section. a common carrier subject to title I3 of this Act shall not
provide video programming directly to subscribers in its telephone service area unless
such video programming Is provided through
a video programming affiliate that is separate from such carrier.
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'(b) BOOK AND H[ARKE"LNO."() IN GnIVESAL.-A video programming at-

fliate of a common carier shall"(A) maintain books, records, and accounts
scparate from such carrier which Identify all
transactions with such carrier,
"i(W carry out directly (or through any
nonaffiliated person) ite own promotion, except that institutional advertising carried
out by such carrier shall be permitted so
long as each party bears Itn pro rota share of
the coste; and
"iC) not own real or personal property in
common with such carrier.
-(2) L':BOtND TELEMARKLnclNOAND REFERRL.-Notwlthstanding paragraph (1)(B), a
common carrier may provide telemarketlg
or referral services in response to the call of
a customer or potential customer related to
the provision of video programming by a
video programming affiliate of such carrier.
1f such services are provided to a video programming affiliate, such services shall be
made available to any video programmer or
cable operator on request. on nondiscriminatory terms, at just and reasonable prices,
and subject to regulations of the Commission
to ensure that the carrier's method of providing telemarketng or referral and Its price
structure do not competitively disadvantage
any video programmer or cable operator. regnrdless of size. Including those which do not
n," the carrier's telemarketing services.
' JOINT TELZMARKE-INO..-NotwlthatandMRepurag-rph (IXB). a common carrier may
petition the Commission for permission to
market video prograrmrming directly, upon a
showing that a cable operator or other entity directly or Iodirectly provides telecommunlcations services within the telephone service area of the common carrier.
and markets such telecommunications services jointly with video programming services. The common carrier shall specify the
geographic region covered by the petition.
Any such petition shall be granted or denied
wiLhin 100 days after the date of Its submiss:on.
(Ci) BUSINESS TRANSACTIONSWrrH CARIER
SUBEcT To RECULATION.-Any contract,
agreement, arrangement, or other manner of
conducting business, between a common carrier and Its video programming affiliate, providing for"i) the sale. exchange, or easing of property between such affiliate and such carrier,
"(2l the furnishing of goods or services between such affiliate and such carrier, or
"(3) the transfer to or use by such affiliate
for its benefit of any asset or resource of
such carrier.
nhal] be pursuant to regulation prescribed by
the CommIssIon, shall be on a fully compenEatory and auditable bais, shall be without
cost to the telephone service ratepayers of
the carrier, shall be filed with the Commission. and shall be in compliance with regulations established by the Commission that
will enable the Comrnisslon to assess the
compliance of any transaction.
"'(d) WAIVER."Ill CRrriJUA FOR WAIVER.-The Commission may waive any of the requirements of
this section for smali telephone companies
or telephone companies serving rural areas.
it the Commission determines, after notice
and comment, that"(A) such waiver will not affect the ability
of the Commission to ensure that all video
programming activity Is carried out without
any support from telephone ratepayers:
"(B) the Interests of telephone ratepayers
and cable subscribers will not be harmed if
such waiver Is granted;
"(I such waiver will not adversely affect
the ability of persons to ob..in acCe to the
video platform of such carrier; and

-
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'il such waiver otherwise is in the public of such dispute Is submitted to the Commisinterest.
aisn. At that time or subsequently In a sepa"(2)DEADLINE FOR ACTION.-The Commis- rate damages proceeding. ths Commission
slon shall act to- approve or disapprove a May. award damages sustained In con,
waiver application within 180 days after the sequence Of any violation oft his Section to
any person denied carriage, or require cardate It ISfiled.
'(3) CONTINUED APPICABlJTrr
OF SECTION risgs, or both. Any aggrieved paMrt may seek
0s.-In the case of a common carrier that ob- any other remedy available under this Act.
'(b) COMMISSIONItOULATIONS.tains a waiver under this subsection, any re"(I) IN OENUAL-Within one year after
qulrement that section 650 applies to a video
the date of the enactment of this Seotion the
programming affiliate shall instead apply to
Commission shall prescribe, regulations
such carrier.
"SEc. e
ESITABLISHSENT OF VIDEO PLAT- thatFORM.
"(A) consistent with the requirements of
section 6. prohibit a common carrier from
"(
COMMONCARRiR OBLIOATIONS.discriminating among video programtlng
"mi) IN OE
AI.-Any common carrier
providers with regard to carrise.on its video
subject to title II of this Act, and that provides video programming directly or indi- platform. and ensure that the rates; terms,
rectly to subscribers in its telephone service and conditipns for such carriage. are just,
.
reasonable, and nondislriminatory
area, shall establish a video platform.
"(1) prescribe definitions and criteria for
"(2) IDENTFICATON OF DEMAND FOR CARlAGE-Any common carrier subject to the the purposes of determining whether.k rerequirements of paragraph (I)shall, prior to quest shall be considered a bena fide request
establishing a video platform, submit a no- for purposes of this section;
"(C) establish a requirement -that video
tice to the Commission of its Intention to establish channel capacity for the provision of platforms ontain a suitable margin of unvideo programming to meet the bosa fOdede- used channel capacity to meet reasonable
growth In bona fide demand for such capcmand for such capacity. Such notice shallity;
"(D) extend to video platforms
'(A) be In such form and contain such inthe Comformation as the Commission may require by
mission's regulations concerning network
regulations pursuant to subsection (b);
nonduplication
(47
C.F.lt
76.92
et
seq.) and
(B) specify the methods by which any ensyndicated exclusivity (47 C.F.P 76.151 et
tity seeking to use such channel capacity seq.):
should submit to such carrier a specification
"(El require the video platform to provide
of its channel capacity requirements; and
service, transmission. Interoonnection. and
"(C) specify the procedures by which such
Interoperability for unaffiliated or Independcarrier will determine (in accordance with
the Commlssions regulations under sub- ent video programming prvider that is
equivalent to that provided to the common
section (b)(1)(B))
whether such request for carrier's video programming affiliate;
capacity are bona fide.
"(FXIl prohibit a common carrier from disThe Commission shall submit any such no- criminating among video Programming protice for publication In the Federal Register viders with regard to material or Informawithin 5 working days.
tion provided by the common carrier to sub"i3)REnPONSE TO UEqU&ST FOR CARRIAOC.scribers for the, purposes of selecting proAfter receiving and reviewing the requests Cramming on the video platform, or In the
for capacity submitted pursuant to such no- way, such material or information Is pretice. such common carrier shall. subject to
sented to Subscribers;
approval of a crtlificate under section 214,
"(i) require a common carrier to ensure
establish channel capacity that is sufficient
that video programming Providers or copyto provide carriage forright holders (or both) are able suitably and
'(A) all bona fide requests submitted pur- uniquely to Identify their programming servsuant to such notice.
ices to subscribers; and
"(1)any additional channels required pur"li) If such identification Is transmitted
suant to section 659, and
as part of the programming signal,, require
"iC) any additional channels required by the carrier to transmit such idsntiflIcatidn
the Commisslon's regulations under sub- without change or alteration; and
"(G) prohibit a common carrier from exsection (bill)iC).
"(4)RESPONSES TO CHANGESIN DEMAND FOR cluding areas from its video platform service
CAPACrY.-Any common carrier that estab- area on the basis of the sthoilty. rae, or
liches a video platform under this section income of the residents of that ares, and provide for public comments onl the adequacy of
shall"(A) immediately notify the Commission the proposed service area an the basis of the
and each video programming provider of any standards set forth under this subparagraph.
'(2) EX NS0I oNF RULA'roNS In oTE
delay In or denial of channel capacity or
WOH"CAPACITY 8eY51555-The Commission
service, and the reasons therefor;
"(B) continue to receive and graut, to the -sehallextend the requirements of the regulaextent of available capacity, carriage in re- tions prescribed pursuant to this Section, in
sponse to bona fide requests for carriage lieu of the.requIrement of'section 12,:t,6
from existing or additional video program- any cable operator of a cable sytem, that
has installed a switched. broadband video
ming providers;
"'iC)If at any time the number of channels programming delivery system, except thab
required for bo s. fide requests for Carriage the Commission shall not extend the requlre
may reasonably be expected soon to exceed ment of the regulations Prescribed purnant
the existing capacity of such video platform. to subsection (bXIXD) or any other requireimmediately notify the Commission of such ment that the Commission. determines is
expectation and of the manner and date by clearly lnapproprlate.
"(i Ciissso
Ioc4uT.-.The. CommiSwlch such carrier will provide sufficient ca;
sion shall'conduot a Study of whether it is in
pacity to meet such excess demand; and
the public interest to extend the reqofr"(D) construct, subject to approval of a
certificate under section 214, such additional mente of subsection (a) to any other cable
capacity as may be neccesary to meet such operators In lieu of the requirements of-section 622, The Commission Shall submit to the
excessdemand.
of such:
"(5) DISPUTE oEMaLTION.-The Commis- Congress a report on the relts
$ion shall have the authority to resolve dis- study not later than 2 year after the date of
notes under this section and the reguations enactment ofthis section.
prescribed thereunder. Any such dispute
a 0a84RIQAL ACCESS
&OU
CL : ,Ishallbe resolved within 180days after notice
a1CxS'flmlAmol.lRIRtulED-
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"(1)lie GIENSRAL.-A common- carrier subect to title U of this Act shall not provide
video prograntnmog directly to subscribers in
its telephone service ares,ules such carrier
he certifled to the Commission that such
Carrier is in compliance with the requirements of paragraphs (1) and (2) of section
21(0).'Of this Act, and regulations prescribed
purnsnt to such paragraphs.
para"(2)
11KCEPIO.-Notwlthatanding
graph (1). a common carrier subject to title
11 at this Act may provide video programmig dirty
to subscribers in its telephone
service are during any period prior to the
date the Oommnission first prescribes final
regulations pursuant to paragraphs (1) and
(2)of section 101(c) of this Act if such carier
has certified to the Commnission that such
carrier is i compliance with State laws and
regulations omcering equal acces., interconnection., and unbundlig that are substantilly silar to and filly consistent
with the requiremente of Such paragraphs or
if ther is. no Statutory prohibition against
such carrier providing video progremming
directly to subscribers in Its telephone seryice a oanthe date of anactment of this sen.
tion. A.ommon carrier that is permitted to
under this parsprovide video pwogrammin
graph prior to the effective date of such reulations shall not be exempt from the requireoents .ofparagraph (1)after the effective date of Such final regulations,
"(M) C&'rcAT0N AND APPLICATION APPROVAL-A common carrier that submits a
certlflostion
nde peragraph (1) or (2) of
subsection (a) shall be eligible to provide
video Programming to suhcribers in aoccrdanes with the requirements of this part, subJeet to the aWoval of any necessary splsection 214 for authority to ascation und
tablish a video platform. An application
under section 214 may be filed simltaneously with the filing of such Certification
or at ny time after the date of enactment of
thiessMtion and the Commission shall act to

approve (with or without modification) or re-
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trol over any cable system that is located
within Its telephone service area and is
owned by an unafflllated person.
"(b) ExcPTloNs.-Notwithstanding subsection (a), a common carrier may"(1) obtain a controlling Interest in. or
form a joint venture or other prtnership
with, a cable system that serves a rural area:
"(2) obtain, in addition to any interest.
joint venture, or partnership obtained or
a controlformed pursuant to paragraph (1).
ling interest in. or form a joint venture or
other partnership with, any cable system or
systems If"(A) such systems in the aggregate serve
less than 10 percent of the households In the
telephone service area of such carrier: and
"() no such system serves a franchise area
with more than 35.000 inhabitants. except
that a common carrier may obteo such Interest or form such jointventure or other
partnership with a cable system that serves
a franchise area with more than 35.000 but
not more than 50.000inhabitante if such system is not affiliated (as such term isdefined
in section 60) with any other system whose
franchise area is contiguous to the franchise
area of the acquired system;
"(3) obtain, with the concurrence of the
cable operator on the rates, terms, and conditions. the use of that part of the transmission facilities of such a cable system *extending from the last multi-user terminal to
the premises of the end user. if such use is
reasonably limited in Scope and duration. as
determined by.the Commission; or
"(4) obtain a controlling Interest in, or
form a Joint ventore or other partnership
with. or provide financing to. a cable system
(hereinafter in this paragraph referred to s
'the subject Cable system'), if"(A) the subjeot cable system operates In a
television market that is not in the top 25
markets, and that has more than I cable eyetern operator, and the subject cable system
is not the largest cable system In such tela-

vision market;

"(B) the subject cable system and the largject suc application within 180 days alter
h data of Its sudslon. If the Commission est cable system in such television market
to approve such an application prior to held on Mdaroh 1. 1994. cable television franthe fill of such certification. ech approval chi es fm the largest municipality in the
-hali not be effective until such eartifleation television market and the boundaris of such
frchises were Identical on such date;
is flied.
n nOe OF CRO84BSM0, ,"(C) the subject cable system Is not owned
*i30.ML
by or under common ownership or controlof
:ISM
"(a) cause SUare
s PaostirroN.--The any one of the 50 largest cable system operator as existed on March 1. 1994; and
Comission shall"(D) the largest system in the television
"0) prescribe regulations to prohibit a
common carrier from engaging in any prao- market IC owned by or under.common ownerties that resite in the inlusion to races for ship or control of any one of the 10 largest
tlephone eqalange service or telephone ex- cable system operators an existed on blrch
ohange access service of any operating ex- 1, 1994.
'<C)WAIVER.
pes, osts, depreciation charges. catpital
lvedm1Wm1s Or other Xlpense directly &Smo- "(I) CRIIA FOR WAIVER.-The Commisdated with the provision of competing video sion 'may waive the restrictions in subpecvmming 5.51099 by the common tsr- section (a) of this section only upon a showing by the applicant that.
and
r or affilsl
'(A) because of the nature of the market
competing video program"(2) msuih
ming atplees heer a reasonable sharm of the served by the cable system concerned"i) the Incumbent cable operator would be
joint end ommo costs of facilitie used to
provide telephone exchange Service or tale- subjected to undue economic distress by the
ph
exchange 'acess service and oompeb- enforcement of such subsection; or
"(il) the cable system would not be ecuingservices.
lg videoptgrani
nomically viable if such subsection were en"() CABt OPMLATOR PRIOrBR'olis.-'he
Comlsson shel prescribe regulations to forced;and
"(3) the local franchising authority apenaging in
prohibit a cable operator a
my practisa that results in Improper cruse- proves of such waiver.
"(2) DADLINZ FOR ACTION.-The Commissuh1idilstion hetween Itsregulated cable op
slon shall act to approve or disapprove a
xaiince. and its provision Of telc mnoieatenin wsreice. either directly at through an waiver application within 180 days after the

sinliats. ""
'a.ma

date it to filed.

rFmOi5m ON StfOul.
. SoC.er. PENALITE.
"f the Commission finds that any common
"(a) OsUMAL PRORI~NrIol.-m-No common
carrier that provides telephone excsnge carrier hs knowingly violated any provision
service, and no entity ottmed by or under of this pert, the Commission shall assess
such flnes and penalties as it deermi approcomon ownership or controlwith such capursuant to this Act.
rier, may purchase or otherwise obtain con- plat
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-SEC. 658. CONSU.ER PROTECTION.
(a) JOIMr BOARD REQuIRlED.-Within :,7
days after the date of enactment of this part.
the Commission shall convene a FederalState Joint Board under the provisions o:
section410(c) for the purpose of recommend:
Ing a decision concerning the practices. ciassiflcaLions, and regulations as may be nec.
essaryto ensure proper jurisdictional separation and allocation of the costsof establishing and providing a video platform. The
Board shall issue its recommendations to the
Commission within 270 days after the date of
enactment of this part.
"(h) CoMsMISSIONREGULATIONS RQUInRED.The Commission. with respect to Interstate
swithed access service, and the States. with
respect to telephone exchange service and
intrastate Interexchange service, shall establisbsuch refulations as may be necessary It
implement section 655 witdo one year after
the date of the enactment of this part.
-(c) NO EFFECT 0. CARRIER REUOLATION
AtirHoRrrY.-Nothing in this section shall be
construed to limit or supersede the authority of any State or the Coummission with respect to the allocation of Costs associated

with intrastate or interstate communication
ser'Ices.

'SEC. 659. APPUCABLITY OF FRANCHISE L'D
OTHER REQUIREME1rTS.
"Ii
IN CONERAL.-Any provision that applies to a cable operator under"'1)sections 613. 616.617. 621. 631,632. aid
634 of this title, shall apply.
'2) Sectios 611. 612, 614. and 615 of this
title, and section 25 of title I, Shall apply
in accordance with the regulations precribed under subsection (b).and
"'3)parts M and IV (other than sections
628. 631.632.and 634) of this title shall not
apply.
to any video programming affiliate etb
Ilihed by a common carrier in accordance
with the requirements of this pert.
"tbilePLnEMIDITATIONOF RcQUIRRMENT."(I) ltJOULATMONs.-The Commission sh3il
prescribe regulations to ensure that a video
programming affiliate of a common carrier
shall provide (A) capacity, erices, facilities. and equipment for public,educational.
and governmental use. (B) capacity for cominertial use, iC)carriage of commercial and
non-commercial broadcast television stations, and (D) an opportunity for commercial
broadcast stations to choose between mandaand reimbursement
for
tory carriage
retransmission of the signal of such station.
In prescribing such regulations, the Commis0on shall, to the extent possible. Impose obligations that are no greater or lesser than
the obligations contained in the provisions
described tn subsection (s)(l) of this section.
Such regulations shall also require that. If a
common carrier establishes a video platform
but does not provide or ceases to provide
video programming through a video programming affiliate, such carrier shall compl with the regulations prescribed under
this paragraph and with the provisions dein the OperuLJon
scribed Is subsection (ill)
of Its video platform.
"1(2)PRcS.-A video programming affiliate
of any common carrier that establishes a
video platform under this part, Lad any multlchannel video programming distributor offering a competing service using such video
platforr (as determined in accordance with
regulations of the Commission). shali be subject to the payment of fees Imposed by a
l0cl franchising authority, in lieu of the
feesrequired under section =. The rate at
which such fees are imposed shall not exceed
the rate at which franchise fees are Imposed
on any cable operator transmitting vidoo
programming in the same service area.
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sion shall, as a condition of such license, re"The provsions of sections M 653.654. quire that, upon a determniaton by the
and 0% shall not apply to video program- Commission pursuant to the regulations preming provided In a rurl area by a common
scribed under paragraph (2), either the addicarrier that provides telephone exchange tional license.or the original license held by
the licensee be surrendered to the Commisservice in the same aea.".
SEC.20L. REVIEWOF BRtOADCASTEMc
OSINEFL-sion in accordance with such regulations for
SKIP RSYRICTIONS,
reallocation or reassignment (or both) pursu
Within one year after the date of enact- ant to Commission regulation.
(2) REGULAfTIOrs.-The Commission shall
ment of this Act. the Commission shall, after
a notice and comment proceeding, prescribe prescribe regulations establishing criteria
regulatiocs to modify, maintain, or remove for rendering determinations concerning Iithe ownership regulations on radio and tele- cense surrender pursuant td. license .condivision broadcasters as necessary to ensure tions required by paragraph (1). Such regulathat broadcasters are able to compete fairly tions Shallwith other information providers while pro(A) require such determinations to be
based on whether the substantial majority of
tecting the goals of diversity and localism.
SEC. 23, REVIEW OF STATUTORY OWNERSHIP the public have obtained television receivers
that are capable of receiving advanced teleRESTIUCiON.
Within one year after the date of enact- vision services; and
iS) not require the cessation of the broadment of this Act, the Commission shall review the ownership restriction in section casting if such cessation would render the
613(a)(1)
of the Communications Act of 1934 television receivers of a Substantial portion
of the public useless, or otherwise cause
(47 U.S.C. 5hiXa)(1))
and report to Congress
undue burdens on the owners of such telewhether cr not such restriction continues to
vision receivers.
serve the public interest.
(d) FEES REQUIRED.SEC. 204 BROADCASTER SPECITIUM FLXBIL(1) SERVICES 'o WHICHFEE APPLY.- f the
Try.
ursuant to sub(a) REGULATIONS REQLIRED.-If the Com- regulations prescribed
mission determines to issue additional Ii- section (a) permit a licensee to offer ancilcenses for advanced television servicec, and lary or supplementary services on a desinitially limits the eligibility for such li- ignated frequency(A) for which the payment of a subscripcenses to persons that. as of the date of such
tion fee Is required in order to receive such
Issuance.are licensed to operate a television
broadcast station or hold a permit to con- services, or
(B) for which the licensee directly or indistruct such a station (orboth), the ComrnieSion shall adopt regulations that allow such rectly receives compensation from a third
licensees or permittees to offer such ancil- party in return for transmitting material
lary or supplementary services on designated furnished by such third Party (other than
frequencies as may be consistent with the commercial advertisements used to support
broadcasting for Which a subscription fee is
public Interest, convenience, and necessity.
or ReULATIONa.-In pre- not required),
Ib) Co.n.sT-e
scribing the regulations required by sub- the Commission shall establish by regulation
section (la. the Commission shalla program to asses and collect an annual fee
(1)only permit such licensee or permittee or royaity payment.
to offerancillary or supplementary services
(2) CRITERIA FOR REOUiATIONS.-The reguifthe use of a designated frequency for such lations required by paragraph(1) shallservices is indivisible from the use of such
(A) be designed (I) to recover for the public
i,:selgnated frequency for the provision of ad- a portion of the value of the public spectrum
vanced television services;
resource made available for such commercial
1il limit the broadcasting Of ancillry or
use. and (i) to avoid unjust enrichment
supplementary services on designated fre- through the method employed to permit
quencies so as to avoid derogation of any ad- such uses of that resource;
vanced television services, Including high
IS) recover for the public an amount that
definition television broadcasts, that the is, to maximum extent feasible, equal (over
Commission may require using such fre- the term of the license) to the amount that
quencies:
would have been recovered had such services
i3) treat any such ancillary or supple- been licensed pursuant to the provisions of
mentary se-:lces for7 which the licensee or section 309() of the Communications Act of
permittee solicits and receives compensatL!on
1934 (47 U.S.C. 309J)) and the Commission's
In return for transmitting commercial ad- regulations thereunder, and
vertlsing as broadcast services for the pur(C) be adjusted by the Commission from
poses ofthe Communications Act of 1934 and time to time in order to. continue to comply
the Chldren5s Television Act of 1990 (47 with the requirements of this paragraph.
U.S.C. 3a). and the Commission's regula(3) TREATMENTOFREVENUE.-tios thereunder. Including regulations pro(A) GI3IERAL RULE.-Except as provided Is
mulgated pursuant to section 315 of the Com- subparagraph (B), all proceeds obtained purmunications Act of 1934 (47U.S.C. 315):
suant to the regulations required by this
(4)apply to any other ancillary or supple- subsection shall be deposited in the Treasury
mentary service such of the Commislon's In accordance with chapter 33 of title 31,
regulations as are applicable to the offering
United States Code.
of analogous services by any other Person:
(B) RETENTION OF REVENUES.-Notwth(5)adopt such technical and other require- standing subparagraph (A), the salaries and
ments as may be necessary or appropriate to
expenses account of the Commission shall reassure the quality of the signal used to pro- tain as an offsetting collection such sum as
vide adyanced television services, including may be necessary from such proceeds for the
rcuations that stipulate the minimum costs of developing and implementing the
number of hours per day that such signal program required by this section and regumust be transmitted; and
lating and supervising advanced television
16)prescribe such other regulations as may
services. Such offsetting collections shall be
be necessary for the protection of the public available for obligation subject to the terms
interest,
convenience, and necessity.
and conditions of the receiving appropria(c)R.FrOVERY OF LICENSE.tLions account, and shall be deposited in such
(l)CO.NDTO.S REqUcRED.-If the Commis. accounts on a quarterly basis.
sion limil the eligibility forlicenses to pro(4) REPORT.-WIthin 5 years after the date
ve advanced television services in the man. of the enactment of this section, the Comnrr' deveribed In subeection (a1. the Coimnis- misson shall report to the Congress on the
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impleientation of the program requiredby
this subsection, and shall annually thereafter advise the Congress on the amounts
collected Pursuant to such progran.
(e) EVALUA7IONRQUiW.-WithIn 10 yeass
after the date the Commission first issues
additlonal licensee for advanced television*
services, the Commission shall donduot an
evaluation of the advanced television ereloes
program.
Such
evaluation
shall

include-

(1) an assessment of the willingness of con- ,..
sumers to purchase .the television receiverl
necessary to receive broadcasts of advanced
television services;
(2) an alesment of alternative uses, Including public safety use. of the frequenciesused for such broadcasts; and
(3) the extent to which the Commision has
been or will be able to reduce the amount of
spectrm assigned to licensees In order to
Issue additional licenses for the provision of
advanced television services.
(f) DEM Nrro.-AS used In this section:
(I) ADVANCED TRLEMVI1N SKItVICES.-ThO
term "advanced television servines" means
television services provided using digital or
other'advanced technology to.enhane audio
quality and video resolution, as further defined In the opinion, report, and order of the
Commission entitled "Advanced Television
Systems and Their Impact Upon the Existing
Television Broadcast Service",. MM Docket
07-28. adopted September 17, 1992, and successor proceedings.
(2) DESIGNArED FREQUENCsx.-The term
"designated frequency" means each of the
frequencies designated by the. Commission
for licensee for advanced television services.
(3) lIOB DocMmoN TELzvcON.-The term
'high definition television" refers. to aye-

tems that offer approximately twice the ver-

tical and horizontal resolution, of receivers
generally available on the date of enactment
of this section, as further defined in the proceedings described In paragraph (1) of this
subsection.
SEC. SL INERACTIVE SERVICESAND CRITICAL
nereIlACxL
(a) -FINDINOB.-The Congress finds that(1) the convergence of communications.
computing, and video technologies will permit Improvements in interoperability between and among those technologies;
(2) in the public ewitched telecoenmunications network, open protocols and technical requirements for connection between
the network and the consumer, and the
availability of unbundled customer equipment through retailers and other third party
vendors, have served to broaden consumer
choice. lower pricss, and Spur competition
and innovation in the customer equipment
Industry;
(3) set-top boxes and other interactive
communications devices could similarly
serve as a critical gateway between American homes and businesses and' advanced
telecommunications and video programming
networks;
(4) American consumers have. benefited
from the ability to own or rent 6ustomer
premises equipment obtained from retailers
and other vendors and the ability to access
the network with portable, compatible
equipment;
(5) in order to promote diversity, competition, and technological Innovation among
suppliers .of equipment and services, It may
be neceseary to make certain critical interfeces with such networks open and accessible
to a broad range of equipment manufacturers
and information providers;
(6) the identification of critical Interfaces
with such networks and the assesment of
their opennes must be accomplished ':"ih
due recognition that open and acessible estems may include standards that involve
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best to ensure Interoperabillty between
those systems;
(10) to assess the adequacy of current reguation of telephone, cable, satellite, and
other communications delivery systems with
respect to bundling of equipment and sarices and to identify any changes in
unbundiing regulations necessary to assure
effective competition and encourage technological Innovation, consistent with the findand the objectives of
ing in subsection (a)(6)
paregraph (6) of this subsection, in the market for converter boxes or interactive comgard s-munications devices and for other customer.
(A) to identAfy. in consultation with Indus- premises equipment;
try groups, consumer interests. and inde(11)to solicit comment on any changes in
pendent expert.-oritica interfaces with such the Commission's regulations that are necnetworks (I) to ensure that end users can essary to ensure that diversity, competition,
connct Information devices to such net- and,technological Innovation are promoted
works, and (ii) to ensure that information in ommunicatins services and equipment:
service providers are able to transmit infor- and
mation to end Users, and
(1) to prepare recommendations to the
(B) as necessary, to take steps to ensure Congress for any legislative changes rethese networks and services are accessible to quired.
a broad range of equipment manufacture.
12
To CoNOREs.-Within
(c) REPoir
information providers, and program suppli- months after the date of the enactment of
ere.
this Act, the Commission shall submit to the
(b) INQUIRY RQUIRED.-Within 6 months Congress a report on the results of the inafter the date of the enactment of this Act. quiry required by subsection (b).Within 6
an months after the date of submission of such
shall
commence
the
Commission
inquiryreport, the Commission shall prescribe such
(1)to examine the impact of the conver- changes in its regulations as the Commission
genca of technologies on cable, telephone. determines are necessary pursuant to subseatelllte; and wireless and other comMunica- section (b)(1O).
tions technologies likely to offer interactive
(d) PRESERvATION OF EXISTING AUTHORservices;
communications
. (2) to ascertain the importance of main- rY.-Nothing in this section shallbe construed as limiting, superseding, or otherwise
taining open and accessible systems In inter- 'modifying the existing authority and responactive oommunications services;
sibilities
of the Conlalon or National in(3) to examine the costs and benefits of
stitute of Standards and Technology.
maintaining varying levels of interoperPROGRAMM114(lACCEMIILfTY.
SEC.
2,
VIDEO
ability between and among -interactive com() INQUIRY REQUtiED.-Within9180 days.
munlIotlons services;
after
the
date
of enactment of this section.
X4) to examine the costs and benefitsof establIshing open interfaces (A) between the the Federal Communications Commission
network provider and the set-top box or shall complete an Inquiry to ascertain the
other interactive communications devicse level at which video programming is closed
used in the home or office, and (B) between captioned. Such inquiry shall examine the
network providers and information service extent to which existing or previously pubproviders, and to determine how best to es- lished programming is closed captioned, the
size of the video programming provider or
tabhish such interfacea;
(5) to determine methods by which con- programming owner providing closed capVerter boxes or other Interactive commu- tioning, the sloe of the market served. the
nications devies may be sid through retail- relative audience shares achieved, or any
ers and other third party vendors and to de- other related factors. The Commission shall
termine the vendors' responsibilities for on- submit to the Congress a report on the reurflig that their devices are interoperable suite of such inquiry.
(b)COTrENsTe or REoulATIONS.-Within 18
with interactive networks;
(6) to asse how the security of cable, sat- months after the date of enactment, the
ellite, and other Interactive systems or their Commission shall prescribe such regulations
servicaercan continue to be ensured with the as are necessary to implement this section.
esmblishment of an Interface between the Such regulations shall ensure that(l)video programmlng first published or
network and a converter box or other interactive oommunications device, Including exhibited after the effective date of such regthose manufactured and distributed at retail ulations is fully accessible through the proby etities Independent of network providers vision of closed captions, except as provided
and Inirmnsaton service providers, and to de- In subsection (d): and
(2) video programming providers or owners
termin the responsibilities of such Inde,pendent entites for assuring network secu- maximize the accessibility of video programrity and for conforming to signal inter- ming first published or exhibited prior to the
effective date of such regulations through
ference standards;
(7) to asceryaln the conditions necessary to the provision of closedcaptions, except as
ensure that any critical Interface Is avail- provided in subsection (d).
(C)CONTENTS OF REGOULATONS.-Such reguable to information and content providers
and others who seek to design, build, and dis- lations shall include an appropriate schedule
tribute Interoperable devices for these net- of deadlines for the provision of closed capworks se as to ensure network accs and tioning of video programming.
sub(d) EXEMPTlONs.-Notwithstanding
fair competition for independent Information
section (bprovlders and consumers;
(l)the Commission may exempt by regula(8)-to teses the Impact of the deployment
of digital technologies on individuals with tion programs, classes of programs, or servdisabilities, with partioular emphasis on any les for which the Commission has deterregulatory, policy,*or design barriers which mined that the provision of close captioning
would limit functionally equivalent access would be economically burdensome to the
provider or owner of such programming:
by such individuals;
(2) a provider of video programming or the
(9) to assess current regulation of telephone, cable, satellite, and other commu- owner of any program carried by the pronications delivery systems to ascertain how vIder shallnot be obligated to supply closed
both nonprlpnetry and proprietary technoloigle;
(7) such identiflcation and assessment
mUs also be aocomplished with due renidon of the need for owners and disrIbutor
Of video prognrnming and information servloes to ansure system and signal security and
to prevens theft of service;
(8) whenever possible, standards in dysuch a interactive systems
nainicInd0lete
are bet set by the marketplace or by private.
sector stiandard-setting bodies; and
(SI the role of the Commission in this r-
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captions if such action would be inconsistent
with contracts in effect on the date of enactmeat of this Act. except that nothing in thys
section shall be construed to relieve a vlideo
programming provider of Its obligations to
provide seivices required by Federal law: and
(3) a provider of video programming or prograin owner may petition the Commission
for an exemption from the requiremept of
this section, and the Commission may grant
such petition upon a showing that the requirements contained in this section would
result in an undue burden.
(el. UNDuE BLDEN-The term 'undue burden' means signifcant difficulty or expense.
In determining whether the closed captions
necessary to comply with the requirements
of this paragraph would result In an undue
economic burden. the factors to be tonsideredinclude(1) the nature and cost of the closed cap
tons for the programmilng:
12) the Impact on the operation of the provider or program owner:
131 the financial resources of the provider
or program owner; and
(4) the type of operations of the proider or
program owner.
if) ADDITIONAL PROCEEDLNGON VIDEO DEREQuiED.-Within 6 months
sctrPTIoNs
after to date of enactment of this Act. the
Commission shall commence an inquiry to
examine the use of video descriptions on
video programming in order to ensure the accessibility of video programming to persons
with visual impairments, and report to Congress on its findings. The Commisson's report shall assess appropriate methods and
schedules for phasing video desoriptiocs into
the marketplace, technical and quality
standards for video descriptions, a definition
of programming for which video descriptions
would apply, and Other technical and legal
Issues that the Commission deems appropriate. Following the completion of such inquiry, the Commission may adopt regulation
it deems necessary to promote the ecces.
sibility of video programming to persons
with visual impairments.
i) MODEL PROORAM.-The National Telecommunications and nformation Administration shall establish and oversee, and (to
the extent of available fundsl provide financial support for, marketplace tests of video
descriptions on commercial and noncommercial video programming services.
1h1 VIDEO DEcscRIPTION.-For purposes of
this section. "video description'" means the
insertion of audio narrated descrlptlons of a
televislon progam's key visual elements
into natural pauses between the program's
dialogue.
SEC. W7. PUBLIC ACCESS
Within one year after the date of enactment of this Act. the Federal Communlcations Commission shall prescribe regulations
to reserve appropriate capacity for the public at preferential rates on cable systems and
video platforms.
SEC 20. AUITOOMATESHIP DISTRESSAND SAFE.
T- SYSTEMS
Notwithstanding any provision of the Corn
munications Act of 1934, a ship documenLed
under the laws of the United States operatlog in accordance with the Global Maritime
Distres and Safety System provisioni of the
Safety of Life at Sea Convention shall not be
required to be equipped with a radio station
operated by one or more radio officers or operators.
SEC. 205. EXCLUSIVE FEDERAL JURISDICTION
OVER DIRECT BROADCAST SAT
SLITE SERVICE.
Section 3
of the Communications Act of
is amended by adding at
1934 (47 U.S.C. 3,
the end thereof the following new subsection
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"Iv) Have exclusive luridlctlon over the
regulation of the direct broadcast Satellite
service.".
ReC. 210. TEC5NICAL AMENDMGITN,
(a) RcTRANSls"IeON.-Section 325(b)i2)(D)
of the Communication Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C.
32(bi2il(iD) is amended to read as follows:
-(D) retransmission by a cable operator or
other multichannel videO progrsamlnig distributor of the signal of a superstatlon if (i)
the customers Served by the cable operator
or other multichannel video programming
distributor reside outside the originating
statione televisIon market. as defined by the
Commission
for
purposes
of
section
614(h)lXC): (iii such signal was obtained
from a satellite carrier or terrestrial microwave common carrier: and (iii) and the origination station was a superstation on May I.
b)
MARKCr DETERMINAT1ONS.oSection
.614(hqlo(C 1iD of the Communications Act of
1934 (47 U.S.C. 534(hlii)CXI)) In amended by
surrlking out "in the manner proylded in eection 73.35iqidii31i) of title 47. Code of Federal
Regulations. as in effect on May i. 1991.' and
inserting "by the Commission by regulation
or order using. where available. commercial
publications whih delineate televlsion markets based on viewing patterns.".
SC. sli:A VAILABR-TY OF SCREENING DEVICES
ITO
PRECLUDE . DISPLAY
OF
E"4CRYFPEDPROGRANM1NG.
(i) CuSoTONERNOTICE.-Section 924di2)(A)
of
1934
(47
U.S.C.
vf the Communications Act
544d12)fAi) ie amended by adding at the snd
the following new sentence: "'Upon beginning
sorvice to any new subscriber snd not less
frequently than once each calendar year for
corrent subsribers, the cable operator.ahail
Inlorm subscribers of the right to request
ard
such device.-.
•hi obtain
SIONAL LEAKAOG.-SeCtion 624(d)(2)
of
such Act in further amended by adding at tas
end the following new esuhparagraph:
shall prescribe rego"(C) The Comnlis
lations to require. to the extent technically
feasible, the transmission of programming
described In subparagraph (A) by means of
encrypted signals that permit subscribers to
effectively And entirely prevent the display
of both the audio aDA video portions of such
programning with or without the use o1a
device described In subparagraph (A).'.
TITLE 111-PROCUREMENT PRACTICES OF
TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROVIDERS
SC-C S01.FTNDJiGS.
The Congress finds the following:
(1) It Is In the public Interest for business
enterprises owned by minorities and women
to participate in procurement contracts of
all providers of telecomrmunicatlons services.
(2) The opportunity for full participation
in our free enterprise system by business enterprises that-are owned by minorities and
women is essential If this Nation is to atain
social and economic equality for those businest0
and improve the functioning of the
national economy.
(3) It Is In this Nation's Interest to expeditiously Improve the economically disadvantaged Position of business enterprises that
are owned by minorities and women.
(4) The position of these businesses can be
improved through the development by the
providers of telecommunications services of
substantial long-range and annual goals,
which, are supported by training and technical assistance. for the purchase, to the
max!mum practicable extent, of technology.
equipment, supplies, services, material and
construction from minority business enterprises.
(5i Procurement policies which Include
pWrticipatlon of business enterprises that are
owr,ed by minoritles and women
also benefit
•
t1 communication indu.zr and its consum.
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em by encouraging the expansion of the are owned by minorities or women for pronumbers of suppliers for prbcuremept, there- curement contracts.
by encouraging competition among suppliers
(3) OUTREACH.-The CommIsslon's regulaand promoting economic efficiency in the tions shall require each Provider of teleprocess.
communications services and its afliats to
SEC. 30L PURPOSE
develop and to Implement an outeach Program to inform and recruit business enterThe purposes of this titlear(1)to encourage and foster greater eco- prises that are owned by minorities or
nomic opportunity for business enterprises women to apply for procurement contracts
under this title.
that are owned by minorities and women;
(4) ENFoRcENrr.-The Commission shall
(2)to promote competition among suppliers to providers of telecommunications aerv. establish and promulgate such regulations
ices and their affiliates to enhance economin necessary to enforce the provisions of this
efficiency in the procurement of telephone title.
(c) WAIVER AuTHORfT.-The requirements
corporation contracts and contracts of their
State commission-regulated subsidiaries aM of this section may be waived, in whole or in
part, by the Commission with respec to a
affilites:
(3)to clarify and expand a program for the particular contract or subcontract in accordprocuement by State and federally-regu- Ance with guidelines set forth in regulations
lated telephone companies of technology. which the Commission shall prescribe when
t determines that the application of such
equlpment, supplies, services, materials and
construction work from business enterprises regulations prove to result in undue hardship
that ore owned by mlnorities and women; or unreasonable expense to a provider of
erviss.
teleconmunications
and
(4)to ensure that a fair proportion of the SEC. 304. SANCIONS AND RENJDgp
OF BUaNESSE;
total purchases, 'contracts, and subcontracts
(a) FALSB REPRESENA7ATON
for supplies.,commodities, technology, prop- SANcTiONS.erty. and saervices offered by the providers of
(1) IN OENERAL.-Any person or corporatelecommunication services and their affill- tion, through its directors, offlcers, or agent.
Aies are awarded to minority and women which falsely represents the businss as a
business enterprise that are owned by mibusiness enterprises.
norities or women In the procurement or atSC.c
503L
ANNUALLANSUBMISSION.
tempt to procure contracts from telephone
(a)ANNUAL PLANS REQUIRED.(0)IN OENRAL.-The Commission shallre- operating companies and their afiliates purquire each provider of telecommunications sant to this article, shall be pundshed by a
servnices
to submit annually a detailed and fine of not more than MA.P or by imprisonverifiable plan for Increasing its procure- ment for a period not to exceed 5 years of is
ment from business enterprises that are directors, officers, or agents responsible for
owned by minorities or women in all cat- the false statements, or by both fine and imegoriesof procurement in which minorities prisonment
(2) HOLDINO COmiPAsI .- Any provider of
are under represented.
(2)CONTENS OF PLANS.-The annual plans telecommunications services which falsely
required by Paragraph (1)shall Include (but represente its annual report to the Commisnot be limited to) short- and long-term pro- slon or its implementation of Its programs
gressive goals and timetables, technical as- pursuant to this section shall be subject to a
sistance, and training and shall, in addition fine of $101,90 and be subject to a penalty of
to goals for direct contracting opportunities, up to 5 years restriction from participation
include methods for encouraging both prime in lines of business activities provided for in
contractors and grantees to engage business this title.
(b) TNDEPENDENTCAUSE OF ACrTON. REM'
enterprises that are owned by minorities and
.omen in subcontracts in all categories In EDIES, AND ATFORNEYFES.(1) DIsCsmIsINATION PROanITTED.-No otherwhich minorities are under represented.
,3) IMPLEMENTATION iPfORT.-Each pro- wise qualified business enterprise that are
vider of telecommunications services shall owned by minorities or women shall solely.
furnish an annual report to the Coission by reson of its racial, ethnic, or gtender
composition be excluded from the perticilpregarding the implementation of program
tion In, be denied the benefits of. or be subestablished pursuant to this title in such
jected to discrimination in procuring conform as the Commission shallrequire, and at
such time as the Commission shall annually tracts from telephone utilities.
(2) CIVIL ACTIONSAUTHORiZtD.-i-Vtenever a
desfinate.
(4)REPORT TO CONORESS.-The Commission qualified business enterprise that Is owned
shall provide an annual report to Congress, by minorities or women has reasonable cause
to
believe that a provider of teleoonir-unlbeginning In January 1995.on the progress of
activities undertaken by each provider of cations services or its affiliate Is engaged in
telecommunications services regarding the a pattern or practice of resistance to the full
implementation of activitles pursuant to compliance of sny provision of this title, the
this title to develop business enterprises business enterprise may bring a civil action
that are owned by minorities or women. The in the appropriate district court of the Unitreport shall evaluate the accomplishments ed States against the provider of jaieunder this title and shall recommend a pro- commuitcations services or its affillate regram for enhancing the policy declared in questing such monetary or Injunctive relief,
this title, together with such recommenda- or both, as deemed necessary to ensure the
tions for legislation as it deems necessary or full benefits of this title.
(3) ATTORNES' FEES AND cor.-In
any acdesirable to further that policy.
(b REGULATIONS AND CrERIA FOR DETR- tion or proceeding to enforce or charge of a
SunINsa vlolation of a provision of this title. the
MINING ELIOILITY OF MINOarIY
PROCUREMENWT
COi- court, in its discretion, may allow the ProsTERPRJSeS FOR
valuing party reasonable attorneys' fees and
TRACTS.(1)LN GEIERAL.-The Commission shall es- Costs.
tablish regulations for implementing pro- SE SOL DEFINI11ON&,
For the purpose of this title, the following
grams pursuant to this title that will govern
providers of telecommunications services definitions apply:
(1) The term "business enterprise owned by
and their affiliates.
(2) VEpoYINO CRrERIA.-The Commission minorities or women" means(A) a business enterprise that is at last 5)
shall develop and publish regulations setting
forth criteria for verifying and determining percent owned by a person or persoza who
the eliribility
of buslness enterprises that are minority persons or women; or
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.(8) In the case of any publicly owned bust- telephone companies to compete in ofne05. at least 51Percent of the stock of which fering video programming. Specifiis Owned by one or more peson whomanage- ally, the bill would rescind the statuon_ tory ban on telephone company owneromes operations"aeoo atiose
dailyns
or
men5.5
Mont
and daily
business
ship and delivery of video programtrolosd by one or more of thse-person.
(2) Th term -minority person" means per-. ming. Telephone companies would be
ss
who are Black Americans, Hispanic permitted, through a separate subsidiAmerians. Native Americans, Asian Ameri- ary, to provide video programming to
ca-s, and Pealfio Americans.
their subscribers so long as they estab(3) The term "control" means exercising lish an open systeni to permit others to
the Power to make financial and policy deci- u
their video platforms. But they
Pafrs.Btte
ie
Siamuetei
.(4) The term "Operate' means the active must enter the business the old fashion
involvement in the day-tzoday management -way: by building a new system and not
of the business and not merely being officers Jut buying up an existing system.
or directors.
Third. the legislation will promote
F (5) The term' "Commission' means 1he. competition in the local telephone
F9deral
Commision. s erv- market. This market ie one of the last
(4 The
l'nsCommunications
term "telecommunication,
i8) has temmeaning pervlded in eactino monopoly markets
in the entire telei$(mm)of the Communications Act of 1M (as communications universe. We all have
witnessed how the long-distance maradded by this Act).
n= Wi-EDERAL CoiMmNICATIONS
ket and the telecommunications equipCO
IWSION
RESOURS
ment market has benefited tremenam e5. sreto umaom or Appeopma10m.. dously from competition. Just 10 years
(a) IN asisr i
.- In addition to any other ago, you had one choice in long dissums authorized by law. there are authorized tance-AT&T--and one choice for a
to be appropriated-o the Federal Commu- phone--black rotary dial. Through Fednications Commission such sums as may be" eral policies, hundreds of equipment
necese0aa to carry out this Act and the makers and long distance companies

Amendments made by this Act.

(b) Eip= ONFVzS-For purpses of setion 9(b)(2) of the Communications Act of
1IM (47 U.S.C. 15tbX2)). additional amounta
apPrriatedpursuant to subeection (a) shall
be construed to be Changes in the Amount
appropt&e d for the performans of ctivities described in Section (a) of such Act.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Poruant to the rule, the gentieman from
Massachusett e[Mr. MASXEY will be
recognized for 20 minutes. and the gentlqman from Texa [Mr. FIELDs] will be
recognized for 20 minutes.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman
from Massachusetta [Mr. MARKEY].
Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Speaker, I yield
myself such time as I may Consume,.
(Mr.. MARKEY asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Speaker, today, I
rise to bring before the House a bill
that represents what I believe to be the
Nation's roadmap for the information
superhighway.
The purpose of this bill is to help
consumers by promoting .a national
oommunications and Information infrsstuoture. This legislation seeks toaccomplish that goal by encouraging
the deployment of advanced commrnications services and technologies
through competition, by safeguarding
ratepeyers and competitors from potentlal anticompetitive abuses, and by
preserving and enhancing universal
service.
'This bill has three key components.
First, the bill will preserve and enhano the g
of providing, to all
Americans high-quality phone service
at just and reasonable rates. This goal
of universal service is one of the proudest aohievemente of our Nation during
the 2D0th century. and this legislation
will ensure it endures beyond the year
2000.
Second. the legislation will promote
and accelerate competition to the
cable television industry by permitting

esadln

opne

now exist, proving rigorous competition. We can see those same benefits in
the local telephone market, and they
benefit consumers by giving them more
choice at lower prices.
The bill before the House reflects a
handful of changes that have been
made to the bill Vo reflect a number of
minor issues that have been raised. At
this time I ask unanimous consent that
a joint statement explaining these
changes appear in the RECORD after my
remarks.
In conclusion, this legislation has
benefited tremendously from the close
working relationship among all the
members of the Committee on Energy
and Commerce. We have succeeded, I
believe, in crafting a bill that addressca many of the toUgh issues and strikes
a fair balance on a number of difficult
issues.
I strongly urge all Members to support this bill.
Jo EXPLANATION
OFH.R.3we
The bill considered by the House today contais several changes that address issues
brought to the attention of the Members since
the bill was reported out of committee. We
ward to take thin opportunity to explain those
changes.
Section 201(c)(3)(S) also has been altered
to make certain that States can adopt provisins relating to the public safety and welfare
and for other reasons enumerated in clauses
()-(iv). if such term or condtions does not offectiJvey prohibit any person or carder from
providing a telecommunications service. This
language ctariies that States can estabish
terms and conditions, consistent with subpragraph (A), so tong as such term snd condition
does not amount to an effective prohibition.
This standard was borrowed from subparagraph (A). and is consistent with the
Overarching goal of enabling States to impose
necessary and appropriate terms and condilions so long as they do not amount to an elfective prohibition on entry into the telecommunications business.
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Section 201(c)(3)(C) has been added to
make clear that the language preempting
State and local entry barriers shall notbe construed to prohibit a local government from requiring a carrier or other person to obtain ordinary and usual construction or similar permits
for its operations. This provision isintended to
make certain that local governments have authority to oversee street cloings and excavations and related activity as rnay'be necessary in the ordinary course of constructing
telecommunications facilities.
Subparagraph (C)also makes clear that this
language does not give local governments the
power to use corstruction and other permits to
Impose Conditions that effectively prohibit any
person or carrier from providing any interstate
or Intrastate telecommunications service or in.
formation service. This should be treated as
the same standard as set forth in subparagraph (A) and (B).
Section 201(d)(3)(F) contains a broader ol
rective to the Commisnsion to study how open
platform service snd other advanced network
capabilities, Indcng broadband telecommunicatons facilities, have been deployed. Thus,
the Commission willseek information concerning how open platform service and other similaradvanced network capabilities have been
deployed throughout the country, consistent
with the Information enumerated in clauses
(Hiv.
Section 201(e)(3) was amended to direct
the Conmission to establish
regulations on infrastructure sharing between large local exchande carriers [LECIand "qualifying carriers"
so that a large LEC would not be required to
share its facilities with a qualifying carrier that
is not reasonably proximate to the large telephone company. This limiting principle was
added so that a large LEC would not face requests, or demands, for infrastructure sharing
from qualiying carriers across the coury, but
only from carriers that were "reasonably proximate" to the large LEC. Without this limiting
principle, there was a legitimate concern that
this Open-ended requirement could have acted
as a disincentive to large LEC's to deploy advanced capabilities.
Section 108has been amended to direct the
Commission to receive comments in electronic
formats and to establish an online method ol
conducting some of its business. This requirement helps the Commission stay current with
the burgeoning telecommunications industry.
In addition, this section now contains references to the "national Information infrastruclure." which isa broader-term than "Internet,"
which was in the committee bill.
Section 109 contains
addtional
congressional findings recognizing rules the Commission has adopted to promote participation by
minority groups and women, and smallbusinesses. This language should not be construed to confer any approval or disapproval
on regulations the Commission has adopted
with respect to promoting minority participation
in cormrunications services.
In title It.
section 210(a) clarifies
that the oblgation not to retramtt the signal of a broadcasting station without consent of the originatIng station does not extend to retransmission
of superstation signals by microwave common
carrier. Section 210(a) alsorestricts the exemption
in
section
325(b)(2)(D)
to
retransmission of superstaion signals to customers outside of the originating stations
television market.
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statu- legislative overhaul in the telecommunlcations and telephone Industies in todayas marketSection 210(b) eliminates the existing
tory basis fordetenrining television markets. industry since passage of the Commnicatiora place. This extensive record of Itowledge has
as used in this title, and instead grants the Act of 1934. This bill, in combination with H.R. been gathered by my subcomr ttee tfrough a
Commission autdty to choose an appro- 3626. the Antitrust Reform Act of 1993, wil total Of11 hearings throughout the 103d Conpiate definition based on commenI publica- serve as the blueprint for the development of gress. In February of tts year, the subtions. The Commission is directed to deter- the information superhighway, and win encour- committee held seven hearings on the Issue of
by regulation or order age the deployment of advanced digital com- H.R. 3638 and H.R. 3626. the Anitrust and
minetelevision markets
to give interested parties approprmate
notice munications to homes and businesses Communicatons Reform Act of 1994. We
throughout the Nation.
heard testimony from more than 50 wffnesas.,
and opportunity to comment.
In presenting this legislation today, I am representing such aiverse fields as sel-top box
Section 653 has .been amended to make
clear that any common carrier
subject to title joined by a bipartisan majority of the Sub- manufacturers, Federal- and State-level gov1iofthe Communications Act of1934, and that committee on Telecommunications and Fi- eminent agencies, the small cable Industry,
provides video programming directly or irni-nance, the subcommittee of origin for H.R. regional and rural telephone companes, the
rectly
to its subscribers, shall establish a video 3636. I am also pleased to acknowledge the Communications Workers of Amerca acaplatform and otherwise comply with the re- endorsement of Vice President Gore and rep- demics. and members from the public interest
arena.
quirements contained in section 653. This resentatives of the Clinton administration.
I I strongly believe that this legislation
crafted
I offer this legislation to my colleagues on
change clarifies that all common carriers that
seek to provide video programming to their the floor today with one goal in mind to bene- out ofthese hearings representa a balanced
subscribers, directly-or indirectly, must adhere fit consumers by facilitating competition be- and pragmatic response to these comnpeting
to the Important safeguards that have been tween and among the cable and telephone It- voices. While H.R. 3636 may not resolve each
dustries in the delivery of video services. H.R. conflicting concern of all affected Industrles,
built into this section.
has been narrowly ex- 3636 will fulfillthis goal by establishing the there is no debating the fact that every AmerSection 656(b)(4)
panded to permit joint ventures, or purchases, guidelines that will allow telephone companies ian and every Industry engaged In the busiof cable systems in unique circumstances. to offer multichannel video programirring in ness of communications stands to benefit from
The intent behind tts amendment isto pro- competition with traditional cable companies. it this bit. Let me explain how competition benole impiementation of facilities-based com- will create competition in the local telephone tween these Industries will evolve.
In passing legislation to promote competition
petition iin
the delivery ofvideo programming exchange by requiring telephone companies to
in a narrow class of circumstances where offer interconnection and equal access to their between the cable and telephone Industries,
such a goal may be impeded by the general networks. And, most important, H.R. 3836 em- we ere establishing a blueprint which wil faciliprovisions ofsection 656. The test set forth in braces the fundamental philosophy of univer- tate the development of a vast conmuncaporagraph (4)requires that the "subject cable sal service embodied in our communications lions infrasthicture, often referred to as MteInsystem- operates in a television market that is policy which is to ensure that all Americans formation superhighway. As part of this effort
not in the top 25 markets, and that the market have access to basic telephone service at af- to promote competition to communcations
is characterized by at least 2 systems, where tordable rates. Together, these principles will monopolies, information providers will be
tih largest cable system In the market is promote and accelerate advances In, and ac- granted the right to compete with the local
owned or controlled or under common owner- cess to. new and improved telecommul- telephtone company and to use Its facilgtes.
Such competitors, be they In theform of cable
ship of any ofthe too 10 largest multiple sys- cations capabilities.
tem operators (MSO's]. In addition, paragraph
In the short term, the advent of competition companies, independent phone compardes, or
(4)requires that the "subject cable system" is between these billion-dollar Industries will others, will be allowed equal ecces to. and
not owned or controlled by any ofthe 50 larg-, translate into fast-paced job growth within the Interconnection with, the fadieem of the local
est MSOs. Finally, the language in subpara- cormrmunications, electronics, and program- phone company so that consumers am asgraph (B) describes the situation where the wing fields. Traditional cable companies, rec- sured ot the seamless transmission of telelargest cable system and the subect cable ognizing the potential competitive threat, will phone calls between carers end between jusystem both held franchises. as of March 1, speed up their efforts to increase bandwidth risdictions. Title I of the bit requires local tele1994, fromthe largest municipality in the tele- by converting their systems to a digital-based phone companies to provide nondacr tninatory
vision market, and that each franchisee
could fiber network, thereby increasing their channel access to their facilities and Intercoractton to
offer cable service in the entirety of the 1r3n- capacity and facilitating their emergence Into their networks. It also directs the FCC to prechise area of the other cable system. In that the realm of Interactive communications. Ex- scnbe rules that wit compansate local exsense, each had a nonexclusive franchise panded channel capacity wit stimulate de- change catriers for interconnection and equal
from the largest municipality.
mand for the creation of new programming, access. exempting rural telephone companies
In right ofthese narrow and exceptional cir- initially in the form of traditiorl cable pro- from these interconnection requirements. We
cumstances, it is my view that the two-wire gramming and new cable channels, and, incale language which targetsthose telegoal actually would be adanced by perrmitting eventually, in the form of interactive video phone companies which serve low density
areas and ensures that toll res for rural cusa telephone company to invest in the subject services.
The anticipation surrounding the enormous toners remains comparable for urban cuscable company.
Section 654(a)(2)
has been clarflyd to make lucrative potential for the development of tomers.
This section gives the Commission the neccertain that all local exchange carriers must rtrese new, Interactive services-ranging from
comply with the certification requirement con- interactive videogame channels to at-home essary powers to implement thi legislation.
tained in section 654(a)(t), regardless of banking availability-has fueled the drive to- which the Commission apparently lacks under
v/hether
they were permitted provide video ward passage 01 this bill. Already, the demand cu!rent !aw.
programrmng by virtue ofState laws and regu- for channel capacity has outpaced the availOn June 10. 1994, in BelAfftantic v. FCC,
lations on interconnection and equal access ability of channel program offerings. This de- the DC Circuit Court of Appeals severely curthat were substantiaily similar to the require- mand, in fact, has led to a proliferation of an- tailed the FCC's attempts to pave a
ments ofsection 201(c), or by virtue ofa court nouncemnents of cable channels and new procompetition and procolmlr Information
holding that the cable/telco prohibition was not video services planned for future deployment superhighway. The Court of Appeals struck
applicpble toa particular carrier. Thus, all car- an interactive TV-game-show channel; pay- down an FCC order compelng local taleriersmust certify
compliance with section per-view movie channels where the consumer phone companies to open up their facildies
201(c) after the effective date of the regula- may choose from an on-screen display of op- to--or physically collocate with-.otherprovidtions
promulgated pursuant to such section.
tions: or the SegaChannel, providing inter- ers of telecommunications and Information
THENATICINAi
COSNvutCAnIONS
COMPcITIoNA.NO
active videogames for at-home play. In the services.
INFOeRWATNINFRASTUCTUREACTOF Mvs4
long term, we can expect that the converThe court suggested that an FCC order
Mr. Speaker, it is wih great pleasure that I gence of these behemoth communications in- mandating physical collocation may amount to
rise today to offer tomy colleagues in the full dustries will spawn the development of entire a taking. The fifthanrandment dictates thait no
property shall be taken by the Government
U.S. House ofRepresentatives H.R. 3636. the new industries.
National Communications Competition and InAs we vote today on H.R. 3636, we are en- wit out the payment of reasonable amdjust
formation Infrastructure Act of i994.
This leg- dowed with an abundance of information on compensation. Since compensation for takings
islation represents a comprehensive reform the consequences, and Implications of a deci- are generally drawn from the Tmasury coffers,
package that will lacilitate the most extensive sion to support the convergence of the cable which is the sole province of the legislature,
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any congressionally unauthorized draw upon
that resource is deemed invalid. The Bell Atlantic court pointed out that the Communications Act of 1934 does not grant the FCC axPlci power to order taking of property, which,
of course, requires compensation. Therefore.
the physical collocation regulatory scheme required to'spur competition and limit costs Is
not available to the FCC under Its current
Congressional grant of authority.
This lack of FCC authority has been anticipated by the committee in HR 3636. In language which predates the Bell Atlantic holding, the billexplicitly empowers the FCC to direct these carriers to allow other. information
providers to physically interconnect with their
facilities. Such Interconnection will provide
consumers with a far more diverse range of
telecommunications services and will spur
competition to ensure that the costs of these
services are reasonable. The bill also directs
the FCC to establish regulations requiring just
and reasonable' compensation to the local
telephone company providing these interconnection servces.
The Be# Atlentic case highlights the necessity. of this legislation and the immediacy of
the problera. Without the congressional grants
of authority which H.R. 3636 endows, the FCC
lacks the tools needed to pave a high quality
and affordable Information superhighway.
.. H.R. 3636 creates a national communicatione policy whereby all States face t e same
regulatery regime In the provision of local telecommuriao
serice. This is facilitated by
prohibiting States or local governments from
Imposing regulations that would be contrary to
the creation of competition In the local telephone loop. H.R. 3636 doesbrowever, respect
the States' Important role in the oversight of
Intrastate telecommunications policyby, allowing them to Impose terms or conditions necessary to protect consumer protection laws,
public safety concerns. add equitable rates.
H.R. 3836 also directs the FCC to develop
rules to establish a Federal-State Joint Board
to preserve and enhance universal service at
just and reasonable rates; The goal of universat service has been at the core of conianicatlons policy since the passage of the Communicaiors Act of 1934. and refers to the
availatbity arid accessibility of basic telephone
service at reasonable rates, for all Americans.
.H.R.363 recognizes the concern that some
consumers may want to simply subscribe to
the same plain old telephone service or a
comparable service to which they subscribe
now. It is our Intent to avoid advocating a pariculat or extravagant service; therefore, the
bit directs the Board to examine' varying services. theextent to which various telecommunications servicesare subscribed by customers,
and to locate areas where denial of such services unfairly affects educational and economic
oporunites of those customers.
The bill also directs the Joint Board to examine .number of issues as they formulate a
plan to preserve and enhance universal servIce. Of course, the considerations outlined in
paragraph (6) are not binding on the Commission or the States, since they have the ultlnt. deldslortnakng authority. Instead, as
part of the normal Federal-State Joint Board
process, there will be recommendations that
the Federal and State regulators can either
accept or reject n whole or in part
One of the'laiiues the Joint Board wit addresta the Issue of alternative or price regu-
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lations. It is worth noting that a majority of groat equalizer in American educatic. Though
States choose some form of rate of return reg- a child may not have access to information
ulation for its citizens. In addition, by distin- age appliances in the home, may not have
guishing alternative and price regulation from parents who subscribe to cable or own a comcost-based rate ofreturn regulation, the corn- puter, the school can help give them thetools
rnittee
recognizes that alternative regulation they will need to compete for jobs in a knowlencompasses a variety of regulatory schemes, edge-based economy. For this reason, I beincluding pricing flexibility, incentive regulation iteve it is vitally important that we maximize
and sharing of excess profits, all of which the benefits that this legislation can bring to
allow regulated telephone companies to price young children at school. I also want to include in the record at the end of my statement
services and not return on costs.
The bill also directs the Commission to es- a letter from the Committee on Education and
tablish
pricing flexibility
regulations, which can Labor reporting this section.
In addition, title I of H.R. 3636 addresses
serve as a transition froma regulated market
to a competitive market, and can be used in local authority over the rights-ol-way, including
of city and
proportion with the level of competition that language which asserts the right
exists
in a particular market. The bill requires local governments to maintain their rights-ofthat these pricing flexibility regulations only way. The municipalities stand to benefit greatcan be used when a telephone company laces ly from the promotion of a communications incompetition, arid, most Importantly, other trastructura, and I believe that it is our responformsof regulations are not needed to protect sibility to ensure that city and local governconsumers. Thus, if
the local exchange carrier mentsare positioned to take advantage of the
faces sufficient competition so as to enable benefits. We include expresslanguage within
the Commission to conclude that competition this to ensure that a municipalities inherent
wilt protect consumers fromunjust or unrea- authority to regulate their public rights-ol-way
sonable rates, then the Commission may is fully preserved within this legislation.
The bill also contains section 107 which
adopt a flexible
pricing procedure.
H.R. 3636 directs the FCC to conduct a amends the Pole Attachment Act. Under that
study on open platform service, taking into ac- amendment, a cable operator that did not offer
be encount existing facilities as well as new facilities telecommunications services would still
with improved capacity. Itisimportant to note tilled to a pole attachment rate under the "just
that it is our intent to remain technologically and reasonable" standard set forth under exneutral in our efforts to promote the deploy- isting law. A cable operator that offered telement of advanced technologies and services. communications services as well as cable
Section 103 of H.R. 3636 contains provi- service would be required to pay a pole atsions to survey the Nation's elementary and tachment rate as established under the standsecondary schools and classrooms, public li- ard added to the Pole Attachment Act by the
braries, and health care institutions and report amendment.
Thus. this section does not require a cable
on the availability of advanced telecommunipole attachoperator to pay twice for a single
cations services to these institutions.
The bill also empowers the FCC to define ment, if the operator is providing cable and
the circumstances under which a carrier may telecommunications services. Moreover, a
be required to interconnect its telecommuni- cable operator would only be required to pay
cations network with educational institutions, for a single attachment-albeit under the new
health care Institutions, and public libraries. standard rather than the ono set forth under
Moreover, it directs the Commission to provide current law-il the operator offers cable and
for the establishment of preferential rates for telecommunications services through a single
telecommunications services, including ad- wire. or if the operator Incorporates two wires
,vanced services, provided to such institutions at a single attachment, or if the operator
or the use ol alternative mechanisms to en- overlashes a second wire for telecommunihancethe availability of advanced services to cations services on the operator's existing
cable plant All of these are examples of a sinthese institutions.
I believe that there is perhaps no more im- gle pole attachment. If the operator can proportant societal benefit to upgrading our Na- vide cable ad telecommunications services
tion's Information infrastructure than uplifting using a single poloattachment, the operator
the hopes, dreams, and aspirations of millions would only be required to pay for a single atofschoolchildren through increased access to tachment.
Information in America's elementary and secIn fostering the goal of universal service.
H.R. 3636 includes specific language deondary schools.
Getting phone jacks and/or cable links into signed to encourage the deployment of comevery classroom won't be a quick fix
for edu- munications capabilities to underserved areas
cational restructuring, but it is the sine qua 'and populations. Title I of the legislation innon for allowing children to move beyond the cludes provisions which direct the FCC to exphysical barriers of the cassroom to a host of amine the accessibility of telecommuications
potentially rich resources, mentors, and friendsservices in rural areas. and grants the Comthat can be accessed remotely. In my view, mission the ability to modify any of the open
technology in the classroom is not meant to platform obligations ifthey prove economically
be a substitute for good teachers, but rather. or technically infeasible. Furthermore, the
it allows
a teacher to shift from presenting talk Commission is directed to promulgate regulaexpressly designed to promote access to
to chalk to .facilitating learning and encourag- tions
ing a child's exploration of ideas by utilizing the network fordisabled persons, smallbusiness and minority business interests, as well.
modern, information age tools.
I feel strongly that it is important to get
Title II of H.R. 3636 is designed topromote
these needed learning links established to competition to the cable television industry by
schools because it can help mitigate against permitting telephone companies to compete in
what I see is a widening gap between informa- the provision of video programring and servtion-halves and have-nots. I believe that tele- ices. Under current law.telephone companies
communications technology can become a are prohibited from offering cable service with-
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in their telephone service area. This restric- video programming. Currently, franchise au. mentary uses must be transmitted In direct
tion. established in 1970 Commission regula- thorities only receive franchise fees from cable corrjunction with the icensee's main channel
tions and codified under the 1984 Cable Act. operators, a rightgranted to them in the Cable signal and not offered on spectnn that is disstems from the tradition of favoring policies Act of 1984. If a telephone company or any tinct or separated from the spectrumused for
whichencourage a wide variety of ownership other provider of video delivery chooses to the main signal.
of media sources. We credit these ownership compete with a cable operator in the delivery
An essential component Of the competive
restrictions,
in peri, for facilitating the deploy- of video service, H.R. 3638 ensures that the' endeavor of H.R. 3636 Is to provide cosumment of two wires to each home,an outcome telephone company and others wig pay the era with more choice. I betive that it Is Imporwhich wit help to promote more effective corn- exact same level of fees as cable operators. tant to ensure that in the sme way consunpetition between and among telephone and . This also applies to a telephone company's era will be provided with a varety of options
obligations to provide public, educational and between telecommunications providers and
cable companies.
When these initial restrictions were adopted governmental JPEG] access channels. H.R. cable operators, they deserve to be offered a
in the 1970's, cable television was a nascent 3636 requires telephone companies to meet variety of standardized communications equipindustry. The establishment and implementa- the exact same level of PEG access as the ment, as well. I want to be aura that. similar
lion of ownership rules was a necessary step local cable operator and as a cable operator's to the equipment compatibifty requirerents of
to protect against encroaching telephone com- PEG obligations may increase in thecourse of the Cable Act of 1992 which mandated standpanies who, at the time. controlled the only franchise or other negotiations, a local tele- ardized cable eqripment all consuners can
wire to the home. Since that time, the cable phone company's obligations should increase benefit from a wide array of choIes and supIliera at reasonable, market-driven cost. H.R.
Industry has flourished, able to now claim 65 correspondingly.
This section also maps out the process 3636 requires the FCC to commence an inpercent national penetration.
In a recent courtchallenge to the FCC's through which a common carer may obtain qury to exarine the importance of open and
video dial-tone proceeding, a Federal district approval by the FCC to deliver video services. accessible systems in Interactive cormusicacourt in Virginia overturned the statutory We include language which requires the FCC tons. This section, often referred to as the
crow5-ownership provision in the 1984 Cable to ensure that video platforms comply with set-top box provision, Instructs theorratisson
Act, a decision currently under appeal. A dis- equal access and Interconnection standards. to prescribe changes n its unbundling regua
trict
court in Seattle, WA reached a similar re- The FCC is also instructed to ensure that re- tor" to ensure that Interactive comrmunicsult. Without legislation, therefore, the en- stricts a common carrier from including, within tons devices are available from third party
trenched regional and local telephone net- the basic telephone rate, any expenses asso- venders and retail outlets. As my coleagues
works may be allowed to deliver cable service cated with the provision o video program- are aware, the set-top box coul soon become
before proper protections ere put in place to ming; and which prohibit cable operators from the gateway through most. If not all; Informsensure that the Information superhighway de- including in the cost of cable service any ex- tion enters the American home.
velops In an open, competitive environment for penses associated with the provision of teleMost technological Innovations In the area
the beneilt ofconsumers as well as fora di- phone service. We do not Intend, in any way, of Information and telecommunica ions servversity ofproducers ofprogramming and serv- for telephone ratepayers or cable subscribers ices have been developed without considering
ices.
This is an important point, and must be to subsidize the independent business ar- the needs of Individuals with disabilities. The
considered as we debate passage ofthis leg- deavors of their telephone or cable company. consequence has been that many of these inH.R. 3636 also contains several provisions novations have been useless for Individuals
islation.
Title II establishes the guidelines through aflecting television broadcasters that are de- with disabilities. Indeed, the generalfailure ito
which telephone companies may engage in signed to help broadcasters to compete more consider access for the disabled during the inl-the business ofvideo delivery. To advance the fully in developing the Information super- tlit stages of telecomunications productand
goal of unrestricted competition. H.R. 3636 al- highway. This includes a review of the owner- service development has ectualy led to a relows telephone companies to offer rufi- ship restrictions promulgated by the Commis- duction In access for persens with disabililtes.
The natrnd Information Infrastructre promchannel video programming through a sepa- sion over the years. While such a review is
rate affiliate, and on a cornmmon
carrier basis. warranted, H.R. 3636 does not direct the ises to bring information, health care, banking,
The separate affiliate must construct a video Commission to undertake wholesale elirri,- shopping and other services within easy
plafform capable of meeting all bona fide nation' of these rules which have done so reach at hoen or in the office through Intormachannel capacity and carriage demands of much to ensure diversity and localism in our ton services and producto. In keeping with the
video programmers, and must include a suit-broadcast media. And while broadcasters spirit of the Americans with Olsalltes .Actis
,satiites
able margin ofunused channel capacity toac- should be able to compete fairly with other In- goal of fully Integrating peoplewith d
commodate a reasonable growth in demand. formation providers H.R. 3636 does not adopt Into themainstream of society, thecunerntlegWe include language which requires the affili- the relatively high concentrations of ownership Ishlton is designed to ensure acess for the
ate to petition forapproval with the FCC. in the cable television or the telephone Indus- disabled as new tetecommunrcations techthereby granting them the authority to require tries as a standard for the Commissioa re- nologIes and aervices are developed. Our legcarriage and award damages in the event of view of these rules.
Westin will ensure Oat advancesIn network
One of the areas of the bil that represents services deployed by local exchange carrers
a violation of these requirements.
equipIn order to protect against media concentra- a significant new addition to communications .and advances in taleo
tion. and to promote a more fully competitive policy is the section dealing with broadcaster merit will be accessible to peoplewith disabilmarketplace, H.R. 3636 prohibits telephone spectrum flexibility. Above all, H.R. 3638 is Wteswhere it would not result In an undue
companies from buying cable systems within careful to leave the Commission a great deal economic burden or an adverse competitive
their telephone service territory. We include of room in which to determine many as yet un- inaect.
In addition, H.R. 3636 directs the FCC to
limited exceptions to foster
the expansion of resolved issues. It does not preclude the Comcompetition within
rural and underpopulated mission's previous efforts at developing stand- undertake inquiries for the provision of both
closed
captioning and vldeo description servards for high definition television service that
areas, and with small markets.
Any affiliate interested in offering program- will represent a major Improverent In the Ices, and further directs the Conrlssln to esming on its video platform must also adhere to quality of television service, nor do we even tablish a schecue for the provision 01 dosed
the same public Interest and.general franchise mandate the current proposed allocatIonof cptioning. The legislation alms to prvide disI spectrum. If the Commission chooses to pro- abled Americans with access -to advanced
obligations mandated under the Cable Act ol
1992. These rules oblige all competitors inter- ceed. however, we have set a seris of Inpor- communications, networks and the opportrnlested In providing video services to comply taintconditions on the allocation of new spec- ties fr independence, productlvlty, and Intewith all consumer protection provisions, pro- trum. For exarnple, the term ancillary and gration that will result from these new services
gram access requirements, rulesgoverningI supplementary necessarily Imply that sord * and product.
the carriage ofpublic, educational and govern- services are connected with and dependent on I
Section 206 directs the Commission to esmental channels, and equal employment op- the main channel signal and should not pre-- tablish a schedule or timetable for the implementation
of dosed captioning. t requires Ihat
portunity requirements.
dominate over this primary use of the specThis section also clarifies the rightofa local
I trum. The bill also requires that ancillary andI new programming be made accessible
supplementary
uses
of
broadcasters'
spectrum
government to collect fees fromthe video proi through captioning and prevlouslyproduced
progranning be made aiooible to the.maxigramming affiliate of a common carrier, or an) be indivisible from its use for advanced tale
vmum
extent possible. The legislation also proother competitor wishing to offer
mutichanne I vision services. Thus, ancillary and supple-
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Let us observe at the outaet. that if ScTile IIIof this bill is designed to encourage
idss for exei
sptlon from captioning raquiretion 206 were to be challenged on First

H5232
me

based os several fctors. Wil

much ecormoic opportunities toe business enter-

Amendment grounds, the challengers would
face two threshold obstacles. First. the canons of statutory construction direct that a
No
.Ceerg for Law and Deafness Iclda ested in offering video services to submit to statute must be construed. If fairly possible.
th asin than 10 percent of bsic cable Pro- the FCC a ptan whic oitlines prccurement to avoid the conclusion that it is unconstitugrai.essg c:aptoned. This section would re- proposals from businesses owned by women tional. See Rast v. Sullivan. 111 S.Ct. 1759.
177I 1991) and cases cited therein. Second. a
gu"s # an video programming becapticesa and minorities.
challenge is the most difficult chalTile IV auftonzes eppropsiaias for the facial
lenge to mount successfully since the chalunder
the
Natril
its
obligations
suomtee oosasedhon, ques- FCC to fulfi
Dudig
lenger must establish that no set of cirCommarn.catios Competition and Infomashon cumstances exists under which the Act
tiors wtse pied regirdlog the constlUJ
would be valid." Ia. at 1757. quoting United
Ityof ef sclson. I have atached a reviwo Infrastructure Act of 1994.
uLhlaacsly Law . In cloing, I would like to estend my deepest Slates v. Salerno. 481 U.S. 739. 745 (1957). We do
6' l---from the Georgetown
Colr which learly finds to the sectki Is grattude to my fellow colleagues, JACKFIELDS. not believethat such a showing could be
here.
OXLEY.RALPH made
oombtoery sound. I concu whi the ana -si and Reprlentati S BOUCHER,
Were someone to challenge Section 206 a
JOE BARTON,
and other violating
the reqiemeent isan
usid- HALLICK LEHMAN,
sis wid So thal6
the First Amendment. the courts
who helped craft a solid p ece of would undoubtedly find that Section 216 is a
dent reb-dcib sutlect to review u er the colleagues
lagislation. This bill has become a model
sta
set Soft in United Stoes vasn
of content-neutral regulatlon subject to Intelconsensus politics, and I thank each one of mediate scrutiny under the O'Brien test. SecO'Bolft.
Ins e
the Cormiasion to essolis a you tr your conbibutions. I would also like to tion 206 makes no distinctions on the basis of
Indeed. the only dlstinction made is
schojit., fo go provision
CEclosed caption-, thaik the eaff on the subcommittee, Gerry content.
produced before and
Waldron. David Moutton. David Zesiger. Colin between programming
Ithe~ strnosussteItens that plegrsnwsshsg
after the effective date of the statute. MoreAlfred- Crowell, Mark Horan, Kristan Van Hook, Karen over. the criteria for exemptions involve ecobe:
accessible to thes'24 msillion
cam who w hearing Impaired where It would Colaneino., Steven Popeo, and Winnie Loeffier nomic factors, not content. Additionally.
nortbe un
bitrensome tn the,provide of of ery staff. Mike Regan and Cathy Reid. Gail closed captioning does not require the crethe prograing. The cornittle does not i- Giblin. and Christy Struwman of JACKFIELOS' ation of new and different content; It merely
that the already produced verbal
p garng not be are dumto the office who. together, worked many hard hours requires
tend VOW
be put In a form accessible to perreqt~vent for osplosing. However, the corn- to develop the leislation we will vote on content
sons with Impaired hearing.
clar goat that access ftr today.
mtes h a
d
Nor. sholid Section 206 be subject to strict
I urge you to suppoit this H.R. 3636 and I scrutiny because it "fo es" speech. Rielying
the doatuled-becoissidered end pin~cie at the
outset of the development of new products yield back the balanceof my time.
on cases such as Wooley v. Maynad. 43D U.S.
GgEaTOwni UNIVERa= LAW CE MR.
705. 714 (19n7. Miani Herald Pub. Co. v.
and sermeim
94.
Washisgion, DC. June8
TorniUo. 418 U.S. 241 (1874) and Pacific Gms &
This piulshor Is conmstent with the it
FDWARD. MARKEY.
Electric Co. v. Public Utilities Convas. 41/5U.S.
arid Hon.
arriesseet because Ills contenit neutral,
Subcommittee on TelecommuniCluaicssru,
1. 9 (1986) (PG&E). the Media Institute and
a
compeng
tailo
ed
to
serve
It is narowly
nations and Finance, House of RepreseltaACLU argue that Section 206 requires uncon-governmesil itntrest. That Interest is tomate
liner, Waesingons,DC.
stitutional forced speech. Media Institute
cr avallable, as taras possible,
comanurscau
DaR& REPRESENTATIVE MARsKEY: As you Letter at 1-3; ACLU Letter at 23. However.
know. Section M8 of H.I. 368. The Nationasi
of ite United Statas.
to airt epeople
these cases involved situations which ImAs more Ilomietion assential to Iflunicing Commuicatios Competition and Informa- posed bardens on speech. in contrast to Section Infrastructure Act of 1994, requires the tion 20L
omnmunocaIn aociety mom onto adsh :cad
Commission to
to tooley v. Maynard. the Court found that
lion, utwogb. Itis critical hat al cdiizens Federal Communications
a state may not constitutionally compel an
an inquiry to determine the extent
have acces to this informaonti.Mani new conduct
to which video programmine is closed cap- individual to display the slogan "i.ve Free
senrves, and products willbe available over tioned and to ascertaIn other Information or Die" on his license plate if he found it
coeostrislcalth
networtks in videsoform In,- relevant to closed captioning. 1208a]. It then morally ob ectlonasble. 430 U.S. at 714-15. in
cludig heajl car eare eres, lbra.ry resources. directa the FCC to adopt regulations to en- Miei Herald, the Court struck down a right
Irleomatlon.
financial ad govem- sure that video programnming produced after of reply statute that required newspapers
educational
through that criticized a political candidate to putmentlf data. Access to vtal govermenal In- the effective date Is fully accessibleaccess
to lish a reply. 418 U.S. at 256-8. In PG&E. the
captloning and to maximize
is tiicei closed
fomautimncoted on these netwosle
video prograimng produced prior to the ef- Court found It unconstitutional to farce a
to us Irdomed electorate. Much of iht sor- fective date. 1206(b). The statute also pro- utility company to Include in its billing enmaan Jis necessaryto ful participaton In vides for exemptions to the captioning re- velopes the speech of a group with whom the
work. school and all aspects of fS Aa t In- quireenent where the provision of captioning company disagres. 475 U.S. at 9-16.
What each of these case have In cormon
orm
,bena to beprovided invktio lorm would be unduly burdensome to the provider
Is that they involved a regulation that comIt Is the goa of tse commiese that lhi 24 ill- or owner of the programming. 12D6(d).
pelled
a speaker to emake utterances with
of
these
provisions
The
constitutionality
bipsired have
Ion Amerians whoare hearuing
has been questioned by the Media Institute. which he or she disagreed. Section 2D6. how.
full ames to Ilis prodcts and servicis.
Letter of The Media Institute to Rep. ever. does not require anyone to say someSee
HR. 383
"eas to emur thai pubc
Moorhead. March 11. 1994 ("Media Institute thing that he or she disagrees with. It mere
brosedcasilars are alsoguaranteed e strong Pa.- Letter"); The ACLU han also raised some ly requires video programmers to make the
of the Information, concerns about these provisions. See Letter speech they freely chose to make available
atlots I tine davafogmpent
sursthisway. Pbic broadcasters, In msy of ACLU to Rep. Richardson, March 15. 1994 for public dlstribution accessible to persons
opision, should be hecaided as a preemInent ("ACLU Letter"). The ACLU acknowledges with impaired hearing.
Nor, does Riley v. Nat'l Federaton of the
example of Innovaeive end rasporsbl news that the closed captioning requirement Is
any suphufilig a critical role by providog merely an "incidental restrictiso" subject to Blind. 487 U.S. 781. 797 08111) providethe
medisa.
Court
quality Programming aid important ceomsnity intermediate review ander United States v. port for ACLU's position, IntoRiley.
require profesfound it unconstitutional
It
believes
that
367
(1568).
O'Brien.
391
U.S.
service to all sists of American o cety. They the outcome of such review Is unclear. ACLU atonal fundraisere to disclose the percentage
numeanrm
techhove bew I the forefront of.
Letter at 4-5. The Media Institute, however. of charitable contributions actually turned
nologIcal bamatiom and hwe sperhead a asserts that Section 206 Is content-based. and over to charily because such "compelled dis.
varta of educationial projects, that hes bene- thus would be subject to atrict scrutiny. closure will almost certainly hamper the Isfited ait Amicans. In this tradalov. I sony
Media Institute Letter at 3. Both the ACLU gitima.te efforts of professional fundrius
beilsve that pubic broadcastesa will MOM and Media Institute letters express concern to raise money for the charities tOy repto play a crucial role In the developsent of the that the statute invests unconstitutionally resent" and discriminates against small
which must usually ely on profesnatlinal cominicalfne Infrastucture. The broad discretion with the FCC. Id. at 5; chasities
sional fundramra. Id. at 799. Here. unlike in
Letter at
language we have Included In th legislation ACLU
We have carefully studied these conten- Riley. however. where the provision of caprecognizes as. Wilted resources available to tions and concluded that the closed caption- tinting would be unduly burdensome. an exmreqies the FCC to pre- Ing, requirement Itself is constitutional and emption Is available.
this oommunri,leel.
scrIbe MrgUtiS to reserve awPoPit Ca- that the atatue gives constitutionally adeThus, Section 206 Is clearly content neupacty for te public at peerential raite on On quie gaidance to the FCC for its Implemen- tral nd should be evaluated under the
O'Bren test, Under this test, coatipt neutral
tation.
vkeo pladm.

Is now pises owned by rnorsiies and women. It re'of pdeie tims broadcast prograrreenisg
Oqpftle4 reports to "s Coam""tefrom .s" quires each telecommnications; provider inter-

~
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regulations will be upheld if they are "narrowly tailored" to serve an "important or
substantial governmental interest." 391 U.S.
at 377.
Here. closed captioning furthers the gov.
eroment's long standing Interest as expressed in the FCC's universal service obligation: to make communications "available. so
far as p ssible. to all the people of the United States." CommunIcations Act of 1934, I.
47 U.S.C. 1151. Congress has furthered this interest by passing numerous pieces of legislation designed to increase the access of persons with impaired hearing to communications. See. e.g.. Telecommunications for the
Disabled Act of 1982, P.L 97-410. codified at
47 U.S.C. 9610. as amended (1968) (insuring
reasonable access to telephone service by
persons with impaired hearing); Hearing Aid
Compatibility Act of 196 , P.L I06-M4. codified at 47 U.S.C. 1610 (1968) (finding that
hearing impaired persons should have equal
access to the national telecommunications
network to the fullest extent possible and re.
quiriog the FCC to enact rles 'to require
that telephones manufactured or imported
after August 1969 be hearing aid compatible);
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1090. 47
U.S.C. 12215. et weq. (requiring telephone companies to provide relay services to enable individuals who use TDDs 'to communicate
with anyone, at any time, over the talephone): Television Decoder Circuitry Act of
190. 47 U.S.C. Hl03(u). 30(b) (1991) (requiring
all television sets with screens 13 inches or
larger which are manufactured or Imported
after July I. 1993 to be capable of displaying
closed captioned television programs).
In the Television Decoder Circuitry Act of
1990. Congress specifically found that "closed
captioned television transmissions have
made it possible for thousands of deaf and
hearing-impaired people to gain access to
the television medium, thus significantly
Improving the quality of their lives' aod
that "closed-captioned television will provide access to information, entertainment
and a greater understanding of our Nation
and the world to over 24.000.NDOpeople in the
United States who are deaf or hearing impaired. P.L. Law 101-431. 112(2) & 213). NOW
that more television sets are able to display
closed-captioned
programming,
requiring
video programming to be closed-captioned
wil likewise further these important government interests.
Closed captioning benefite not Just people
who are deaf or hard of hearing. but also
children learning to read. persons for whom
English is a second language, and adults who
are illiterate or remedial readers. See H.R.
Rep. No. 767. 101st Cong.. 2d Ses. -4; S. Rep.
39N. 101st Sees.. 2Id Seas. 1-2. It is estimated
that nearly 100 million Americans can benefit from television captioning. Thus. there
can be no question that Section,206 furthers
a substantial governmental purpose.
Furthermore. Section 2Ois narrowly tailored to achieve those government purposes.
To be narrowly tailored, the regulation need
not be the least restrictive: the government
need only show that its interest would be
achieved less effectively absent the regulation. Ward v. Rock Against Racis. 491 U.S. at
799-800 (MM). Here. it is clear that the go.
crnmental purpose of making programming
accessible would not be achieved without the
requirements of Section 206. Whlie some
types of video programming are already captioned iapproximately 75 percent of tele.
vision network programming I, clos d captinned). the vast majority of video prorraniminc le.peially programming available on
havic cable channels) Is not and is unlikely
to be csptioned In the foreseeable future absent. the proposed legislation. Moreover. e.xer',inn are available to provide rrhie-
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where closed captioning will be unneces
ford thoe costs. It clearly mOete 161requiresarily burdensome.
fnent established in Crayned v. Ciy of Rock.
Nor is Section 206 onstltutonally suspect ford, 409 U.S. 104.106 (1972), that law, affectbecause it gives the FCC overly broad dlsre- Ing fte speech provide explicit standards for
tion to grant exemptions. Media Institute those who apply them.
.
.
:
letter at 5; ACLU Letter at 5. Citing LakeThe ACLU understands that undue burden
swood v. Plain Dealer PublishingCo., 486 U.S. 'is "defined lsrfely on the bals of Its flnasn750. 757 (1068). the Media Institute claima ele or other Impact on the baerve prothat the Section 206 would vest unbridled eider." ACLU Letter at & Specifically, itexdiscretion with the FCC, permitting it to ex- prosse the oanoeru that "a smallerprvIlder
empt from Section 206'scaptioning require- might be exempted for programming that Is
ment t'the. programming it favors and to Intended to reach a wider audience than a
deny
exemptions
to
programming
it larger, more well-heeled provider who' as'
disfavors." Media Institute Letter at 5.
made a.conscious effort to-reach i-iaplnc,
This reasoning is surely. backward
Firet
more narrow audience." Id. It suggests tha;.
It erroneously assumes the FCC i entitled to discrimination between speakers merely On
exercise Itsdiscretion in an unconstitutional the basis of financialability is constitoway. Second. it makes the unfounded* as- localy suspect because it "favors cert .n
sumption that the FCC actually favore cer- classes of speakers over others." Id. 6iting
tainprogramming. Third even if we were to Home Bo Office v. FCC. 667 F.M 9. 48 "ID:C,
accept this peculiar notion, would not the Cir.) (per curiam), cert. denied. 434 US. 829
FCC want that favored programming to re- (1177)("HB").
celve wider disatribution i.e., to require capACLU's reasoning, however, is both legally
tioning. rather than the other way around?
and factually flawed. Whether the intended
But fortunately. Section 206does not give audience is broad or narrow is irrelevant-in
unbridled discretion to the FCC. Indeed, un- either case, it will contein viewer, who
like the statute in lakewood, which conwould benefit from closed captioning. While
tLned no explicit limits on the mayor's dis- the sizeof the provider may be relevant to
cretion to grant or deny permits for news its ability to pey for the cost of captioning.
racks. Section 206 provides explicit criteria there is no reason to assume that content
for the FCC to use in considering exemp- provided by smaller providers is somehow
tions. First, the FCC may by regulation ex- distinct from sontent provider by wealthier
empt "programs, Classes of programs or serv- providers. In HBO. the D.C. Cirulit suggested
ices" if it findsthat closed captioning would that regulations favoring certain classee of
be "'economiclly burdensome to the provider speakers were constitutionally suspect only
or owner of such programming." 1206(d)(1) where the Governmenpj Intent was to cur(emphasis added). Second, a video program- tall expression. 567 F.2d at 47-48. Here, there
ming provider or owner may petition the isno constitutional problem because ther is
Commission for an exemption, and the Com- no basis to believe that financial resources is
mission may grent it upon a showing that somehow being utilized as a proxy for ceradhering to closed captioning requirements
ain types of expression that the government
would result in an "undue
burden." wishes to curtail. Rather, the government'a
1206(d)(3).
"Undue burden" is defined as "sig- purpose is merely to make as much programnlficant difficulty or expense." I N6(d). In de- mlng as possible available to as lar
an sutermining whether compliance would entail dience as posaible. And as the Supreme Court
undue burden, the FCC Is directed to con- has observed "a regulation that serves puraider specific factors: the nature and cost of poses unrelated to the content of expression
the closed captions for-the prograrming, the Is deemed neutral, even if It has an Incidenimpact on the operation of the provider or' teleffect on some speakers or mesages but
program owner; the financial resources of not others." Ward v. Rock Against Radism, 491
the provider or program owner, and the type 'U.S. at 791.
of operations of the provider or pp.mm
ACLU next expresses concern that the FCC
owaner.
'9''
might exempt news programamsltg from, the
Section 206's definitlon of "undue burden" captioning requirement bemuse there would
is patterned after use of this term In the be no time to incorporate closed captioning
Americans With Disabilities Act ("ADA").
into breaking news stories. In fact, this asSee. e.g.. ADA 1301(b)(2)(A)(iii). "Undue bur- sumption is wrong. The ACLU is apparently
den" in the ADA, in turn. was patterned unfamiliar with "real time captioning" in
after the term "undue hardship," as that which-captions are simultaneously created
term has been used in the implementation of and transmitted, using stenotypiste and apethe Rehabilitation Act since 1973. S. Rep. No.
qialized computer software. Real time cap116.,
101st Cong. letSen.at 6 & 35-3. Agen- tioning is already being used by ll national
cy interpretations of both of these termsnews programs and almoet 2O local ewS
'undue burden" and "undue hardship-have . programs.
consistently relied on economic criteria, aFinally; the fact that Section Nd vests
lowing waivers only after consideration of some discretion In the FCC does not make
the cost to an applicant of a particular ac- the provision unconstitutional. In respond-,
commodation and the relative resources of log to a similar challenge in Word, the Sothe applicant. Id. at 36.Moreover, Depart- -preme Court Observed: "While these standment of Justice regulations implementing ards are undoubtedly flexible, and the oMthe ADA alsodefine "undue burden" to mean rialsimplementing them will exercise con"significant difficulty or expense." 28 C.F.R. siderable discretion, perfect clarity and pre110.104. The regulations list five factors to be ciseguidance have never been required even
considered in determining whether an action of regulations that restrict expressive activ
would resultin "undue burden." These fae- ity." 491 U.S. at 794. It Is appropriate for
tors closely track the factors llsd
In See- Congress to assume that the FCC willImple-.
tion 206(d). Thus, the term "undue burden" ment Section 206in a constitutional manner.
in Section 206 brings with it a long history of It Is a long-standing and well-accepted pracbeing a well-defined. content-netral stand- tice of Congress to leave the applications of
ard for granting exemptions from captioning suh standards to administrative agencies.
and other requirements.
Indeed, Congress has routinely delegated to
By no stretch of the lmagiration can one the FCC the responsibility to adopt impleconclude that Section 206leaves the FCC free meeting regulations and to grant exempto grnt waivers on the basis of whether or tions with much more potential to Influence
not it favors particular programming. Rath- content than Section 206. Se, e.g., Commuer it limits the relevant factors for FCC coo- nications Act of 1934. a amended. 31la). 47
siderationto the costs of providing access U.S.C. 8315(a)(FCC to determlne.which prroa'nd the ability of the affected entity to af- grams are bona fide news programs exempt
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iany others which will simply not be able to tear down the legal and regulatory barfbrn eqa ope tnitiee for political candidalesl I Bm5b)E) (directing PCO to pre- afford full partlipaton in the network. un- riers that have perpetuated those mo505*., Wsedurep by regulatlon for reetict, less basic telephone rates are sufficiently nopolies and allow competition to
log hsses to Indecent oosmsnlamcatios, that low. At the very least, we would urge that flourish. Healthy competition in these
will constitute a defense to prosectieo fb. there be a feasibility study by the Federal
VicIaUe. of law prohibiting indecent coan- Communlcations Commission to expand pref- markets is the best guarantor we can
have that the telecommunications
erential rates for thes other categories,
by telephone), Id. IeX4X)
muit
We would appreelate inclusion of this let- products and services of the future will
(direallng the FCC to establish rules for dote•iftitg the maxins rines. terms sad ter In your Committee's report on H.R. 3636. be brought as swiftly and fairly priced
_00ofin under which unaffiliated pro- to recognize the Fducaton and Labor*s Juris- to all Americans as possible.
There has been a significant amount
Traressr san les channels on cable syt- dictional Interest in H.R. 363.
Sincerely,
tank
of discussion throughout this process
WtiAzM D. FOD.
In She unlikely event that the FCC were to
about creating the proverbial level
ckairran.
Interpreter apply Section 2Inan unoonstiF. GOODL .
playing field for all industry particiWILLIAM
toti esl masse, judicial r;evew would be
pants, and we have endeavored to enRanksPg Republican.
avale
at that tims. However. even If the
sure that the field is level. But as
sgenos interpretation or application ofa
of Congress. our first duty is
0Members
e Were Ind to bunconttuional
ro
Mr. Speaker. I reserve the balance of to create a level playing field for our
this 'pud not necessarily mean that the
constituents, the American public. As
et&t its" ase nconstltutlonal. See RusL my time,
V.In som..
c
e at that
h Section
o. 306vk
Mr. FIELDS of Texas. Mr. Speaker. Iwe
the information age
is
w enter
nerteifrmto
g.-u our first
Gym, theI concerns
responsibility. is to ensure that all
late* the VIst Amendment ae unfounded. yield myself 5 minutes.
(Mr. FIELDS of Texas asked and was Americans--regardless of their demoTUs
u.s that the FCC adopt ggu
ns
38 to s
r losed captioning is a on- -given permission to revise and extend graphics, regardless of their economic
status, and regardless of their racial or
tentsu-nel regulatiot narrowly taileed to his remarks.)
Mr. FIL DS of Texas. Mr. Speaker. I ethnic make-up, have equal access to
serve a astb"sotial government itte es. IV
would eaily pan scrutiny under the O'Brien* rise In strong.support of H.R. 3636. the the information age. The overarching.
National Communications Competition and moat important. objective of thin
teat,'end gienthe subtantial natre Of t
d mst Imprtat objective playis
governmens'
interest and lack of alter- and Information Infrastructure Act of
ts
n
bill is to ensure that this level playing
l
ai
i
native Ineens. would even l1kesy
no
199 This egislaton, like its compan-field exists
strict scrutiny. Mrever. section l
Therefore, I strongly urge my colvague. and provides adequate standaris to ion measure H.R. 3626. which we have
Just considered, is more than lust a leagues to loin me in supporing H.R.
believe tanst the FCC will impiemnt it is.
cmm
good
to
constituion l manner
telecommunications reform bill. it is leag1es
n
Weappreciste the opportunlty of providing legislation that will impact the future 3636. I want to comment my good
this ansys71 to you iod hope that it will be of this country-it will foster economic friend the subcommittee chairman. Mr.
re.
.
growth, create new jobs In a high tech MAtRKEY.for his leadership and vision
heir
and apur, greater U.S. com- in bringing us to this historic day. I
S J.industry.
.8cerelY.
tile- might add, we have had 40 meetings in
the global
petitivenese in
Associate Professr of
negottating this legislation. I want to
comunlcations market.
Geoetown
Law.
in thank Messers. BoucHER and OXLEY for
changes
rapid
the
Unquestionably
CenLaw
Unieript
the telecommunications world will rev- their invaluable contributions to this
tel.
olutionize the way all Americans live effort as well as the many other com&rzvxi H. SHnFmF.
their lives. What we are doing today is mittee members who contributed to
Professor of Law. Corsimply saying that there should be a producing this critically important
sell Untve~f#.
legislation. Finally. I want to thank
road map--some national principlesonR5PRNTATIvs.
that guide the manner In which that the full committee chairman and rankLAsO,
oNEDUCA7o0
Co0Myeay
.
Washilton,
DC,Ao"
March 15. IM.
revolution occurs.
Ing member. blessrs. DLNCSLL and
Presently we have no single guiding MOORHEAD. for their hard work and
.
tive JOHND. DosiBe.a
Reren
ds emmees. light on telecommunications policy. persistence In bringing this measure
Chasiemss.Coanittoese R ewr
We understand the We have a patchwork of court deci- before the House.
DEAR MR. CHA5aKAN:
Mr. Speaker. I want to commend my
COztee OnEne1gy and Comerc ep11s1 sions, consent decrees, a 60-year-old
to mark up H5.. SM the National COnan- Federal statute based on railroad laws, good friend, the gentleman from Masnicatlos, dad Information Inflrasrueturs
(Mr. MARKEY], chairman of
sachusette
that.
laws
utility
State
similar
and
t
rer
pesed
W
week.
Act of IM thin
section 1Mof the bill propsees to provide taken in toto. dampens incentives and the subcommittee. As he has menprefesenl telephone rates to elementary opportunities for U.S. telecommuni- tioned, we have had 2 years of mcet.and nsecodary schools as well an to public, 1- nations companies to build the infor- Ings. He told me just a moment ago
brarses as a raft of the o-erbnaing of our mation superhighway. Today we begin that we have had 40 personal meetings.
national teesoosmuniestione policy. If en- the process of setting policy on course I appreciate the fact that this piece of
acted. these provisions could make scoer to toward building that highway to the legislation has been handled in a bipartisan way and that we have had this
the tatlonal sperlighway affbrdable for all future
studetsf sod maersof public libraries. regard-rc
What we recognize today is that all level of discussion.
lews of &ansmuitys welth or geographic
Mr. Speaker, I want to commend the
location. AD 600 Often schools and libraries, telecommunications are converging.
of er cons
the traditional bright lines that sepa- chairman for his leadership and his vioimnerpignni
the frftent
muntiest am left on the sidelines of te. rated telephone companies from cable sion in this important matter. It brings
tecbnoBIa zevolutton. Tibe ill betse to companies from broadcast companies us to this historic day. I also want to
correc thisr.problem. The preferential rate no longer exist or make any sense. Rec- thank the gentleman from Virginia
provisions of BR. 3M could complement ognling this fact. Congress passed leg- (Mr. BOUCHER] and the gentleman from
severd
to ELL
fHAy-relatd
gillt
inor,
theislation last year to reform the world Ohio [Mr. OXLEY] for their invaluable
pemWd int;o
.6,a bill t reauthorize
Elementary and Secondary Education Act; of wirelesq communications, to treat contributions to this effort, as well as
which to presently pending before the Bons. mobile, paiog and other wireless serv- many of our other subcommittee mrWelaudyearefforts,and thatofChairman Ices in the same manner when they are bers. in producing what I think is a
Markey, on behalf of schools and libraries, providing similar services. Today we critical and a bipartisan piece of legisare engaged in a similar process for the lation.
We e
us"s;
ml hoever. that you else eoFinally, Mr. Speaker, I want to
eider eitotaet the preferential rates to "it- wired wbrld: telephone companies probraees which the public may sees", rather vding cable and cable and others pro- thank the gentleman from Michigan
[Mr. DINoELL). the chairman. for the
than the.mo narrowly framle wordin of viding local telephone servict.
H.R. 3636 recognizes that the tradi- atmosphere he has provided on working
thebil. "pbl librares". and to odoh
a rvddo
okn
ha h
rd-amshr
. 66rcgie
cationaf Institutions at; all levels. We are
concerndi,
ltnmps, that thera are ma y tional monopolies of cable and local on this. again in a bipartisan
manner.
postsecondary education institutions, in- telephone service make no sense any When people criticize Congress, they
eluding two-year conirmnty colleges and longer. This infrastructure bill will cannot criticise the efforts of Lhe Corn-
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mi tee on. Energy and Commerce. particularly on this piece of legislation.
Mr. Speaker. I also want to thank
the ranking minority member, the gentleman from California [Mr. MOORHEADI for his leadership in again providing us with the atmosphere in which
to negotiate a very delicate balance
with a number of competing interests.
and I hold this out to my colleagues as
one of the best pieces of legislation
that will come before this House this
year. and thus far in my career.a piece
of legislation that all of us should be
proud of and support.
Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Speaker. I yield 1
minute to the gentleman from Michivan [Mr. DINGELL). chairman of the
Committee on Energy and Commerce.
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Chairman. I
thank my dear friend, the gentleman
from Massachusetts. for yielding me
this time.
Mr. Speaker. I rise to commend the
gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr.
MARKEY[. chairman of the subcommittee, the distinguished gentleman from
Texas (Mr. FIELDS], the ranking minority member of the subcommittee, the
ranking minority member of the full
committee, the gentleman from California [Mr. MOORHEAD]. the gentleman
from Ohio [Mr. Ox.LEYI. and a large
number of other Members who have
worked very hard.
Mr. Speaker. complaint was made
that this legislation and the prlor legislation, H.R. 3626. are going through
too fast. The hard fact is that we are
getting this legislation through in
something like 80 minutes after about
30 years of hard work in getting it in
order. The effort to present this legislation to the floor has been bipartisan
in its entirety.
The members of the full committee.
the subcommittee, and of the leadership of both of those institutions deserve great credit for the hard work.
for the effective, capable, dedicated,
and decent way in which this legislationhas been assembled.
Mr. Speaker. the country deserves to
know of the work of these wonderful
men and women, and also deserves to
have the opportunity to express the
thanks that they properly should feel
for milestone legislation which is going
to restructure the entirety of American telecommunications for the benefit of all the people. This is a day which
we should celebrate, and I commend
my colleagues. I thank them for 'the
hard work which they have done.
Mr. FIELDS of Texas. Mr. Speaker. I
yield 3 minutes to the gentleman from
California [Mr. MOORHEAD]. our ranking minority member.
(Mi. MOORHEAD asked and was
given permission to revise and extend
his remarks.)
Mr. MOORHEAD. Mr. Speaker, I rise
in strong support of H.R. 3636. the National Communications Competition
and Information Infrastructure Act of
1994. This legislation is an important.
step in bringing a 60-year-old communications statute-the
Communications Act of 1934-into the 21st century.

H.R. 3838 provides the statutory
framework for the provision of new and
advanced telecommunications services
to the American people. In short, it
lays the groundwork for the much
talked-about
information
superhighway.
The bill accomplishes this goal by
promoting competition and deregulating where appropriate. First. H.R. 3636
opens up local exchange telephone
service to competition.
By opening up the local loop. I.R.
3636 brings an end to monopolies in the
local telephone market. Consistent
with this action, the bill also declares
an end to monopoly regulation by mandating the abolition of rate-of-return
regulation for local telephone service.
H.R. 3636 also achieves competition
in the video marketplace by permitting
telephone companies to provide video
programming within their service
areas. The bill also encourages the development of a vibrant video programming market in other ways. For example, the bill gives broadcasters the
flexibility to use their assigned spectrum in a variety of ways.
Finally, the bill encourages access to
the information superhighway to all
program providers on reasonable terms
and conditions. The bill also seeks to
promote the provision of advanced
telecommunications services to all
Americans seeking such services.
Mr. Speaker, this bill is an example
of the kind of legislation the American
people expect us to pass. From the very
start, the complicated issues underlying this bill were addressed in a bipartisan and orderly manner. The subcommittee on Telecommunications and
Finance, under the leadership of Chairman MARKEY and Congressman FIELDS
held seven hearings, receiving testimony from over 50 witnesses. The subcommittee and full committee examined over 200 amendments.
Through bipartisan cooperation, this
bill was reported unanimously out of
the energy. and commerce committee
on a 44-to-0 vote. This vote reflects the
hard work put in by Chairman DINGELL, Chairman MARKEY.Congressmen
FIELDS, OXLEY, BOUCHER, and others in
drafting the bill and perfecting it during the committee process.
Mr. Speaker, for all these reasons, I
urge my colleagues to Join me in supporting H.R. 3636.
0 1350
Mr.MARKEY. Mr. Speaker, I yield 3
minutes to the gentleman from Virginia [Mr. BOUCHER].
(Mr. BOUCHER asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. BOUCHER. Mr. Speaker, with
the passage of these bills we will enact
the largest reform in telecommunications law and policy in the 60-year
history of the 1934 Communications
Act.
One of our goals is to bring competition to industries that are now monopolies.

H5235

Telephone companies will be free to
offer cable TV inside their telephone
service territories.
Cable companies and others will be
granted the right to offer local telephone service, bringing to consumers
the same choices in local telephone
services that they 'have today with
long distance..
The Brooks-Dingell measure will
make noncompetitive the markets for
more long distance and the manufacture of equipment.
This new competition- will produce
tangible benefits:
Consumers of Cable TV and telephone
services will receive the benefit of better prices set by a competitive market.
The ration will receive the benefit of
a vastly improved network, as telephone and cable companies deploy fiber
optic lines; other broadband technology and more capable switches to
facilities the simultaneous offering of
voice, television and data over the
same lines.
And this is the means by which we
will obtain deployment in the nation of
the world's most modern network. The
rational information Infrastucture will
be deployed not through the expenditure of government funds but by giving
private companies the business reasons
to put new networks in place.
The legislation we will pass today
provides those business reasons. It
brings down the barriers that have preserved monolopies and inhibited competition.
The result will be an avalanche of
new business investment, as communications
companies
install
new
networking technology to bring entertalnment, information, and new business opportunities to homes and offices
throughout the Nation.
Another of our goals is. to preserve
the concept of universal service, the
structure of which is threatened as
competition comes to local telephone
.service. By imposing'a proportionate
universal since funding responsibility
on all local telephone competitors, we
sustain for the future a proud. American tradition in which 96% of oui citizens have local telephone service. . A third important goal is to create a
fair and level arena for all communica-,
tons companies. We are freein television stations to offer voice and data
as well as TV services. We encourage
wireless technology as a. full pLrtcipant in the provision of multimedia
services, and we create a fair pale attachment rate equally applicable to all
competitors.
I have been honored to work with the
members of the Telecommunications
subcommittee in* creating these reforms. I particularly want to commend
the gentleman from Mars, (Mr. MAlKEY) for his leadership, guidance, and
persistence. It is not easy to create a
broad consensus involving issues of
this complexity, but he has presided
over a highly constructive process that
has achieved that goal.
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worked very hard on this particular
pieceof legislation.
(Mr. OXLEY asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. OXLEY. Mr. Speaker, I rise
today In strong support of the National
Communications Competition and Infrastructure Act of 1994. As Members
For 3 years, Mr. OXLEY and I have know, this legislation will accelerate
worked to-remove the barriers to corn-. the construction of the information sup"tthon.n he..able TV indsty. and- perhighway. It will promote competi:aws pmthe binwhich accomplishes tion in local telephone by, allowing
that resul-l thank him for his splen-: cable companies to provide telephone
service, and will promote competition
didoosperation.
-.Mr; -Speaker.I am pleased to cosposs- in the cable industry by enabling teleab.6-these- constructive reforms and to phone companies to offer video servicos. I want to praise Chairman MARurge Cheir passage by the House. '
They will create millions of Jobs. KEY, Congressman FIELDS, and every
slmulate billions of dollarsof invest- member of our Energy and Commerce
ment; and bring to the United States Subcommittee on Telecommunications
the world's finest communications net- and Finance for the long hours of work
they put into crafting this legislation.
work.
What makes this significant legisla.:Mr.
MARKEY. Mr. Speaker, will the
tion possible Is the clear consensus
gentleman yield?
which
has emerged in favor of competiMi, BOUCHER. I yield to the gention, deregulation,
and
entrepretlema from Massachusetts.
neurlalism. The approach that this
':Mr.. MARKE. Mr. Speaker, section measure -takes toward the development
10/"of H.R. 3863 amends the Pole of
the
telecommunications
Amtmeiment Act. (47 U.S.C. 224). This supersystem is one that I have enamendment is intended to ensure that dorsed for years. By lifting marketa
attichments bear an equitable entry prohibitions and reducing govohi-ir of the costs of a pole or conduit. .enment regulation we will ensure that
IIt
wrrent form, however, the 'for-' American consumers are served with
mula indated by section 107requires the
most advanced
telecommunimore,tan a proportionate share of the. cations system in the world. Equally
costs from those who are not owners or important, I amiconfident that by procoowners of the poles and conduits. I viding competition in the video service
wdkld like the agreement of the rank- industry, this measure will give coning minority member of the Tele- sumers the cable rate relief that the
communications Subcommittee and 1992 cable act did not.
the gentleman from Virginia to work
I would like to add that while adwith me to fashion an amendment that vancing private competition and dereflects this distinction.
regulation are traditionally Repub. Mr. FIELDS of Texas. Mr. Speaker, lican themes, I was joined in my early
will
gentleman yield?
efforts to promote this approach by a
Mr.theBOUCHER.
I yield to the gen- clear-thinking Demoract, the gentleman from Texas.
tleman from Virginia. [Mr. BOucHR].
, Mr. FIELDS of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I
Mr. Speaker, what this measure
would be pleased to work with the seeks to do is end the virtual monopochbrman. -As currently 'written, the lies that exist in the video programpole attachment language of H.R. 3636 ming and the local telephone markets.
could triple or quintuple the pole at- It is revolutionary legislation, and I
my colleagues to support it.
tachment fees paid by cable operators urge
Mr.all
MARKEY.
Mr. Speaker, I yield 1
whe they.begin to offer telecommunications services. Such, a result Is not minute to the gentleman from Oklaonly'inequitable. it will discourage op- homa (Mr. SYNAR].
erators from constructing and operat(Mr. SYNAR asked and was given
log-telecommunications facilities I am permission to-revise and extend his resonfident we can devisb a means of pre- marks.)
ventIng, this outco ie while ensuring . Mr. SYNAR. Mr. Speaker, I rise
that the owners of poles and conduits today in support of H.R. 3636,the Naare adequately compensated for use of tional Communications Competition
their facilities.
and Information Infrastructure Act of
*Mr. BOUCHER. Mr. Speaker. I would 1994.
say to the gentleman from MassachuThis bill, and its companion, H.R.
setts and -the gentleman from Texas 3626,represents the critical push we
that I.am pleased to join with them in .need to bring jobs, innovative techrevzsiting the pole attachment provi- nology, and services to Oklahoma and
sions. WhileI am reserving judgment .the Nation well into the next century.
as-to, the substance of the matter, "I The growth and implementation of the
will be pleased to work with them in national superhighway bodes well for
crafting some modification of the cur- the citizens of my State. where we expect to gain a healthy shari of the 3.6
rent provisions.
L Mr. FIELDS of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I million newly created high-skill, high-yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from wage jobs, a broad selection of
1Ohio- [Mr., OXLEY], a member who has consumer, telemedicine. and eduI also want to commend my friends
JACK FIELDS and M
OXILE for their
ezellent work. The superb hi-partisan
aoopeation which they have provided
Is.yet another reason that the Energy
and. Commerce Committee- is so succesfat In crafting for reaching reforms
that come to the floor -without controversy.
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cational services for rural areas, and
the ability to export Oklahoma-made
goods to world markets in the future.
The National Communications Competition and Information Infrastructure Act builds upon principles that I
have promoted since we began hearings
on the bill. These essential elements
include a commitment to universal
service for all Americans, whether
rural or urban, development of networks that are open and'reliable, proper cost.allocation between consumers
and competitors, and effective.FCC enforcement.
The Importance of giving all Americans access to the information highway. and the host of educational,
health, economic, and quality of life

benefits it will provide, cannot be un-

derstated. As a nation, and a government, we must not bestow the benefits
of the information highways on some.
and deny others, just because they live
in out of the way places or in poor
urban neighborhoods. Our work on this
issue must be done with great care and
compassion, for real social disruption
could result if we do our job poorly.
In listening to the debate over how to
provide and upgrade universal service
in a rapidly changing telecommunications environment, I developed three
core principles for evaluating the proposals before us. First, to echo title I of
the 1934 communications act. all the
people of the United States must get
service at a reasonable charge. Second.
the quality of the service must be
available to all on equal basis, regardless of geographic location or economic
station. And third, the service must be
provided in a prompt fashion to all cit.iens-no area of the country should be
left off the information highway for
any length of time.
The bill before us today is a good
starting point for addressing the principles I have raised. On several key issues, however, such as the definition
and the funding of universal service.
the bill gives basic authority for these
decisions to a Federal-State Joint
Board. I have some concerns about delegating such broad authority for such
essential issues to this Board, and I
will be looking forward to overseeing
the progress in these areas.
Along these lines. I am pleased to
note that the bill contains specific provisions to ensure rural areas are not
left behind as the private sector moves
forward to deploy new technology to
consumers. As drafted, the exemptions
allow the Commission to apply initially equal access and Interconnection
requirements specifically to rural provlders only when they would not be unduly burdensome and economically
unfeasible. We recognize in this legislation something that rural telephone
and cable consumers in Oklahoma have
known for a long time: that new entrants to a market often face tremen, , ..
dous obstacles if they must coml
against an entrenched service provmi..
The goal of this rural package is to
courage competition in thess-mar.'
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so that residents get new services
quickly and at lower prices.
It is important to remember that the
future cost of our national Infrastructure should not be borne by rate payers
who remain captive to regulated Industries. People who want only a Chevy
should not have to pay the cost of a
Cadillac. Certainly. consumers with
new demands for upscale. integrated
services expect to bear the proper and
equitable cost of such services if they
select them. Moreover. providers that
use the teleconmunicatlons network
to reach their consumers should pay
for all the direct costs such services
incur, as well as a reasonable share of
the joint and common costs of the network. The bottom line is this: as technology advances, we are clearly going
to encounter a declining cost industry.
and the appropriate savings from these
efficiencies should be reflected in a
consumer's phone bill.
We ensure this goal by providing specific language in the legislation prohibiting cross subsidization between a
common carrier's telephone exchange
service and a common carrier's other
nonregulated actIvities and InvestInents. Cross subsidization occurs when
a telephone company uses revenues derived from captive ratepayers to subsidie the company's nonregulated
business ventures. The effect of this
practice is twofold: the cost of service
to ratepayers Increases and the telephone company's nonregulated businoes ventures receive a comparative
competitive advantage over their rivals in those businesses.
However. it is difficult for regulators
to properly enforce these cross-subsidy
prohibitions without making sure a
rigorous cost allocation scheme is in
place. Unless, and until, the costs incurred by the telephone company are
properly allocated between the regulated entity and the nonregulated entity any cross subsidization regulation
cannot be effectively enforced. My
amendment, offered and adopted in full
committee, puts real teeth into the
original cross-subsidy prohibition by
including cost allocation language that
empowers the FCC to audit telephone
exchange providers to make sure that
consumers.are fairly charged for the
services they receive.
Enforcement of any regulatory structure rests on the ability of the agency
in charge to get the job done. That is
why I also offered, and the full committee adopted, an amendment to ensure
that the FCC can use its authority
given under the 1993 budget act to collect fees from the industry it regulates
and target them to augment the FCC's
sorely understaffed auditing, rulemaking, and legislative review funotions. The estimated cost for the FCC's
implementation of H.R. 3636 is S44 million in 1995. and up to S30 million each
year thereafter. This amendment will
tnable the Commission to get a head
start on defraying its administrative
co:::t upon enactment, so that tax-

HOUSE,

payers aren't solely responsible for
bearing these expenses.
Finally. Mr. Speaker, we must remember that a locked door without a
key cannot be opened and the opportunities Inside cannot be enjoyed. Universal service, proper cost allocation, and
effective enforcement are the keys to
the information highway for all Americans. I look forward to reaching these
goals as we move forward on final passage of the legislation in this Congress.
Mr. FIELDS of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I
yield such time as he may consume to
the gentleman from Wisconsin (Mr.
GUNDERSON].
(Mr. GUNDERSON asked and was
given permission to revise and extend
his remarks.)
Mr. GUNDERSON. Mr. Speaker, I
rise in support of the bill and especially want to thank the committee for
their protections for the deaf and the
hard of hearing section that is includtd
in the bill.
Mr. Speaker. I rise In support of H.R. 3636
and H.R. 3626, legillation which will estabh
new telecommunications policy foe our Nation
and heip movs our Na in forwaid Into the
21s century. Congressmen DiNGEL.,BRO0S
FISH, MooRmEAn,and FIELDSare to be cootmended for their eflofl to forge compromise
legislation which will Increase compeiion
within the telecommunications industry and
which wil bring new goods and services tn
consumers across o4 country..
These bills contain necessary policy reforme
that are required to bring our Nation's Isecormunications policy up to date with both
the changing technologies and the changing
marketplaos. Both the technologies and the
marketplace have completely bypassed exis$ing iecor
policy to the deirinent
of our Nation's economy and to our corstlituetis.
In addition. I note with particular Interest It*
suppout o the disabled conmuniy for hems
measures. I ccmnend the authors of this leg
Iclation for requiring that Bell Company manufactured equipment and advances in network
services be eces sbleto people with disstiil
ities as outlined in section 229 of H.R. 3626.
Title IV of the Americans with Disabilities Act
has made the voice. telephone accessible to
people who are deaf or hard of hearing
through the establishment of telephone Isly
services. And H.R. 3636 assures thai indlvidusts who are deal will enjoy more complete
access to cable progranuirng, as much more
of it would be captioned. Gallaudel Uniersity's Mark Goldfarb and Dr. Margaret
Panstiehl of Metropolitan Washington Bar tes.
tified that these access provisiorl are long
overdue.
I agree and urge my colleague to support
provisions that, like those In H.R. 3626 and
H.R. 3636, provide deaf and blind Americans
the equal access they deserve.
Mr. FIELDS of Texas, Mr. Speaker. I
yield I minute to the gentleman from
Illinois [Mr. HASTERT].
(Mr. HASTERT asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. HASTERT. Mr. Speaker. as an
original cosponsor of H.R. 3636.the National Communications Competition
and Information Infrastructure Aot of
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1994, I rise in. support of this legislation. In a nutshell, this legislation has
two major objectives- First, to open up
the' local telephone loop within 1. year.
to enable new entrants to compete for
local exchange service with the incumbent telephone companiessand, second.
to permit cable and telephone companies to compete in each other's business.
This bill reflects not only good public
policy, but also the commendable efforts of our colleaguesChairman MARKEY and ranking Republican member,
Mr. FIELDS. to achieve what has been
appropriately described by some as the
"Impossible dream." ,
As the legislative process. proceeds.
we need to remain vigilant to ensure
that all industries will be able to fully
compete with each other as quickly as
possible and. with the fewest regulatory
constraints. Where regulation occurs.
it should be equivalent regulation so
that every player is required to be regulated in a similar manner as they
strive to gain market share from the
other. We should guarastee that asymmetrical treatment of new-entrants in
the marketplace is eliminate&Finally, Mr. Speaker, I believe that
America is standing on the brink of a
new Information age. At stake today is
whether our constituents-lndividual
consumers-are allowed. to enjoy the
fundamental "benefits of enhanced.
choice and access. Accordingly. I urge
my colleagues to .vote " yes" on HR,
3636.
01400
Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Speaker, I yield
1s minutes to the gentleman from New
Mexico [Mr. RIciARitON].
(Mr'. RICHARDSON asked, and was
extend
given permission to revise .d
his remarks.)
Mr. RICHARDSON. Mr. "Speaker.
today I rise in support of H.R, 36. the
National Communications Competition
and Information Infrastructure Act of
1994. This comprehensive piece of legislation has been a long time in the makIng and it is rewarding to see it come
to floor with such bipartisan support. I
congratulate our colleagues on both
sides of the isle for keeping their focus
on the merits of this legislation. We
are on the verge of entirely new industries'and ways of communicating. HR.
3636 points us in the right direction.
I am proud to have played a part in
the evolution on this monumental legislation. The process that has brought.
this bill to the floor has been receptive
to many Important concerns. From*
universal service to public access IL,
3636 addresses the abundance of concerns relative to delivering telecommunications services. I am particularly pleased that H.R. 3636 addresses
specific concerns with regard to rural
are", minorities information redllnlng. progranming access, and publio,
educational, and governmental access.
Rural tysues are of great concern to
me and I was pleased to support provisions to ensure universal service and
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Infrastructure sharing for rural telephone companies. A progressive univerSal service plan Is necessary to ensure
that all Americans have access to the
infozmation superhighway and I am
hopeful. that all New Mexicans and
Americans
will soon be the benefloiaries of competition in the local
telephone market. The costs associated
with upgrading telecommunications
systems to offer enhanced services Is
prohibitive for many smaller telephone
companies and cooperatives. I am
pleased to have supported an infrastructure sharing provision which will
allow smaller entities to access the
services of larger telephone exchanges.
. "I was pleased to Include provisions
regarding equal employment opportutntles, and information redlining. Minorities are seriously lacking as particIpsnte in the telecommunications
industry..Today ILI. 38 has language
that would hold telephone companies
that proyide cable services to the same
EZO standard as cable operators must
now abide by. I think this is a small
but- important step toward equalizing
the telecommunications playing field.
As new telecommunications systems
are built, an Issue which will of continuing concern will be access, for all
Amerjoans, to new services. H.R. 3636
addresses my concerns regarding Information redlining. The ability of providers: of. new services to discriminate
against specific geographic areas on
.the basis of race or economic status is
too grest. I am pleased that the committee took a progressive step and
made explicit .that the FCC must take
into account the demographic makeup
of.the proposed area to receive -new
services.
Cable television plays an important
and growing part of the information
superhighway. It is Imperative that the
legislation provide for a competitive
marketplace for small cable operators.
Small sable operators provide services
to small populations in remote areas
which larger operators have- no commercial •interest in serving. I am
pleased that this legislation contains
several, important provisions to provide for a competitive marketplace for
..sma l cable operators. For example,
the legislation would be preempt State.
'and local barriers for " new telecommunications services, prohibiting
local. government entities -from overregulating cable's provision of. teleo~mmnications services. H.R. 3636
also allows for joint ventures, mergers,
and acquisitions to occur In areas with
populations of less than 10,000, or when
a cable system serves less than 10 percent of the households In a telephone
compaiy's service srea. While such
proVisions are a step in the right direction. I hope that additional issues will
be addressed in the legislative process.
Fror instance, franchise requirements
.for providers of cable services must be
,balanced so that everyone pl ys by the
same rules. Additionally, interconnectjon. and access requirements must be
eIsured so that small dable operators
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have fair and equal access to the infor- dous work that the chairman, the genmation highway.
tleman from Massachusetts [Mr. MARLastly, I am pleased that H.R. 3636 KEY], has done on this legislation, and
addresses public, educational, and gov- the chairman, the gentleman from
ernmental concerns. If the Information Michigan (Mr. DINGELL]. and the rank.
superhighway is going to serve our de- ing minority member, the gentleman
mocracy then It Is critical that these from Texas (Mr. FIELDS]; all of you
institutions have access to reach all have done tremendous work on this,
and you deserve all the kudos you are
Americans.
Again, I support this legislation and receiving here today.
Mr. Speaker, I rise In strong support
I urge my colleagues to do likewise.
Mr. FIELDS of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I of both of the bills that we are debatyield 2 minutes to the gentleman from ing here today. These bills are truly essential to the construction of the NaColorado [Mr. SCHAEFER].
.(Mr. SCHAEFER asked and was given tion's information superhighway, this
permission to revise and extend his re- is landmark legislation.
marks.)

Mr.

Speaker,

I

am

particularly

Mr. SCHAEFER. Mr. Speaker, I rise pleased that H.R. 3626 would allow the
today in support of H.R. 3636, the Na- regional Bell operating companies to
tional Communications Competition get involved in manufacturing telephone equipment in this country. I inand Information Infrastructure Act.
. When my constituente in Colorado troduced legislation 4 years ago, and it
neeg a telephone line, there is only one has taken us a long time to get to this
conmpany they can call -to provide that day. I am pleased we are here. I think
service. When my constituents want this legislation will create good paying
cable service, again, there is only one jobs In this country.
company to provide It.
I am also pleased that H.R. 3626 inThe consumer choice of all Ameri- cludes an amendment I offered to help
cans is limited in the telecommuni- thousands of community rewspapers
cations market today. But that choice across the country have a better
is not limited by technology. It is lim- chance to get on board the information
ited by outdated laws and regulations superhighway. The National Newspaper
that were designed over the last 60 Association believes this legislation is
years..
*critically Important to the future of
For instance, in most States, it is il- many small-town community newslegal for anyone to provide an alter- papers. It is important because it guarnative to the phone company.
antees them fair access and fair rates
H.R. 3636 clears the way for competi- when accessing the Information hightion--and thus more choice, lower way.
prices, and better service-in all segThis legislation gives them nothing
ments of the telecommunications mar- less than a license to their future,
ketplace.
Without it. they could be ignored or acBy sweeping away the laws that pre- tually driven off the information supervent competition In both the local tele- highway. These newspapers often prophone and cable market, H.R. 3636 vide the social, political, and economic
paves the way for the next generation ties that bind communities together.
of advanced telecommunications net- Many are going through tough times.
works. This is truly a revolutionary They face competition and disappearbill and I urge al1 my colleagues to sup- ing ad revenue. Now. at least, they can
face the electronic future with conport it.
Before I finish. Mr. Speaker, let me fidence that if this bill becomes law
also briefly address one aspect of H.R. they can compete for their fair share.
3636, the Dingell-Brooks legislation to
Mr. Speaker, in addition, in keeping
lift the MFJ restrictions, which was with the spirit of the Americans with
Disabilities Act mandate to bring
just
debated.
While
I supported this legislation in about the complete integration of Indicommittee and here on the floor. I viduals with disabilities into the mainstrongly believe that the so-called do- stream of our society. H.R. 3636 and
mestic content provision of this legis- H.R. 3626 would ensure that advances In
lation needs to be stricken from the network services deployed by local exbill at some point in the legislative change carriers are available to all our
process. I know keeping jobs in Amer- citizens.
Mr. FIELDS of Texas. Mr. Speaker. I
ica is an emotional issue. but violating
our free-trade agreements is not only yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from
bad policy and bad economics, it is also North Carolina (Mr. MCMILLAN].
Mr. MCMILLAN. Mr. Speaker, I rise
bad for American workers in the long
in support of H.R. 3638. Along with H.R.
run.
3626.
This legislation lifts the restricThese bills show the great work that
we on the Energy and Commerce Com- tions that have long blocked a diverse
mittee can and will do.
competitive telecommunications InAgain, please support H.R. 3636, the dustry. Not only will the competition
reduce prices, enhance quality, and
Markey-Fields bill.
Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 offer broader choices for the American
minutes to the gentleman from Kansas consumer. It will create the Incentives
for industry to finance and build the
(Mr. SLATTERY].
Mr. SLATTERY. Mr. Speaker, I information highway of the future.
That Is the purpose of H.R. 3636.:
would first like to commend, as other
speakers have here today, the tremen- make available a switched, broadb,.. -
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communications network." And I commend Chairman MA!xEY for including
an amendment that directs the FCC to
collect Information on the rate at
which this network is deployed. This
will allow policymakers to make sure
that the intent of Congress is being
achieved.
Toward this goal. I do have a concern
with the antibuyout provision in H.R.
3636 which will slow down the creation
or a competitive marketplace and the
construction of broadband network. By
prohibiting telephone company acquisitions of cable companies in their respective territories, this bill will deter
the natural convergence of voice and
video technology and thereby slow the
creation of a multimedia. interactive
system
that could
potentially
host of combined
services
to thebring
publi a

toos
thenue
sericecobie
hos ofs

If H.R. 3638 adequately ensures that all
programproviders will have access to a
a
telephone company's video platform,
do we really need an antibuyout provision to guaranty competition-a provision that may. in fact. impede
progress. I hope this can be worked out
in conference.
Overall, however. I strongly support
H.R. 3636 as a full step toward the completion of the information superhighway and the creation of its
competive marketplace:
Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Speaker, I yield I
minute to the gentleman from Washington [Mr. SWIFT].
(Mr. SWIFT asked and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.)
0 1410
,Mr. SWIFT. Mr. Speaker. I am proud
today to say that ED MARKEY and JACK
FIELDS are my friends, because today
anyone who is a friend of these two
gentleman Is going to bask In the reflected glory of this magnificent accomplishment, bringing this very progressive piece of legislation to the
floor,
The time has come to update the 1934
Communications Act to recognize new
realities and technology and competition, and this bill does that.
I am pleased that the bill has incorporated an amendment to the public
access provision that tightens the definition of eligible nonprofit institutions.
I want to thank the gentleman from
Louisiana [Mr. TAUZIN] and is staff for
their help in crafting this amendment,
As author of this provision, I did hot
intend to place unreasonable economic
or technical burdens on carriers providing advanced telecommunications services. but I do expect that such carriers
will make all necessary good-faith efforts needed to Implement the goals of
this provision,
Again. I commend this legislation to
all of my colleagues. It Is an outstanding piece of work,
M"r. FIELDS of Texas. Mr. Speaker. I
yield 30 seconds to the gentleman from
New York [Mr. PAXON].
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(Mr. PAXON asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. PAXON. Mr. Speaker. I rise in
support of H.R. 3636. Two years ago
Congress took what I consider a step
backwards by enacting the Cable Act.
which through overregulation led to
consumer confusion, increased paperwork burdens, and higher rates in some
.
instances.
Fortunately, Congress has learned
from its mistake and is now pursuing a
policy of competition rather than regolation. Only by increasing competition
in the local telephone lop and the cable
industry will Americans see the private
creation of an information superhighway. Competition will also provide
consumers
business
with new and
innovative and
services
and technology
at a

President before the legislative session
comes to a conclusion. •
The Issue in question, which is contained In H.R. 3836, primarily revolves
around the treatment, of municipal
franchising authority and the. new, possibly restrictive definition 'of cable
services in the bill. In particular. I am
concerned. that the language of. the
amendments of Messrs. -FIgLD and
SCHARgE that were accepted by the
committee may have the unintended.
and unfortunate, result of depriving
our Nation's municipalities of badly
needed revenue that they-heed to carry
out the vital- governmental duties they
perform.
For instance. section 102(bX2) of H.R.
3838 amends the franchise fee provision
of
theonCable
to limit fees
the revenue
base
whichActfranchise
may be

reasonable cost.
In conclusion, Mr. Speaker. I am
pleased to support H.R. 3638, which will
move the telecommunications industry
from its regulated past into the cornpetitive 21st century.
Mr. FIELDS of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I
yield 30 seconds to the gentleman from
California (Mr. HORN].
(Mr. HORN asked and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. HORN. Mr. Speaker, I commend
the chair and ranking Republican on
both the full committee and the subcommittee for this outstanding legislation. H.R. 3636, and urge its strong support. I think it Is a splendid accornplishment. It is seldom we have that
much bipartisanship, and this committee has set a good example,
A number of us sent a letter to the
chairman of the full committee expressing the concerns of local government. Mr. MARKEY's very. fine reply
where he reaffirmed the "local governments' rights to impose fees identical
to the cable operator's fees on a telephone company's provision of video
programming." was reassuring, my
views on this legislation reflect a number of local governments such as the
city of Los Angeles, Downey, Long
Beach. and Signal Hill which are part
of my congressional district.
Mr. Speaker, H.R. 3626, the Antitrust
Reform Act, and H.R. 3838, the National Communications Competition
and Information Infrastructure Act,
represent the most sweeping telecommunications
reform since the
breakup of AT&T. What the House does
today is to construct the structural
framework
for
the
revolutionary
changes which have already begun
the
telecommunications
changing
field. The framework we erect today
will provide for a level playing field so
that competition can occur in a manner
that benefits the everyday
consumer while bringing new technologles into that same person's home,
But passage of these bills does not.
mean that all pertinent issues have
been resolved. Today's votes represent
a means to move the process forward,
so that we may send these bills to the

based to only those revenues an operator derives from providing cable services. According to current law, a franchising authority is entitled to 8 percent of all revenues derived from operations of a cable system. Because the
term "cable service" is already defined
in the Cable Act for purposes Corpletely unrelated to its use in H.R.
3638. my concern is that section
102(b)(2) could be construed as restrictIng cable franchise fees only to the revenues a cable operator receives from
subscribers. That is a far narrower revenue base than the Cable Act currently
allows, and would deprive municipalities of the many nonsubscriber revenues a cable operator earns, such as advertising and home shopping revenues.
Many municipalities across the Nation
are currently receiving, and relying on,
franchise fees paid by operators that
include such Donsubscriber revenues. I
certainly hope that it is not the intent
of this legislation to deprive our municipalities'of funds they are currently
receiving. This issue is particularly important, since nonsubscriber revenues
are the fastest growing form of cable
operator revenues.
I am also concerned that the language in section 102(bXl) may be construed as preventing municipalities
from securing the full benefits for the
publio of any new services that cable
operators may provide. Many commucities have negotiated ft'ndhises with
cable operators under which the cable
Operator furnishes institutional net,
works for use by schools and local governments. These are valuable resources
for our schools, our children, and our
local governments. I certainly" hope
that it is not the intent Of.this legisla-.
ton to forbid or preempt these arrangemente.
The parity of franchise and other
changes provision in section 102(a) also
raises similar concerns. The drafters of
this provision* seem not to be aware
that pursuant to applicable State law.
many municipalities have, issued franchises to telecommunications providers to use their local rights-of-way, and
municipalities rely on revenue from
those providers in their budgets. Once
again. I hope It is not the purpose of

anublir.
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costs to oonsners and delaying the arrivaI
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companies to nse their valuable
Instead of imposing a franchise. HJ. 3&i6
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wt-way for free.
imposes a wide rarge of requirements on
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Mr. Speaker. I rise In support of H,l.
to control the rights-of-way and ensure that compete for their telephone customers.
3626. One thing which directly affects
Finally, you state your concern that H.R
competition is dove on a level playing field.
City sad atunty officials and the meribere of 36 does not give local governments a fran- new investment and jobs creation is
the. anlift a eea¢latio want to we the IDo chise over telephone companies' provision of the perception of fairness Companies
formation aspevllghuay beit Local flowers- cable service. The reason H.R. 383$ does not don't Invest, they don't create new jobs
sheaed rescisemale oampesa- do this (a became of the fundamental dif. with a future when they nre not surc
saln
ould be feres between the architecture of tele- the Government will treat them fairly.
ties f 06h nu. of poblic
networks and cabl networks. Cable
able to easu the tran rtaton Is not d1- ph1
So. one thing we in Congress always
rustied, and ganscs that she needls of the systems grew up as a tocatl service within need to do is stress the fact that we are.
disoreet
oomunities. They typically do not
mew
inentire omimunity are served by the,
* all committed to fairness, and we also
formation superhlghway. it Is Important extend beyond municipal bounaarles nor do expect regulatory agencies such as *he
that the new information superhIgwiy fits they typically Interconnect with other Sys.
the amb of the local eoenxnnty which It te s within a state or region. In contrat. Federal Communications Conui.c.:C
sere rather than simpitlythe desies of the telephone systems have developed Into state- to be fail', too.

this Wlvislon to deprive our already ri-

telephone. cable and telecommunications industries.
Thank you for your consideration in th.S
matter.
Sincerely.
Pete Stark. M.G. Martinez, Ronald V.
Dellums. Stephen Horn, Lynn Woolsey.
Nancy Pelosl. Don Edwards. George
Miller. Tom Lantos. Dan Hamburg. Juas C. Dixon.
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That~is important because there are
some unanswered questions presented
by this bill. For instance. it is not
clear that telephone companies competing with cable TV will have the
same flexibility the cable companies
now enjoy. It Is also not clear that if
the cable companies chose to go into
the telephone business, they will bear
the same universal service obligations
which we have placed on the phone
companies.
Key provisions of H.R. 3636 could be
construed as justification for tilting
the playing field. And, the problem
with that isn't Just fairness--rather, it
is also the potential negative effect
that could have on future Jobs creation
and investment.
I want review each and every such
provision of H.R. 3636. but, I do think it
is important for Congress to make
clear to the regulators as well as the
investment community that it wants
regulation to be fair and evenhanded
here.
We do not want to have the sort of
situation develop where cable companies have a great deal of pricing flexihility, but phone companies trying to
compete with them do not. We want
both to face basically the same regulatory options.
In short, we want both the perception
and the reality of fairness, because
that's key to new investment and jobs
creation, and delivering the competition American consumer want and expect.
Mr. FIELDS of Texas. Mr. Speaker. I
yield 30 seoonds to the gentleman from
Tennessee (Mr. QUILLEN].
Mr. QUILLEN. I thank the gentleman for yielding this time to me.
Mr. Speaker. I rise in support of H.R.
36W6.and I encourage my colleagues to
vote for it. The bill that was Just discussed prior to H.R. 3636. that is. H.R.
3626. I support that and urge my colleagues to vote for it. I congratulate
the chairmen and the ranking members
of both committees for bringing this
much-needed legislation to the floor of
the House. Our information highway
system will be greatly improved as a
result of the passage of these measures.
Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1
minute to the gentlewoman from Illinois 1rMS. COLLINS].
(Mrs. COLLINS of Illinois asked and
,vas given permission to revise and extend her remarks.)
Nirs. COLLINS of Illinois. Mr. Speaker. I thank the gentleman for yielding
this time to me.
Chairman MARKEY, I first would like
to commend you, along with the distinguished gentleman from Texas, [Mr.
FIELDS] and the Telecommunications
and Finance staff for the hard work
aid long hours you have all spent
crafting this legislation and moving it
expeditiously to the floor today. Your
earnest efforts have resulted in a bill
that. while not flawless, certainly will
help pave the roads of the information
superhighway with increased competition and assist in promoting greater
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economic opportunities for more Americans as we head into the 21st century.
I am Particularly pleased, that the
bill before us contains interoperability
language that I supported and Mr.
MARKEY agreed to include in his en
bloc at the full committee markup of
this legislation. This language will provide many new manufacturers, who do
not provide subscription services, with
the ability, to" offer telecommunications equipment or hardware to consumers, expanding consumer choice,
and enhancing competition.
In reflecting on the momentous
changes occurring virtually every day
in the telecommunications arena, I
find it absolutely astounding that a littLie over 100 years ago, in my city of
Chicago, the first multiple telephone
switchboard in the Nation was being
installed. Just as we in Congress look
forward to the day in the near future
when all homes businesses, schools,
and hospitals are linked by networks
that will provide groundbreaking aervices such as telemedlcine as a matter
of course, so too were the community
leaders of Chicago in 1879 anticipating
the tremendous benefits that eventually came from the expanded deployment of telephone service throughout
their region of the country.
Yet in looking forward to the opportunities presented by emerging technologies, we cannot disregard the lessons of the past and the hurdles we
still face in ensuring that everyone In
America plays a part in the communications revolution now underway. I
refer to the well-documented fact that
minority and women-owned small businesses continue -o
be extremely
underrepresented in the telecommunications industry.
The statistics speak for themselves.
The cellular telephone industry, which
generates in excess of $10 billion a
year, has a mere 11 minority firms offering services in its market. Overall,
barely 1 percent of all telecommunications companies are minority-owned.
Of women-owned firms in the United
States, only 1.9 percent are involved in
the communications field.
The two amendments which I offered
and were adopted by the full committee will go a long way toward leading
to the diversity of ownership in the
telecommunications marketplace. The
first amendment will require a rulemaking on the part of the Federal
Communications Commission, after
consultation with the National Telecommunications and Information Administration, on ways to surmount
barriers to market access, such as
undercapitalization, that continue to
constrain small businesses, minority,
women-owned, and nonprofit organizations in their attempts to take part in
all
telecommunications
industries.
Again, underlying this amendment is
the obvious fact that diversity of ownership remains a key to the competitiveness of the U.S. telecommunications marketplace.
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My second adopted amendment which
Is intended to increase the availability
of venture capital and research and de-:
velopment funding for both new and existing small, women, and -minorityowned companies will require all telecommunications providers to annually
submit to the FCC their clear and detailed company policies for increasing
procurement from business enterprises
that are owned by minorities and
women in all categories of procurement In which these entities are
underrepresented. The FCC would then
report to the Congress on the progress
of these activities and recommend legislative solutions as needed.
As an aside, I am hopeful that when
the FCC adopts its final licensing rules
tomorrow for small business, minority,
add women-owned firms to participate
in auctions of broadband radio spectrum for a new generation of wireless
technologies, known as personal communications services or PCS. it understands that this Member of Congress is
watching closely to see that the goal of
diversity of ownership in PCS is sufficiently advanced.
Hopefully, however, with several' of
the targeted provisions included In this
bill, we can begin to eradicate the inequities present in the telecommunications arena and ensure that minorities and women are drivers, not simply
passengers, In the superhighway fast
lane. Too often in the past, these
groups have been left standing on the
shoulder, only to watch the big guys
and gals motor down the road past
them.
While my measures do not completely solve the long-standing problems that confront so many forgotten
entitles and enterprises in our communities, their inclusion In H.R. 3636 ensures that minorities and women will
have a strong role in the fantastic Industries of the future as both users and
providers of services. Because of this.
we all stand to benefit.
I strongly urge my colleagues to support H.R. 3636.
Mr. FIELDS of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I
yield I minute to the gentleman from,
Florida (Mr. SHAW].
Mr. SHAW. I thank the gentleman
for yielding this time to me.
Mr. Speaker, as mayors across this
country have indicated, the U.S. Conference of Mayors, the National League
of Cities. they are concerned about this
legislation and what it is going to open
up. whether the local cable franchises
can survive. They also have a stream of
Income from franchise fees and they
have certain controls over programming that Is required of the cable franchises.
My concern is that the newcomer.
the telephone companies, would hav
those same controls. I would like to
ask the gentleman from Texas these
statements and inquire how he would
address the concerns of the mayors
across this country.
Mr. FIELDS of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
will the gehtleman yield?
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1Mr. SHAW. I yield to the gentleman
Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1 business leaders and minority grou;,,
frm Texas.
.minute to the gentleman from lassa- because of the opportunities that will
.*Mr. FIELDS of Texas. I thank the chusetts (Mr. NEAL].
open up if this measure is approved. It
gmtlsman foryieldlin to me.
(Mr. NEAL of Massachusetts asked also will promote the development of
Mr. Speaker. I would agree this loin- and was given permission to revise and new equipment and technologies as we
lagin does not prejudice the cities to" extend his remarks.)
build the information superhighway.
oew.seh/sisee-ike fees on to
Both of these bills are the result of
0 1420
c
panies when they offer cable servlong and careful consideration. It is
Mr.
NEAL
of
Massachusetts.
Mr.
important
that these steps be taken
ins, AditLoally. cities clearly retain
Onstral over the streets
dshod they Speaker. I take this opportunity to ex- now, before we have a crisis In this
adequate
let cable, telephone and press iny support for HR. 3636, the Na- flagship industry. I salute Chairmen
ogher providers lay their netwyorks In tional Communications *Competition MARKEY, BROOKS. and DINGELL. as well
and Infrastructure Act of 1994 and for as Congressman FIELDS on crafting lanthm ground. Further. telephone conpaH.R. 32e. the Antitrust and Commu- guage that is logical, fair, and realisnine would, under this bill. cmpty
nications Reform Act of 1994. I have tic. They are seeking to craft the fuwt t ke peg requirements, broadoast
been closely Involved with cable teleof public education and local Govern- vision Issues for almost 20 years as a tore of communications as we head
into a new century. I urge ray colment programming.
city council or, mayor, and now ConMr. SHAW. In other wordm. there is gressman. It is clear at this point that leagues to support both of these Imporclearly a level playing flel4and that major decisions need to be made to en- tant measures.
Mr. FIELDS of Texan. Mr. Speaker. I
there to no undue advantage given to sure that America continues to be the
telephone companies under thi legisa- world leader in communications tech- yield myself 30 seconds.
Mr. Speaker. I just want to say to my
-. •
tiun.
nology and service: These two bills will colleagues that this Is the most sweepMr. V7ELDS of Texas. Yes.
move Federal policy forward as we lg change since 1934. and I do not want
Wl
r.MARKEY. Mr. Speaker. 1 yield I seek to create the best possible climate my colleagues to lose sight of that beminute to the gentlewoman from Ar- for our emerging communications fu- cause we are coming up on suspension
kansas DMa.LAMBERT].
tur- I have long felt that we must al- today. There will be more tele(Us. LAMBERT asked and w"s given ways consider the consumer as we set communication development and depeannlslon to revise and extend her re- cable television policy. H.R. 3636 is a ployment in the next 5 years than
solid onsumer bills. If signed into law there has been this century, and I
-marks')
Ms. LAMBERT. I thank the gea- an currently written, this bill would: would like to think much of that is entl nmn for yielding to me. I rse tioda create positive competition for each hanced and speeded because of this legin strQ" support of H.R. 36K. the Na- cabl household. While many cable sub- islation.
tienal Oi
lonicatons
ompetition scribers are satisied with their service,
Again. Mr. Speaker. I want to comand Inkormaton Infrastructure Act of there ass a great many areas, Including pliment our chairman. I do not believe
my - home city -of Springfield, MA. we would be here today in this fashion
As a fteshman and recognizing the where consuners have been greatly without the leadership of the gen•my yars of work that have gone upset and confused by high rates and tleman from Massachusetts (Mr. MARint a piece of legislation like tis oan ever-ehi ting channels. The Cable Act KEY]. I also want to compliment the
an tam like this, I am certainly of tt4 was designed to allow the cable staff on both sides of the aisle who lapleased and I appreciate the willing- television Industry to grow and e5tab- bored diligently to bring us to this
of the chairman to allow me to lish Itself across the country. That has point today.
Mr. Speaker. I yield the balance of
talre. role end to play a small part on happened, but at a coot. The cable marhba
of rural communities and rural ket monopolies have. unfortunately, my time to the gentleman from (leor
led
to
high
prices
and
poor
service
in
gia
(Mr. GINGRICH). our future leader
Amobrts.
. I 5olnmy colleagues in thanking the some areas. The Markey-Fields bill en- and our current minority wh' p.
courages
true
competition
by
allowing
SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.
The
gentleman from Massachusetts, Chairmen C
,AREY.
of the subcommittee as telephone companies and others into NiroNGOlERY). The Chair recognites
the
market.
I
believe
the
end
result
the
gentleman
from Georgia for 237
well as Chairman DINGELL of the full
oonmiittee, for all of their efforts on will be greater service selection and minutes.
lower prices for the consumer, and hasMr.
GINGRICH.
Mr. Speaker. I thank
behalf of everyone in this Nation, mak- ten the arrival of the much-heraded
the gentleman from Texas (Mr. F1ii-,s
ing. sure that rural conmunitles are "*i1nfo ation superhighway." The
infor
yielding
this
time
to me.
recognized in equal opportunity. as
Let me say first of all that I think in
wel as in fairness. A special thanks for formation technology sector of the
economy is posed to take off H.R. 3W63 this Congress this is one of the best
their support in adding amendments to will put into effect policies that will
days for the legislative process, and I
'keeap telephone rates in rural arseas ow encourage the logical development of think that people should realize that
and protect small and medlum-slze
these new technologies and systems. the gentleman from Michigan (Mr. DINphone companies from unfair competi- and protect the role of local authori- GELL] and his colleague, the gentleman
tion.
ties as they seek to provide their citi- from California [Mr. MOORHEAD), the
It was important thonote, especially sens with the best possible cable tele- gentleman from Texas (Mr. BROKS)
from the chairan of the subcotmmit- vision and telephone service.
and his ranking member, the gentee, that It was equally as important to
Clearly these provisions are designed tleman from New York [Mr. FiSH). and
him that service in Turkey Scratch, to foster the kind of competition that the gentleman from Massachusetts
AV_ was Just as Important as In Bon- will benefit the consumer and Amert- [Mr. MARKEY)and his ranking member.
ton. MA.
ca's position in the worldwide commu- the
gentleman from Texas
(Mr.
So. my thanks to the chairman for nications market. We have been a lead- FIELDs, as a team developed two bills
his willingness
to allow us to help in er in this market; LR. 3636 will help us which are right here, H.R. 3= and H.R.
fbirming this bill and for rural America remain a leader.
30G, which are both landmarks in
and a special th-raks &iomthas in ArAn fo. H.R 3623, I believe this bill terms of the future of American jobs
kansas and all of hural America This will also be a boost for the American and the future of American technology.
bill represents a amasing opportunity consumer. The 10 court case that cre- and they are also, I think. a tremenfor advAnoments in education and in ated our current telephone system is dous case study in a good legislative
elmadicine. almng other things.
ot of dae. This bill eases restrictions process that is genuinely bipartisan.
.The SPRAKER pro tempre (Mr. on true competition In the long-dis- Here are very sophisticated, very corNM
mO0MElY).
The gentleman from taoe service sector. This bill is Strong- Plex and very technical Issues In which
esseaohmetts [Mr. MA..,I has the ly supported by many disabled activ- Members of both parties subordlnau-d
right to close the debate.
slets, educators, rural Americans. small their partisanship to the effort to un-
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derstand what the marketplace and the
technology made possible and to try to
truly craft historic legislation. I think
it is fair to say that this is. in the case
of H.R. 36. a dra oatic break from 60
years. This Is the new benchmark, and
it was done the right way. It was done
by constant consultation. by staffs
working together and by dealing with
some very difficult issues by very persistent negotiations.
Mr. Speaker, I think the result of
these two bills taken together, and
they will be Joined together and go to.
hopefully, the other body. and we will
Produce by the end of this session. I
hope. a landmark legislation that will
truly create an opportunity for more
jobs in America. The result is going to
open up the marketplace so that more
entrepreneurs can try out more new
ideas to create more producta, to build
more jobs in America by delivering
better services at lower costs to more
people.
Now that Is a remarkable accomplishment. and in the time that I have
been in this Congress I do not know of
many occasions where we have had as
much bipartisanship, as much sophistiration and as serious an effort to deal
with very complex issues, and I simply
want to commend both committees and
the Members who worked on them, and
I ask all of my colleagues to join in
voting "yes" this afternoon on this historic opportunity.
Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Speaker. I yield
myself the.balance of my time.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The
Chair recognizes the gentleman from
Masachusetta for I minutes.
Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Speaker. a year
and a half ago I sat up in the second
last row. May 1993. and began a conversation with the gentleman from
"rexas about how we could fashion a
piece of legislation that would be good
telecommunications policy, good social
policy, and good economic policy, and.
beginning with that first conversation
up in that back row of the Chamber. we
proceeded not only speaking to ourselves. Mr. Speaker, but to other Members here in the Chamber and to hundreds of other interested parties across
this country.
The legislation which we bring out
here today is one which is going to
open up enormous economic and technological opportunity for our country.
not only to the weil-Inown giants, the
telephone companies and the cable
companies. but in many ways. more
importantly. to the software Industry
and computer industry of this country
using the open architecture, set top
box protections, which we build into
this legislation so the fiberoptic networks which are going to be designed
to the interactivity which is going to
be constructed, to all of these technologies across this country, from the
innermost neighborhoods of our country to the most distant, rural parts of
this country, each and every American
will be given access to these exciting
,ehnologies. It will be the most im-
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portant part of the economy of this liorsAc. Not a noaetw standd--whili
country in the world over the next gen- wOW seamnto properly 10,s on oonsurrurs.
eration.
Rather. at West in the area of Inteaonne0With this legislation accompanying lon, we fsted mey to dee ter FC to
the Brooks-Dingell legislation. Mr. abandon the pubic Intareat ifm . tay
Speaker. we are going to lead this have used for 60 year aid reptace tiwith a
world and have an opportunity to cap- standard
tohfle
leasibiity. H.R. 3636 reture a disproportionate share of the quires local telepane copanles to onne
economic benefits. But at the same competito to their networks at any poin
time we ensure that all Americans technically feasible and economically reasonpoor. rich, rural and urban, all benefit abla, Ifour obective is compelon, Interfrom it. and we do it ensuring that the connection ought to be restricted toesst
economic and social policies of oor facilities. We should not legislsie a standard
country continue to capture these that allows new communations.,entrants to
plecaprt the,publicnetwork at their whim.
technological advances.
This legislation requires a telephone cornI want to congratulate again my
_pany
to interconnect and unbundle its faclities
good friend, the gentleman from Texas
[Mr. FrELoS]. I want to congratulate and prices virtually anytime and anywhere an.my counsel. Gerard Waldron. with other company requests itThere is ro mechColin Crowell. with David Moulton, anism In the legislation to insure the telephone
Mark Horan who worked with Winnie. company is kept whole, nothing that requires
Loeffler, with Kristan Van Hook, with the company requesting the utbundig to
Steve Popeo, with all the rest of our withatand the economically reasonable Coal In
staff. Mike Balmoris, with David fact, there's a strong lkelihood that local tleZesiger, with Mike Regan and with phone companies winattempt to recover sort
their costs by raising local tesptione rates.
Cathy Reid on the minority side, and I of
is riot
In the consumer" Interest.
want to. as well, thank Sara Morris That
Mr. Speaker, by abandonng thapublic iterwho is back and watching this right
esat
standard,
we are likely Irviling protracted
now. It would not have been possible
tigadon and sharp pece Increases. I supwithout her. David Leach and Johnnle ported
H.R. 3636 in comrnmiteeand do so on
Roski did the same work on the other the floor. But I hope that Ifthe legislation goes
piece of legislation. They are to be con- to conference, we take another look at ths
gratulated.
overly reguiltory issues, refocus on the public
Mr. CRAPO. Mr. Speaker. I rise today to Ints and show faith inthem ap
.
speak about the many tough and complexIsMr. STUDDS. Mr. Speaker, hardly a day
sues being addressed in the area of tele- passes thatwe are not exposed to a multitude
communications policy through H.R. 3636, the of nw reports about the informirtion superNational Communications Competition and In- highway. While we are all aware ofthe critical
fotrmation Infrastructure Act. There are several necessiy ol ensuring Ihe-developipten of an
competing interests at play in this formula for advanced commurictions inftrasture In the
emerging telecommunications policy. And I ad- United Stats. It is not always learhow we
mire the efforts of Telecommunications Sub- wil achieve tha goal.
committee Chairman ED MARKEYard ConOr cokg
Mr. MARKEY
and Mr. FIELDS,*
gressman JACKFiELS fr their work in weav- have provfilad us a blueprint for advang the
Ing together a consensus that serves the pub- Nao's oommniuratons highway. Their bill.
lic interest
temNaiona Commurniatio Comipalion we
Six years ago in Idaho the legislature, of Innashuosre Act of 1993, will epra the develwhich I was Senator pro tam at th time. took opment ofthe Information Inh
"trctl by lea bold approach comunications laws. There
ng Cablecompenes provide basic
telephone
were doomsday predictions about how rates service, and by per..itng localtelephone
would skyrocket and competition would be companies to offer video programng within
choked off. But by. adopting a more relaxed their srvice regions-both of which m ponregulatory framework, Idaho created an envi- hibbd LmKiecurrent low. This conietitki wfi
ronment conducive to the Information Age. be easentsi to ft widespread depyment Of
And consumers have reaped benefits from it. advanced communications services throughout
Basic telephone remain unchanged. Longt Natin
What will that mean to ourcitizens? Nothing
distance prices have been reduced several
times. Numerous new products and services short of a dramatic improvement In the quality
have been introduced. Competition is floursh- ofther ives. Full cooperation in the ormmuing. And the State's communications infra- nicaliors Industry will mean that a wider varistructure is leading edge. That was not ac- etyofservices will be av lere in the marketcomplished by increased regulation but by re- place. Sett r citiaens will be ableto taleadlaxed regulation. In Idaho, we opened mar- vantage
01 a broad amiry
ofshopping se
kets, provided pricing flexib lify for comfpetitivefrom their own homes. Studentsthroughout and optional services, and rate stability for es- the coutry will heve aeass to ericaonal resential services where competition has yet to sources fromlibraries and schools
tfvoughout
take hold. Again, the results have exceeded the world. Health care providers will be able to
examne patients at remote locations. And
expectations.
Today. I rise in support of H.R. 3636. We thats just the start.
have taken a different path in this bill, howFurthermore, Intense competition within the
ever. With this legislation we have diected the communicalions industry will drive down the
Federal Communications Commission to make cost of now services, ensuring their aftorddecisions on telecommunications competition abifty to at citizens. As we have wititessed,
issues. And what standard have we directed limtitedcompetition has resulted in sustained
the Commission to use in making those coin- high costs -foraftbut-the very basic tlepetitive decisions? Not the public interest communications services. U.S. consu
ne destandard eibodled in the 1934 Communioa- serve better than that.
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Mir. Chahran. I strongly supolt the goals remain In the forefront of technology and eco- peculiarities ot the c.'e Industry, and that
of H.P. 3636 and applaudMr. MARKEY. Mr. nornic development
they. and all those involved in the regulation of
FilsUand ohrs who have workedso hard
H.R. 3636 will
bring about a quicker and cable, will see to it that competition and choice
to develop Oft weltetanoed leglalafon, I urge moe effident means of Imlementing univer- are emphasized.
-my,csegus to votsfor H.R. 3636.
sal service, wich wit provide resources and
H.R. 3638 is-a arststep and on the whole
Mr.TAYLOR of North Carofina.Mr, Speat- infermation to all Americans. By eliminating . a reasonabie one. Now, Mr. Speaker, let us
eI want to coenmand ConWsmn MAREY, the restrictions In cable and local telephone In- be certain thatwha teases forth from this step
cheman of the .Teleconmatcallons Sub- dustes, both private and public 4,snesseas Is not heavy handed regulation, but e begincommtte, and the ranking metber, Mr. will have the opportuity to povide services, nings ofa new and dynanic marketplace.
Fim.
,
resutting In more jobs for Americans and betMr. BLUTE. Mr. Speaker, I rie to conmmend
Te Is*agood bil. It Is notperfect, but If ft terquality of phone and video services, all at Mr. MARKEYarid Mr. FIE.DS for sponsoring
- lower prices.
H.R. 3636. one of the mot proconsurner and
wijeiedectl4 would notpas....
:r. Mw; ,W, Mr. Fws, and lhet st
krerr
In addition, this legislation can pr6vide un. proeconomy bills to come before the 103d
surpassed benefits to the elderly and disabled Congress.
" .
biepilartforthr, tffots
The Markey-Fields bill,
which provides for'
h'T
h ywoked dgely with all-Interested. by'giving them easy access to resources and
ttopono . infrmation. H.R. 3636 is good for theecon. full competition among teleconmunications
that
a bill
rafl
coardetlto
.rpnati
iirmerie
a stemopls
c
.m-....y,good.for ty, and good forAmerica's and cable service providers, would sere as a
theoW that cSoieitol wil leadt =aso future.
V
I urge allof my colleagues to vote for. catalyst 4n the development of the U.S. cornmunication Industry, a cornerstone to longtis tIrnportant iegislationi.
Itlnstu
tablishenn of an Informnation
Mr. KLUG. Mr. Speaker, as we are all term economic growth arid development. Almuch more qucldy thanthe Federal Governaware, America faces new challenges In edu- though competition has become a reality in
moumfrlowing delars towards U ffot.
STheinfemniaifon highwaywit be a g
c~d
ation. Growth intechnology, ompeting world many areas of the comnication industry,
compIohmant
aiwing awlluanb
I so- markets, and the changing perspective of the the time has come to lit restrictions that preress litkemi to elo ti ontIrujncal youth have created a need for an Innovative
vent local telephone compardesand cable
way to thinking and acting In the educational companies from contributing faty to the adm-n
and ru
hospita
withtari
,evenMebeofConges.
.
.
.
arena.
wll
vitalfowfor
vleo tmptillon, where we
This Is why I give my support forH.R. 3626 vancement of the Nation's Information intfastructure.
getnmvies oe the phone ,frine.and
H.R. 3636. By eliminating the restrictions
But, more Importantly we have the responma movies
b rse
fr
o
. . digu
inse
telephone iarket, we can Increase sibility of adoptn laws that will enable all
go oe
-gor
clsties w
competition, increase technology, arndprovide consumers to obtain a full
range of commuIdon
ow anybody
a
thiswho sa agairi
n
tre. students
I derntkrnow
tha
succes with the educational edge needed for nications services from the providers of their
choice, at competitive prices. We in Congress
bp heolei of ior wl- noe
-Wpt-ito. Inner-city, as well as rural students, Icreas-have learned hard lesons that strict Industry
irl find tmsevs Isolated from a wide regulation has notbrought about the deploy..ie
.proviV see of
oimmend
I
4o
B14
lqn this bil could be
- ,.srtrange
of educational opprtun ies. H.P. 3626 ment of new communications services, nor
.ifiste"
thisl cou
conrueatolrus,
and H.R. 3636 will change outdated policies to driven down the costs of those services.
toa goal,
access to globalinformation, Clearly. the most viable means of achieving
expanded
allow
Take all the new regulstory saleguards the
allowing everyone from the elementary student those goals Is to adoptpoticiesthat will enable
tas."
i
competition to flourish within the commusicaEveryone agrees we need safeguards. We who lives in a disadvantaged neighborhiood, to lons Industry. H.R. 3638 stries the right balthe university professor working on a cure for ance in achieving competition and In preservcart etition.
wart to makeaura there's
fair
cancer, to have access to earning tools such
Cn what I teas
expanded databases, and electronic dis- ing the major tenet of U.S. communications
maeon
deces thata eie
anfguavs tancelearning.
This will in turn Improvethe policy--unversal service.
haveto be "miyInplae before
we can have quality of life, not only for them, but for all Mr. MARKEY
and Mr. FIELos have crafted a
I applaud
serve our Nation well.
that will
Americans. Yes. I support Improving education bill
A
This could ierly take years.
thme.eradlAeirAnd,
in America. I supportH.R. 3626 and H.R. their efforts and urge my colleagues to adopt
11M,
Via American publi would be aaithat
sfV 366
H.R. 3636.
the -walting for the competton at Co- 33.
Mr. LAZIO. Mr. Speaker, today the House is
Mr. McCOLLUM. Mr. Speaker, I rise today
.
greastas fforH.R. 3636, but do taking a positive step toward opening the inI intendto vote for H.R. 3636 beuse It to express my support
formation
superhighway by passing H.R. 3626
in
this
we
that
I
hope
that
s at so with a caveat
loks We th beat package we c
Chamber will keep in mind for the future. and H.R. 3636. These bills wi Increase corna
Us present time.
In
unpetition
In
the U.S. tleco municatons indusIs
done
bill
in
this
dim I Much ofwhat we do
However, I also want to easize
charted waters. The Information age Is new. try, making us more competitive In the world
am doing s0 only because I have been aS
O .onl
reuegIhae
beenasand
we
In
the
Congress
are
just
beginning
to
market,
and
will stirmutate economic growth,
miredlast d. FCC won'tregulate
tostymie legislate in this area,.so Ioffer a basic point creating new jobs for Americans.
-hnew"
c chaisan of th FCC, Rad H
.H.P.
3636
is.
to
say
no
more
about
it.
a
The WEFA Group, a respected econometric
'
i- conplicated pieceof legislation. To some de- forecasting agency, and the Economic Policy
atted to ful
-sairsthat he's fir"
this is to be expected, but I must say Institute, a well-known think tank, examined
tree,
asong
to yes ago, we al
e
-rute.
that much in H.R. 3636 concerns me. The bill, the impact of increased competition on the
I in essence,, allows the phone companies into U.S. telecommunications Industry. Both conw
c'al TV.
the cable television business provided they cluded such a change In policy would result in
result
would
We were o that re-regulatin
build a super cable system and then throws in millions of new jobs.
c
in lower cable TV rates ad m
an array of regulations for good measure.
are
still
we
te
event,
ater
Two years
WEFA found that a fully competitive telemFor
my part, I would have favored a farless communications environment will create 3.6
In
wanttobe waitng for another 2 or reguistory approach,
but this bit is a first
so e before
nt.we wget
video competito r step-a fair compromise--and for thatreason million new jobs bythe year 2003. These jobs
will be spread throughout the U.S. economy
Iwill
We need that new.
Thatsupport
said, I it.
hope that we in this body. in Ihe and in every State in the Union. EPI found
Mr. MAGHTLEY. Mr. Speake,.I rise in sup- future,
are careful
not to overburden
the these jobs will be filled
by blue-collar,
port of H.R. 3636, the National Comrunima- ftee
noncolfege-educated workers, a segment of
caref
nt
oerbrdenThe
Vens Corpeton and Intimation Infrast- phone companies with restrictions. The cable our economy that has been particularly hard
and
tur Act of 1993. Today, ItIs time da corn- industry is an extremely tough business,
hit by layoffs
and the loss of more traditional
that all who wish to parlii- employment.
pliton in the cable Industry is opened so that we must see to ift
private as wellas pubic Irdustries can take pete in it do soon an even playing field.
A number ofMembers on both sides ofthe
thatis Fortunately, H.R. 3636 does give the Fed- aisle have worked hard to make this legis'pad in he tecnological revolutio
world does business. a eralCommunications Commission some texi-tion a reality, end I commend them forthen , changing the way thie
Hility
in this regard. It is my hope that it witl be
oPasge H.R.3636 will
growth
Inteto this discretion with an understanding of the forts. After lagging behind our Internalti-.
economy, of
which will allow trigger
the United
States
competitors, H.R. 3626 and H.. 3636 v;;
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merits to competition remain. The MFJ bars way of thinking and acting in the educational
he!p the United States recapture and maintain
its lead in high technology development and
the Bell operating companies from providing
Ths is why I give my support for ILF 3626
marketing.
long-distance service. Local telephone service
Mr. Speaker. I urge my colleagues to iom remains heavily regulated. And the MFJ has and H.R. 3636. By eliminating the restrictions
prevented Bells from manufacturing equip- in the local telephone mar etwe can inrease
me in supporting this legislation.
corpetitton. increase technology. mid provide
Ms. SNOWE. Mr. Speaker, I rise in strong ment, forfeiting jobs to foreign manufacturer.
While some of these restrictions made students with the educaitonal edge needed for
support of H.R. 3636 and H.R. 3626. tlaesuccess.
devet1980's,
subsequent
sense
in
the
early
will
dramatiwhich
cormunications legislation
Inner-city, as well as rural students, increascally improve our Nation's lelocornmunicatrins opmentshave brought massive change to the
ingly find themselves Isolated from a wide
new
industry,
creating
telecommunications
policy, setting the stage or our Nation's entry
competi- rangeofeducational opportunities. H.R. 3626
possibilities for healthy and beneficial
into the information age.
These measures are a compromise. and I tion. Companies that barely existed in early and .R.3636 wilchange outdated policies to
congratulate the members of the Energy and 1980's are now billion-dollar enterprises, Local allow expanded access to globalInformation.
Commerce and Jud ciary Committees for their Bellcompanies facefocused--albeit notwide- alloing everyone from the elementary student
wto lives in a disadvantaged neighborhood, to
excellent work. They have ended years of spread--competition in many services.
The House tegislation is intended to invig- the university professor working on a cure for
deadlock between Industries seeking to protect their own Interests. These bills represent orate competition, fostering private investment cancer, to al have accss to learning tools
an opportunity to unleash the creative, com- in the development of a new telecommuni- such as expanded databases. and electronic
distance learning. This will in turn improve the
petitive spirits of telecommunications indus- cations infrastructure.
H.R. 3636 allows the Bell operating compa- quality of life. not only for them, but for all
tries. while providing irmportant protections for
Ameericans. Yes, I support Improving education
service
as
universal
tong-distance
areas
such
interstate
and
rural
nies
to
provide
consumers
access and rural exemptions for rural compa- immediately and to begin the manufacture of in America. I support H.R. 3626 and H.R.
nies,
equipment within 1 year, provided that their 3636.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. Speaker, I think we all
Most irnportanty. these bills wit serve as a entry poses no significant possibility of lessof
the
U.S.
comthe
developrr
ert
catalyst in
enedcompetition in the markets they seek to owe a great deal of thanks to Chairman DINoaEL,Chairman BROOKS. and Charrmn MARmrunications industry, a cornerstone to tong- enter: Bell entry Into Intrastate
term economic growth and development. I markets remains subject to State public serv- KEY for their tireless efforts to befng tateshare the view of many in Maine, including the ice commission approval, with the Justice De- comrtsuticationa reform legislation to fruition
Maine Chamber of Commerce and Industry, partment given 90 days to review State deci- this year. Many thought t this day would
never come, and it is a tribute to your sktdtand
that Maine's quality of life when combined with sions.
H.R. 3626 likewise opens up the market for dedication that it has.
a state-of-the-at telecommunications infraBoth of the bills that we win vote on today
:Aructure will be an excellent job-creating, job- local telephone services. Itrequires the Bet
attracting tool. A study by the independent companies to offer use of their local
networks represent a step forward toward achieving
econometric forecasting firm, the WEFA to any competitors-such as cable companies. what we all wnt--en Informatlin superthat benefitsboth utannar end bsto offer cable services. highway
also allows
the Bells
Group, indicated that full competition in the It
telsconrunications industry would create 3.6 Both bills contain mechanisms to assure con- ness alike. I support H.R.36 3, and commend
ariges
made at the subommlftee and
fthe
million new jobs in the United States over the tination of universal service and retain sencoMMttee level. I have some reservalos
next t0 years in a variety of industries in sible regulation where competition is unlikely
H.R.
32.
As I said dung the hearing
abort
home
State
of
every State in the Union. In my
to develop.
Maine, the WEFA stuwy estimates that over
These changes portend the creation of new process,forging this deal was a herculean
That
schleemett timid not,
achievement.
16.000 new jobs would be created in the next American jobs. perhaps more than 40.000 in
however, overshadow the real and important
10 years.
Missouri alone. Moreover, the exploltation of
were noteven Irvted
of
those
who
conrne
Congress has the responsibility of adopting digital technology and the creation ofthe inforto theneotiDating table.
laws that wilt enable all consurers to obtain a mation superhighway is expected to revofuCo
es
Belt
Operat
The
Regional
services fror the tionize opportunities
full range of cormnmunications
for leaming, delivering
providers of their choice, at competitive prices. health care, conducting business, and provid- [ROC' were reatricted fr arntrig tongservand
Infoamation
manufacturing,
distance,
The most viable means of achieving these ing government service. Under this legislation,
ies becausethey hed the local monopoly
goals is to adopt policies, such as those em- consumers should expect to see a multitude of
cornpetitot iorn emttager
bodied by these two bills, that will enable com- changes within several years: a choice of strength to squelich
busineses. The decision to keep the HBOC5
petition to flourish within the communications cable TV services from multple operators,
are Oodistance,
as long- th
out
of
long
industry, while preserving universal service.
wth more programming and improved prices;
has been a sncese to ifts p nt. Utroponies,
I urge my colleagues to join me in support- new choices in both local and long-distance
te more thana decade ago, only the araltest
ing H.R. 3638 and H.R. 3626.
telephone service: the ability to monitor the
callers had a coice
Mr. GEPHARDT. Mr. Speaker, I rise in sup- sick at tnome so they do not have to spend Be handful of
In
consufer
Today,
v
of carriers.
port of H.R. 3836 and H.R. 3626, and I com- much. time in hospitals;
of etual
a yutWs
tieeskilta chice
Nation has
expanded research the
mend particularly Mr. DINGELL, Mr. BROOKS, and educational opportunities at schools art
servioe ong-distance comp ies. Since the
and Mr. MARKEY for their leadership in fash- colleges across the State; greater opportunibreakup of the Beglsystem monopoly, merage
ioning a new vision for America's vital tleties for people to work at home, thereby re- long-dstance rates have droppeddramatically.
communications industry
ducing traffic congestion and increasing leIPrices have dropped, both residena and
These bills--the most significant commu- sure time; expanded access to shopping an
business users can take advantage of signifinications legislation in 60 years-will inject entertainment.
- cant discounts offered by long-distroe comnew conpetition into the Nation's long-disWe know from experience that new tech,
tance and local telephone industries. As such. nologies promise profound and posfive poles The norpe
mfli tpte has
• sp
re an Increase In the vaus o serevic,
they promise to uteash new technologies that change to those who embrace them. Wt*
and technological improvements worth billions.
will revolutionze the Amercan lifestyle.
preserving safeguards needed to maintain unis the ome tht drves our
Competition
For the past decade, the Nation's tele- versal coverage and fair pricing,tis legislacommunications policies have been deter- tion makes tremendous strides to realize the economy, and I Couldnot be a strnger supmined largely in Federal courts: The 1982 possibilities inherent In new technologies. Wi
porter of that concept mross ir boaed- In
corspeico"nat l
order tor tue, hasl,
Consent Decree, known as the modified final am on the verge of another technological rev the
we urnl m
tan to operate, however,.
judgment [MFJ], divested AT&T of its local olution.
allowI
sm
i
for
level
playlng
field
so-e
Bell operating companies and allowed some
Mr. SERRANO. Mr. Speaker, as we are a
competition in long-distance telephone service. aware, America faces new challenges In edti- IngtheRBOCa and cablecormrisesto cornThe resulting competition lowered prices ard cation. Growth in technology, competing wonf Pel n a fair
arene. i whatwe do hem todey
a
corsunert,
is
to deteated
the detrmnt
accelerated private investment in new long- markets. and the changing perspective of th
the ultimate
purpose. then we
have
distance technology
youth have created a need foran innovatlia
rthe
genWith regard to H.R. 3826, I
Under the MFJ, however, significant imped.
Assertion of congreseral thrust
of this bill
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inthis area is longoverdue. I
Mr. TOWNS. Mr. Speaker, I rise in Support the rules and pass the bill, H.R. 3636, as
had hoped, however, that we could have of H.R. 3636, a forward-looking bill that will amended.
agreedon an amendment that would have p- advance the development of the informtion
The question was taken.
same entry test to ft RBSC's In highway. I wish to congratulate Chairman
Mr. FIELDS of Texas. Mr. Speaker.
tong
distance
that we apply to the MARKEYand the ranking member [Mr. FIELDS) on that I demand the yeas and nays.
Internate market
The yeas and nays were ordered.
and thir staffs for their patience In developing
Again let me corrmend Chairmen Ofiosti. a bill that has bipartisan and inter-industry
The SPEAKER pro tempore. PursuBROOKS
WOMARKEY
pd
for their tremendous supporton a most difficult and complicated ant to clause 5, rule I. and the Chair's
prior announcement, further proceedhard work to get this legislationto the floor. isue.
There Is wide support for telecommunications
H.R. 3636 will open the telephone network ings on this motion will be postponed.
reform thts year, both In Government and the at the local level to full competition, and will
private sector. I hopethat these bis witre- permit the local exchange companies to proceavthe"'ppot'of the full House,
vide video services. In this environment, com- ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE SPEAKER
PRO TEMPORE
Mr.' OLVEr.Mr. Speaker. I support H.R., petition will flourish for both telephone and
,,$M for teeoic adanages twilbrng cable services, where we have seen only limThe SPEAKER pro tempore. Debate
Information age and ft conpe* tied competition in the past As more people has concluded on all motions to sustP it*
lion It will
help to.
usher In In teleommun- are connected to the Information highway, pend the rules.
cations. I s supo this legIsation forthe more entrepreneurial endeavorswill develop
Pursuant to clause 5, rule I, the Chair
socIal advantages thebill win provide
byen- steadily increasing service options.
will now put the question on each moswaing that people with disabhitles have eG- These entrepreneurial companies will create tion to suspend the rules on which furoessto new technologies.
jobs In a robust new Industry fueled by the ther proceedings were postponed ear_ y aftowing teblepone companies to providepassage of H.R. 3636. I urge all my col- lier today in the order in which those
videe programing, servces such as narator- leagues to support this bill.
motions were entertained. Votes will
spoken descriptions of on-screen action can
Mr. PASTOR. Mr. Speaker, a little dis- be taken in the following order:
asest the blind, while complete captioned pm- cussed or debated and not well-understood
H.R. 3626, by the yeas and nays; and
grammng can serve the deaf. For bedridden provision in H.R. 3636, the National Commu- H.R. 3636, by the yeas and nays.
end elderly Individuals the development of nications Competition and Infrastructure InThe Chair will reduce to 5 minutes
new earvices and the opening of the tevestment Act, could have a megs-billion-dollar the time for the second electronic vote
oomilcations network has the potential of Impact on the price of telephone service. Lan- after the first vote in this series.
greaty enhancing theirIves,byboth removing gusge in the bill states that the resale o local
Islation
and maintaining theirIndpendene. - telephone service shall "not. be prohibited or
. H.R. 3&10
wiltalso expand thequality and subject to unreasonable conditions."
ANTITRUST AND COMMUNICAkor the coal of educatiom An open tole- Although it sounds mther innocent, that proTIONS REFORM ACT OF 1994
cormiloatfore market willresult in the devel- vision is a direct broadside at the affordability
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The
opment of nw services, belier products, and of telephone service. By conservative esti- pending business is the question of sosgreater efficiency by conaecting students to mates, the historic system of telephone pricing pending the rules and passing the bill.
teachers and both to worldwide Informam.
has resulted in a $20 billion subsidy of carrier H.R. 3626, as amended.
-The creation of new jobs In these servces- services. Permitting unlimited resale could virThe Clerk read the title of the bill.
and industias Is another advantage of HR. tuslly wipe out that subsidy. I am concerned
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The
3638.Not only wit these benefits be seen that the $20 billion could not be recovered question is on the motion offered by
here at home.,butthey should enable us to In- without a hefty increase In residential rates.
the
gentleman from Texas
lMr.
crease -our corrpetit eness In Intematlonal
Resale Is a practice whereby a third-party BROOKS] that the House suspend the
markets as well. For these reasons I support buys bulk services from the local telephone rules and pass the bill H.R. 3626. as
company and resells them to customers. By amended, on which the yeas and nays
and will
cast my vote for H.R. 3638.
. Ms. SCHENK: Mr. Speaker. I riseIn strongbuying In b"jlk, the third-party achieves certain are ordered.
support of both H.R.3020 and H.R. 3636. savings, enabling that company to undercut
The Chair reminds Members that the
Chrnan Om,. Chairman MARKEY
and the local telephone company In selling pri- next vote will be a 5-minute vote.
Charman BROOKs
deserveour thanks rd marily to business customers.
The vote was taken by electronic deprase for their hard work, their vision, and
Within limits, some States permit the prac- vice, and there were-yeas 423, nays 5.
tice today. Third-parties can resell within the not voting 6. as follows:
their leadership Inthekdebate.
Mr. Speaker, others will
descrbe the many same class of service, but can't buy residence
[Roll No. 221
benefits of this l gIslatve pacuage. I'd Iketo lines and sell them to business customers, or
YEAS-423
focuts
on jus pre-t potential to stimulate purchase business lines and sell them to
Bishop
CI.yto.
economic growth nd job creatio . .
Interexchange carrers. The FCC permits re- Aberrombie
Cesoet
tIon
Ackerws,
BI-~k-e1
M. Speaker. the felteommnications and sale In the interstate jurisdiction, but bars long
rswn
Clybsrn
Information Indstles wilbe.the engins of distance carriers from using business service Andrew, (11E) 5i.c.,ii
aoili
economic growth Intothe next century. In San to connect the local and long distance net- Anbmdw INJ)
-DIego .County, for,examiple.
taleoons'rsi- work. Instead, the FCC requires the carriers to
cat"on enmployment
grew by 22 percent lest buy access service.
Arsher
Col
(it)
Borsk
Colit i
coniesO
Depending on how unreasonable conditions Arwey
yearBw~hu4 (FL}
Th s growth has ocourred despite a patch- Is defined, H.R. 3636 could remove those lim- Bobhu (AL)
erewster
Bre.ok
work system of Inflesxie regulations, that re- its and place billions of dollars of subsidies at Bier
rosier
Coomr
fled th realities of yesterday, notthe vibrant risk. I can think of no reason why a business Baker(CA)
Baker
ILA)
customer would pay $35 per month for a tele- Billeoger
Broo s.
Crwteho
IndustrIes, Oftoday.
Thea. bll$ break
down the arifical bariers phone line if a third-party will sell that cus- B_
Srer
tha.t fle cortiton between phone
conpe- tomer a line for $30. Without limits on resale,
Ba ret A e
rles and cable perators. They will stimslate that Is not only possible, but likely.
crame
CrPo
Because of this concern, I urge conferees to Barrett (WE)
private inwastmriatily nactIng
a wilfoni aBuyer
(ett
ten of federal reguiation. And.. according
Cunnnstoor
B~=
toea clarify this matter to help ensure that subsidies B-tt
arrnt
Barttrn
recently released report by te Pre adentsare protected and the price of telephone serv- BSlson(I
C.1'ern
ot
Council of Eoonaic Advisors. thesebiprt- ice remains affordable.
Be-er
deen11noon
san bills wilhelp the private sector: create Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Speaker, I yield
Bertley
Call""
more than 50-0 new jobe over ft neat 21 back the balance of my time.
Gional authority

The SPEAKER pro

tempore.

The

mr. Soeakiir I urgemycolleaues to pass question is on the motion offered by
the

of hIo-wage'lobs.

gentleman from Massachusetts
(Mr. MARKEY] that the House suspend

Berwa
Bevill
eilbraky
Bilireki.

cisa
Castle
Mhap-v

elIay

Derck.
De.4v
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Mr. YATES changed his vote fom

"aye" to "nay."

SO (two-thirds having voted in favor
thereof) the rules were suspended and
the bill, as amended, was .passed.

The result of the vote was announced
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as above recorded.

A motion to reconsider was laid on

COM-

PETITION AND INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE ACT OF 1994

The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.
MONTGOMERY). The pending business is
passing

amended.

the

bill,

H.R.

3636,

as

The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The

question is on the motion offered by
the gentleman from Massachusetts

[Mr. MARKEY] that the House suspend
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The vote was taken by electronic de-

osndenane

vice, and there were-yeas 423, nays 4, Hll'sHoai
not voting as follows:
[Roll No. 29
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unanimous consent. macqueaL REI'OiR*r ON
RESOLUTION PROVIDING FOR
issimply to marry up the two bills lust
CONSIDERATION
OF
passed by the House this afternoon?
H.R. 4500. EXPEDITED RF.SCI'Mr. BROOKS. Mr. Speaker. if the
SIONS ACT OF 1994
gentleman will yield. the gentleman is
Mr. MOAKLEY. from the Conmniitee
absolutely correct. We can send them on Rules, submitted a privileged
report
to the Senate and have a joint conference. The bill that is now being con- (Rept. No. 103-565) on the resolution (H.
sidered in the other body includes both Res. 467) providing for consideration of
the bill (H-R. 4000) to amend the Concomponents.
Mr. FISH. Mr. Speaker. I thank the gres.ional Budget and Impoundment
Control Act of 1914 to provide for the
gentlem an.
Mr.Speaker, I withdraw my reserva- expedited consideration of certain p oposed rescissions of budget authority.
tion of objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there which was referred to the House Catobjection to the request of the gen- endar and ordered to be printed.
pose of this

0 1501
.tleman from Texas?
There was no objection.
t vote d in favor
So (two-thirds having
REPORT ON RESOLUTION PROVIIThe SPEAKER pro tempore. WVithout INO
thereof) ths rules were suspended szd
FOR CONSIDERATION
OF
objection, H.R. 3P6 islaid on the table.
the %l, as amended. was passed.
H.R.
4299.
INTFLLGENCE
ALThere was no objection.
The 99mzit of the vote'was a
TIIORIZATION ACT. FISCAL YEAH.
As above recorded.
1995
-A'moton .to reconsider was laid on
Mr. MOAKLEY. from the Coirrnitt.
the table.
ANNOUNCEMENT
REGARDING
on Rules, submitted a privileged report
PREPRINTING OF AMENDMENTS iRept. No. 103-566) on the resolution Ii.
ON H.R. 4299. INTELLIGEICE AUPERSONA.L HEXPANATION
THORIZATION ACT FOP, FISCAL Res. 468) providing for consideration of
the bill (H.R. 4299) to authorize appi o0 L4kAiERT. Mr. Spaker, on roilcal e t
U
YEAR 1995
NO. 283 4R..o36) pm4 w for tTonso
n
r.MOAKLEY asked and was given priations for fiscal year 1995 for intelM00o1-1W
jrft i5J
IermiAsion
e
to afddress the House for I ligenoe. and intelligence-related sctivities of the U.S. Government, the Compe~loll an Jf fI ai I b11asbi
Ac' a' minute.)
1Y94, .0kIf
Wae
onOft
deda MI i a
Mr. MOAKLEY. Mr. Speaker, the munity Management Account, and tbe
of'io'5ye
0n .
I am bn
Rules Committee has granted a rule for Central Intelligence Agency Retirement and Disability System. and or
Of It.
"
L
. 299. th" Intelligence Auihoriza- other purposes, which was referred to
4 ...
tion Act for fiscal year 1995. that would the House Casendar and ordered to hi.
require any amendments to H.R. 4299 printed.
GENERAL LEAVE
be printed in the COWiREScIONAI,
Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Sieaker, I ask RECORD prior to the consideration
of
UnAnemOUs Consent that all Members the bil. It Is anticipated that H.R.4299
GENERAL LEAVE
may have $ legislative days In which to wil be considerd in the House upon
rVise and extend their remarks, and to our retumn from the July 4 district
Mr. SMITH of Iowa. Mr. Speaker. I
ask unanimous consent that all MomInolude araneous material, on E15. work period.
368, the bill just pased.
Members should be aware, that the bers may have 5 legislative days ii
:The SPKER po tempore 0rrule the Committee reported. provides. which to revise and extend their reMbONTOoeY). Is there Objection to the for consideration of only those amend- marks on the bill (H.R. 4606) maaking
request of the gentefrom Mama- menta that have bees filed in the CON- appropriations for the Departments of
ohusettsV
easaSSOAL PXXORD prior to consider- Labor, Health and Human Services.
and Education. and related agencies.
There was no objection.
ation of HR.4299.
for the fiscal year ending September 30.
"
Again, H.R. 4299 Is not expected to be 1995, and for other
purposes, and that I
q considered by the House until the week may be permitted to Include tables.
CLERK
THE
AUTHORIZING
EN- of July. 11, however. it Is important charts. and other extraneous matter.
IN
C
cORRMEr8300S
•
that Members who desire to amend this
3628 ROSH MENT OF H.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there
C~bMMUNICATIOS bill, file their amendments in the Con- objection to the request of the genAND
TRUST
RECORD as soon as possible. tleman from Iowa?
GRESSIONAL
REFOR ACT OF 94
I thenk the Members of the House for
There was no objection.
Mr. BaBOKS. Mr. Speaker. I ask their cansideration In this matter.
unaninwas consent that the Cterk of
the Houe., in the engrossmnt of the
DEPARTMENTS
OF
LABOR.
,bill. I
8628, be authorized to delete
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES.
title III of H.R. 368. to add at the end REPORT ON RESOLUTION WAIVING
AND EDUCATION. AND RELATED
ORDER
OF
POINTS
.CERTAIN
of tit%11f I.R. 3= the texit of titis
AGENCIES
APPROPRIATIONS
AGAINST H.R. 4649, DISTRICT OF
I through'V of HR.3U6, to e
APPROPRIATIONS
ACT. 1995
COLUMBIA
.nate titles I through IV of RI.R. 3M as
ACT, 1995
title" through VI Or tR. 3M, to r,Mr. S.MITH of Iowa. Mr. Speaker. I
designate section numbers and ref- Mr. MOAKLEY, from the Committee move that the House resolve itself into
erenoes thereto accOOLdingly, and to on Rates, submitted a privileged report the Committee of the Whole House on
conform the table of Contents and to (Rept. No. 103-564) on the resolution (it. the State of the Union for the considerimake much 6ther tocbica and con- Res. 480) waiving certain points of ation of the bill (H.R. 406) making apformiAg changes as may be neceesa,
order against the bill (H.R. 4649)n ak- propriations for the Department of
.'TheSPEAKER pro tempore. Is there ing appropriations for the government Labor. Health and Human Services.
objection to the request' of the* Sen- of the District of Columbia and other and Education, and related agencies.
tleman fom Texas?
activities chargeable In whole or in for the fiscal year ending September 30.
-Mr. ZS . Mr. Speaker. resesing the Dart against the revenues
of said Dis- 1995, and for other purposes; and pendright to *beot, I,of com, wUl not eS- trict forthe fiscal year ending Sestem- ing that motion. Mr. Speaker. I rsk
joct. I simply want the views of the her 3, 19f5, and for other purposes. unanimous consent that general debate
gentleman trom Texas, cWrmai of the which was referred to the House Cal. be limited to not to exceed 1 hour. tht.
Committee on the Judicary. The inr- endar and ordered to be printed.
time to be equally divided and
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